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1, Introduction

The project "In situ investigation of the long term
sealing system as a component of a Dam Construc-
tion" started on April 199], The main objective of
the research to be developed by DIT-UPC group is to
model and valídale the effects of mulfipha.se flow
through the components of the long-term seal and at
the interface between the seal and the host rock.
These include the following main tasks:

• Task I: State of the art-review
B Task 2: Laboratory work
• Task 3; Modelling

• Task 4: Code verification
• Task 5: Validation

From these tasks, the main research directions that
have been followed are:

• Constitutive modelling of the mechanical
behaviour of porous salt aggregates.

• Development of a theoretical framework for
the study and characterization of the coupled
hydro-thermo-mechanical behaviour of a
porous/non-porous saline system. This includes
both, establishing the governing equations and
the adoption of constitutive laws. The final
objective is the development of a numerical
simulator able to handle problems in saline
environments.

Laboratory work, This includes deformation tests
on granular aggregates under wet conditions
(including unsaturated tests) and dry conditions.
Permeability measurements under brine and gas flow
arc carried out during the tests,

This report is divided into four main sections
related to these main research directions. In Section 2
the constitutive model for mechanical 'behaviour of
porous aggregates is presen íed. Sortie references' are
given in which the details of the theoretical deve-
lopment and comparison with experimental results
from other authors can be found, In Section 3 the
governing equations for non-isothermal multiphase
flow in saline media are presented.

The balance equations are derived in detail from
the basic quantities, i.e., density, porosity, mass
fractions, fluxes, stress and energy. In Section 4,
aspects related to the numerical approach are
presented together with the main features of the
program specifically developed. This Section 4 also
includes the verification excercises that have been
performed and some preliminary applications: the
analysis of a borehole seal behaviour and the analysis
of a porous dam. In Section 5, the experimental work
is presented. This includes deformation and brine
flow tests performed at the DIT-UPC laboratory and
at the Salt Mechanics Laboratory of the University of
Waterloo.

[NEXT PAGE(S) left BLAN
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2, Deformation of porous granular aggregates. Constitutive model

2.1 Introduction
Rock suit bus been widely studied and charac-

terized, but porous salt aggregates have received ieitft
attention, From the review performed it has been
concluded that the most important strain mechanisms
for Mtilt aggregates under the nuclear waste repository
conditions are Huid assisted dil'fusional transfer creep
(FADT) and dislocation creep (DC). It is expected
that solid diffusion will only be important for high
temperatures and low stress levels. In order to apply
these mechanisms to porous aggregates, an idealized
geometry of grains and pores has been developed.

Initially the model was limited to the prediction of
volumetric creep strains (Óíivcíln ct ni. I992),
Relationships in terms of void ratio were found
consistent with experimental observations and the
geometrical framework allows for a wiúc range of
void ratios. A model for generalized stress slates has
also been developed based on a three-dimensional
representation of the poious aggregate (Olivella ct al.
1993b).

2.2 Deformation mechanisms
Creep deformation of salt under (he likely

conditions of stress, temperature and brine content in
schemes of radioastivs was!© disposal, has two
relevant mechanisms: fluid assisted diffusions)
transfer (FADT) and dislocation creep (DC) (Figure
2.1).

Dislocation creep refer» to the intracrystallinc
mechanisms characterized by the power creep law
and explained through dislocation theory. Disloca-
tion glide and climb arc considered the processes
responsible of the deformation of crystalline materials.
Solid diffusion mechanisms arc also intracrystallinc
but they arc only important under high temperatures
and low stress states. Fluid assisted diffusional
transfer creep refers to the mechanism of
deformation based on the migration of salt through
the liquid phase present in pores. This migration of
salt is developed from contact to contact or from
contact to pore and is driven by differences in
chemical potential induced by differences in contact
stresses.

2.3 Idealized geometry
A convenient way to develop constitutive

equations from the basic laws of the deformation
mechanism is to use an idealized geometry as a
reference. The microstructurc of salt granular aggre-

gates has been observed by Spiers mid coworkers
(liMHUCHN). The regular (arm of grains lias led lo
idealize the geometry with polyhedral forms as

Figure 2.3 shows the proposed idealized geometry
for grains and pores. This geometry allows to relate
the characteristic sizes (d, x) with void ratio (<') or
porosity (<)> = e/(l4e)), and the expressions are valid
for a wide range of void ratios. This geometry is a
generalization of a more simple one defined
previously using octagons (Figure 2.2).

There are two assumptions in the model which arc
directly related to the geometry: the principal
directions of the macroscopic stress state arc normal
to the faces of the iileal grain and the characteristic
sizes il, s, a are equal in all directions although they
change with deformation. These assumptions allow
to obtain analytical expressions for strain rate.

Contact stress is very important for deriving
constitutive laws in porous aggregates. For the three-
dimensional geometry, stress in a contact normal to
the principal direction / can be expressed as:

(2.1)

As void ratio (c) decreases, contact stress also
decreases and tends to the macroscopic value in that
direction.

From Eq. 2.1 stress ratio can be defined as the
contact stress over the applied stress. For a given
geometry stress ratio is only a funtion of void ratio.
Figure 2.4 shows the variation of stress ratio in terms
of void ratio. It should be pointed out that the
three-dimensional character of this geometry gives
implicit expressions. This implies that for a given
void ratio it is necessary to solve itcrativcly in order
to obtain the corresponding pore size, contact size,
etc. However it would be preferable to obtain explicit
creep laws and this is not possible with these implicit
expressions. To overcome this practical difficulty the
parameter K has been defined. The void volume
computed from the geometry is:

If this is made proportional to .v*V the coefficient
that results is:
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Figure 2.1. Stress/temperature deformation mechanism map of NaCI of 1 mm grain size.
Adapted from Spiers (1986).

This factor tends to 3 as void ratio vanishes
because .v tends to zero. This theoretical value
predicts low stress concentrations at high void ratios
while experimental results seem indicate the
opposite. The gained experience in previous work
has led to conclude that another form could be used.
The expression adopted, Xy = 3(1-c itt), has the
following advantages: is explicit, for low values oí e
converges to the - theoretical one, and when
comparing the model with experimental results for
different values of e it has exhibited a better
performance.

schemes, mathematical laws have been obtained.
These arc derived from the proposed geometry using
the physical basis for each mechanism.

Fluid Assisted Diffusional Transfer

For Fluid Assisted Diffusional Transfer (FADT),
strain rate along principal directions (0 is obtained as
(Olivella ct al. 1993a,b):

dx2x2

2.4 Creep laws
For the two mechanisms of creep deformation that

arc relevant under the conditions of waste disposal

8

(2.2)
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Figure 2.2. Preliminary geometry used for the one-dimensional version of the model (Olivella et al. 1992) (a,b)
and elastic stresses inside the octagon computed under plane strain conditions (c,d).



2< Deformation of porous granular aggregates, Constitutive model

d,, =characteristic grain size, d¡, is the volume of the solid grain

d = distance between contacts = size of the circumscribed cube

e s void ratio (pore volume/solid volume)

s = pore size

x = contact size

a = intercontact thickness (a « s, d, d,,)

Void volume: 3s2d - ~ y¡2s3 = XYszd; Xv = 3 - 1 4 l -

Void ratio definition: e = -

Volume-mass conservation: d1 —ed], = d], <=> d — do\Jl + e

Contact size: x = d- -Jls

Derived expressions: — =
d—Jls

VT+7- 2e

d -JT+l'd d

Figure 2.3. Idealized geometry using polyhedrons and derived expressions.
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6,

5. . . . . . Polyhedron model (theoretical)
Polyhedron modol (modulad)

- - - Octagon modol
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0.4 0.5

Figure 2.4. Stress concentration in contacts as a function of void ratio.

where D includes the set of physical parameters
which depend on temperature and physical properties
of the mineral.

The variables that appear in the law are:
e: void ratio

' / : = <?3/2 function of void ratio
Xv: = 3( 1 -e 3/2) function of void ratio
d,,: "*grain size
«•' intercontact thickness (=100 nm)
O'I effective stress along / direction
p ' : mean effective stress (p' - p -P¡)
p : mean total stress (p= (O\ +Oz + GT)I2>)

PI: brine pressure
Vm: molar volume (Vm = 2.693 10'5 m3/mol)
on: mass fraction of salt in brine (0.265 kg/kg)
p,.- solid density (2163 kg/m3)
pi: brine density (1195 kg/m3)

m: conversion factor (W=A/H(ÍO/M;,+(1-ÍO)/A/M.)=
=0.82, A//,, Mw molecular weights of salt and
water)

R: constant of gases
T: absolute temperature

xD,,,: coefficient of effective diffusion for salt in
brine (xDm =xD"m cxpi-Q/RT) = 2.5 10° cxp
(-24530//?'/") m2/s)

I): a constant including the set of physical para-
meters. It can be directly used as a parameter
only temperature dependent.

d,sjc: geometrical parameters defined in Figure
2.3.

The strain rate obtained in Eq. 2.2 is a function of
several variables. The main dependences are in term
of stress, void ratio, grain size and material physical
properties; Among these physical parameters solubi-
lity and molecular diffusion are important. A single
parameter B may be used as a material parameter
lumping the different physical parameters. This
parameter will also include the dependence on
temperature.

The creep law allows to easily obtain the
volumetric strain rate as:

é,. =
3/(1 + e)

(2-3)

11



2, Doformntlon of porous granular oggrogatoB. Constitutivo modol

In order to compare theoretical predictions with
experimental results, it i.s useful to obtain the void
ratio change as: ¿ = (I + d)é,,,

Tfjc.se expressions for strain rates were obtained
assuming that the medium is fully saturated with
brine. However, (his strain itwchattistn (FADT) is
also active at lower brine contents, i.e. under
unsaturatcd conditions, In such case, the definition of
effective stress is chungad and the gas pressure used
instead of brine pressure (net stress). On the other
hand, deformation under unsatiirated conditions takes
place at slower rates than under saturated conditions.
The dependence is suggested from some experi-
mental results (Figure 2,5) given by Spiers et al.
(1988) as: é¡ =ély[S¡, where Si is the degree of
saturation. In Figure 2.5 the a linear relationship is
also included but the square root of the" degree of
saturation is more adequate,

Dislocation Creep
For dislocation creep mechanisms, the following

expression for «train rate along any principal
direction / is obtained:

(2.4)

The variables that appear in the law arc:
e: void ratio
/>/.. mean effective stress in zone / (Figure 2.3)
<//.; deviatoric stress in zone / (Figure 2.3)
p: mean effective stress in zone o (Figure 2.3)
i\: deviatoric stress in zone o (Figure 2.3)
A: temperature dependent parameter in the rock

creep law
n: stress power in the rock creep law
<iv,r:geometrical parameters defined in Figure 2.3.
In the equation 2.4, the first term corresponds to

the strain of the area near contacts and the second
term corresponds to the strain in the core of the grain.
As porosity tends to zero, the first term vanishes, and
the original law for rock salt is obtained. In the same
way as for FADT mecanism the volumetric strain
law for DC can be obtained. However, a more simple
expression is obtained if the stress state is considered
isotropic (C| = 0*2 = aj).

= 3A

In the expressions for dislocation creep mechanism,
zero pore pressure has been assumed. However, since
the stress causing deformation is the net or the
effective stress, when pore pressure is not zero, net or
effective stress should be used, The development of
the law is itlcnticiiJJy analogous.

These creep laws have been compared (Olivella et
ul, I993a,b) with results from ¡sotropic compression
creep tests (FADT) reported by Schutjens (1991) and
with oedometric lest (DC) reported by Sttlhrcnbcrg
(1990).

2.5 Generalized stress-strain-time
constitutive model

The generalization of the basic deformation laws
into a strcss-strain-timc constitutive model has been
performed according to the approach based on the
fallowing decomposition of strain rate:

é=é''+é '7' (2.6)

i.e. total strain rate is the sum of elastic, viscoplastic
and creep strain counterparts.

As a granular material, salt aggregates show
deformation due to structural rearrangement. A
viscoplastic approach seems to be the most adequate
option for this part of the model, In addition, the
mechanisms of creep in salt rock also occur in porous
salt aggregates. However, due to their porous struc-
ture, the models for salt cannot readily be extended
and used in porous materials. Since low porosity
compacted materials, such as bricks or other possible
seal materials, are very overconsolidated, priority has
been given to the creep part of the model.

A first version of the model, which combines
elasticity with creep, is now available. For low
porosity materials it is expected that granular
rearrangement will be negligible and hence the
model is sufficiently adequate.

In the previous section, creep laws for two
different mechanisms of creep deformation (FADT

12
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O 0-0 ««0.37»
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Figure 2.5. Linear and square root dependence of void ratio rate to degree of saturation,
a) log e vs. Si, b) log é vs. log S|. (Data after Spiers et al. 1988).
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2, Deformation of porous granular aggregates. Constitutivo model

and DC) have been included. Due to their different
physical origin these two mechanisms arc simply
combined by addition of the corresponding strain
rates:

é'=é;+¿2 (2.7)

For the first component of creep strain rate (PADT)
a linear dependency with stress is found (see Eq. 2.2
or 2.3) in the basic equation from the microstructural
geometry and the physical mechanism. This linearity
allows the use of a viscoelastic approach to
generalize the model;

a1' -•
2ni a i l " <2'8'

where a ' is the net stress tensor (a ' = G-lJgl, where
I'g is gas pressure), p' is the mean net stress, / is the
identity tensor, and the volumetric and deviatoric (r|¡'
andT|, ) viscous parameters arc implicitly defined if
volumetric and deviatoric strain rates arc derived
from the general expression and compared with the
creep laws obtained with the geometrical model;

= 1± 'V / 2

. i . \6Bjs,

(2.10)

where B is defined as a material constant that de-
pends on temperature and g is a function of void ratio
with the following form:

8 =
(l+e)

<JT+e-
(2.11)

Equations (2.9) and (2,10) with (2,11) and (2,12)
provide the expressions for the volumetric and
deviatoric viscous parameters,

The basic equations for the second deformation
creep mechanism (DC) are more complex because
the power-type law of rock creep gives rise to ¡i
nonlinear Stress/Strain rate relationship. Therefore,
for this mechanism an approach based on a flow rule
is necessary:

(2.13)

where G is the flow rule (or creep potential), F is a
stress function and <1> is a scalar function, C and F
should be functions of the stress invariants and of
the volumetric and deviutoric viscous parameters
(r)2 and y\'¡).

For the current version of the model, F = C = (if +
(p'la,,)2)"2 and <1>(F) = (F)" arc used, where // is the
power of the rock creep law and a,,= (T|!; / r i j ) l / ("+".

When void ratio vanishes a,, tends to infinity and
the mathematical expression of F reduces to the von
Mises case. In this way the creep law for rock salt is
recovered. No threshold value for creep of saline
materials is usually found. Therefore it is assumed
that the creep mechanisms operate under any stress
level. With the chosen function, the model does not
allow dilatancy behaviour, and it is expected to be
adequate only for high confinement situations.

The viscous parameters are defined using the creep
law included in the previous section. To take
advantadge of the theoretical development, simple
stress states (isotropic and pure shear deformation)
are defined. For isotropic deformation (a ' i = c'2 =
0*3).

(2.14)

and for a'3 - -o ' i and a'2= 0:

with:
vl +e

(2.12) ' ¿-CÍ" (2.15)

14
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where/and f> arc the same geometrical functions de-
fined in 2.11 and 2,12,

2.6 Conclusions
In this section a model for the mechanical

behaviour of salt has been presented.
The model has been developed because there was

little work performed in the field of deformation of
porous salt aggregates, The existing models for rock
arc not applicable mainly because volumetric
deformation is very important in porous aggregates,
hence rock and porous aggregates require different
models. Firstly, a version of the model for volumetric
one-dimensional deformation was obtained following
the theoretical work developed by Spiers and
co-workers and using their experimental results to
compare the predictions of the model. Then, the
model was extended to three-dimensional states of
stress, This has been achieved by using a
polyhcdrical gemctry for grains and pores and
applying the basic physical laws for the two main
mechanisms of creep deformation. Finally the model
has been mathematically transformed into a form
based on existing approaches for creep deformation
of solids. These generalized laws have been
implemented in the general numerical model. At
present, the model is being compared with results of
the tests carried out at the D1T-UPC laboratory,
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3. Non-lsothormal multiphase flow of brine and gas through salino moclia

This chapter contains the formal derivation of the
balance equations for non-isothermal multiphase
flow of brine and gas through saline media, These
include mass, momentum and energy transport,

3.1 Notation

b
c°
cl

ti*

£cc

i

it-

jl-a

fa

k
Kra

Mw

Pa

(¡a

R

body fofCes vector in equilibrium equation
is the clastic compliance matrix
ratio between volume and surface of the grains
grain size
effective diffusion coefficient for inclusion mi-
gration

dispersion tensor (/=//, w for oc=/ ami i=\v, a
for a=i>)

internal energy of ot-phasc per unit mass of a -
pbase

internal energy of i-species in oc-phase per unit
mass of i-species
external mass supply per unit volume of me-
dium (i=h, w, a)
internal/external energy supply per unit volume
of medium
internal sink of water in fluid inclusion equa-
tion
gravity vector
species index, It salt (halite), w water and a air
(superscript)

nonadvective mass flux of i-species in a-phase

nonadvective heat flux
advective energy flux in cc-phasc with respect
to a fixed reference system

advective energy flux in a-phase with respect
to the solid phase
total mass flux of /-species in a-phase with res-
pect to a fixed reference system

total mass flux of /-species in a-phase with res-
pect to the solid phase

permeability tensor ( a = /, g)
intrinsic permeability tensor

a-phase relative permeability ( a = /, g)
molecular mass of water
fluid pressure of a-phase ( a = /, g)
volumetric flux of a-phase with respect to the
solid matrix ( a = /, g)
constant of gases

Su volumetric fraction of pore volume occupied
by a-phase ( a = /, #)

T temperature
ii solid velocity vector
v"' velocity of brine inclusions in the solid phase

a phase index, .v solid, / liquid and f> gas (subs-
cript)

£ strain rate tensor
Q'n (= to^pcí) mass of /-species per unit volume of

a-phase

Ha dynamic viscosity of a-phase (a=l, g)
V gradient vector

p(/ mass of a-phasc per unit volume of a-phase
a, a' stress tensor (total and net)

ó stress rate tensor
§ porosity

0)^ mass fraction of /-species in a-phase

3.2 Introduction

We propose a general formulation for non-
isothermal multiphase flow of brine and gas through
saline media. The balance equations include mass
balance (three species), equilibrium of stresses and
energy balance (total internal energy). Salt, water
and air mass balance equations are established. The
balance of salt allows the establishment of the
equation for porosity evolution due to solid skeleton
deformation, dissolution/precipitation of salt and
migration of brine inclusions. Water and air mass
balance equations are also obtained. Two equations
are required for water: total water in the medium and
water present in solid phase brine inclusions. The
mechanical problem is formulated through the
equation of stress equilibrium. Finally, the balance of
internal energy is established assuming thermal
equilibrium between phases. Some general aspects of
the constitutive theory are also presented.

Salt rock (rock formed by salt minerals of which
halite (NaCl) is the most important and common)
geologic formations are being considered as one of
the possible media for radioactive waste disposal.
Salt rock appears to be suitable for this purpose
because of its low permeability, adequate mechanical
and thermal behaviour, possibility of healing natural
or induced defects, relative ease of excavation,
occurrence of large formations and low economical
value.
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The isolation of waste from the environment is
achieved by scaling systems. Porous salt granular
aggregates arc used to fill cavities and galleries
where waste has been disposed and also to build
scaling systems such as brick dams (Engelmann ct al.
1989). Salt bricks arc manufactured by compaction
of salt powder and used ;.. construct parts of the
scaling system. Slightly ccj.'.xülidatcd raw material is
used to fill different kinds of openings, Initial
porosities and particle sizes may vary according to
the objectives of the system, its hydromcchanical
behaviour or other factors,

The ductile behaviour of salt rock, which is crucial
for achieving self sealing of natural and induced
defects, produces very large convergences in mine
galleries, sometimes closing them completely,
Therefore, fills and seals will be compressed and
their porosity will be reduced. This deformation can
lead to low porosity materials, hardly distinguishable
from natural salt rock. Environmental physical
conditions strongly affect the rates of deformation,

The complex behaviour of such systems requires
new theoretical and applied developments and
suitable laboratory and field experiments. Due to the
unusual processes that take place in saline media, a
comprehensive theory should couple hydraulic,
mechanical and thermal (eventually chemical)
problems. An example of the coupled phenomena
that occur is that volumetric strain rales due to creep
deformation change over orders of magnitude under
field variations of temperature and relative humidity.
This leads to porosity changes which in turn
influence brine, gas and heat transport.

On the other hand, saline environments show
phenomena on unusually short time scales. An
excavated gallery for mining purposes can converge
completely in a time comparable to a human lifetime.
But the fundamental processes are similar as those
that take place over geological time scales in other
media. Therefore, saline media must be investigated
not only for the sake of the necessary knowledge of
salt itself but also because sa't can provide inte-
resting explanations of the processes and phenomena
that take place in other media.

In this paper, the macroscopic governing equations
(continuous level) for non-isothermal rnulliplia.se
flow of brine and gas through porous deformable
saline media are presented. The formulation pre-
sented here is used to develop a numerical finite
element model to handle COupled DEformation,
BRIne, Gas and Heat Transport (CODE-BRIGHT).
(See Appendix).
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Non-isothermal moisture transport in non-suturutcd
porous inccliii has been the topic of the research of
different authors, Philip and cíe Vrics (1957)
presented what lias been the basis for further
investigations, Based on it, Milly (1982) established
the equations for moisture mid heat transport,
extending their applicability to hystcrclic ¡mil
inhomogenotis porous media. Most authors in this
field assume that gas pressure is ctíliStílfit ill «pace
and time, Under such conditions, no balance equation
is necessary to characterize the gaseous phase. This
assumption is adequate when dealing with partially
saturated soils (Bear et al,, 1991), The theory has
been extended to overcome this practical simpli-
fication (Pollock, 1986; Pmess, 1987), When gas
pressure cannot be neglected, two mass balance
equations arc established, one for each species (water
and air), which can be present either in the liquid
phase or in the gaseous phase, In all cases, thermal
equilibrium of phases (Milly, 1982) is assumed and
only one equation for energy balance is required.

An isothermal multiphase flow model has also
been established for problems of organic compounds
transport which is another field of research related to
what we are presenting here. Abrióla and Pinder
(1985) and Pindcr and Abrióla (1986) have presented
the equations for multiphase flow of water, air and a
nonaqucous compound. The formulation involves
two liquid phases and one gaseous phase, each one
containing several species.

Closely related research is performed in the field of
geothcrmal reservoirs. Faust and Mercer (1979)
established the governing equations both for liquid
dominated and for vapour dominated hydrothcrmal
systems. Two assumptions make this theory specific:

(1) only the aqueous species (liquid, vapour or
both) are present in the pores, and

(2)capillary pressure effects are neglected.
Therefore, one fluid pressure value is the unknown

associated to one mass balance equation for the only
species considered. Thermal equilibrium is also
assumed. Lewis et al. (1989) coupled the deforma-
tion of the rock matrix with multiphase flow in
geothermal reservoirs.

Hassanizadeh and Gray (1979a,b) presented formal
developments for multiphase systems employing
averaging theory. Hassanizadeh (1986a,b) derived
the basic equations of mass transport in porous
media, obtaining macroscopic balance laws and
generalized Darcy's and Fick's laws. This author
considered the possibility of high solute concentra-
tions and solid/liquid phase interchange, and a
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particular case of the formulation Ibr saturated brine
was also included, Bnchmut and Bear (1986) and
Bear and Bachmal (19S6) also presented theoretical
developments for macroscopic modelling of
transport phenomena in porous media. This latter
group of works provides theoretical and mathema-
tical basis lo develop formulations Cor specific
problems.

While the above works uro very relevant to our
objectives, none of them accounts for all peculiarities
of saline media that must be taken into account to
ensure adequate predictive capabilities. These
include:

(l)Siilt solubility is high and depends on both
temperature and pressure. This will lead to both
micro and macroscopic variations of porosity
and related variables (permeability, compressi-
bility, etc). In fact, the very last creep behaviour
of wet salts can be attributed to pore scale
dissolution/precipitation of salt caused by local
stress variations (Spiers ct al., 1990; Olivclla ct
al., 1992, 1993). Variations in solubility also
imply density variations.

(2) Hygroscopy of salt. The classical form of the
psychromctric law is not valid for brines. In
fact, quite low relative humidities in the gas
phase may be in equilibrium with a nearly
saturated porous medium. For example, a halite
brine at atmospheric pressure is in equilibrium
with 75% relative humidity air, so that wetter
air (still far from saturation with fresh water)
will tend to condensate.

(3) Solid matrix deformation of salt is large and
time dependent. Instantaneous and creep strains
are relevant. Therefore, deformation of the solid
bodymust be taken into account both because of
its effects on brine, gas and heat storage and
because of variations in transport properties,
e.g. in permeability.

(4) Phase changes in saturated brines imply not
only latent heat release or uptake, but also
dissolution (condensation) or precipitation
(evaporation) of salt and, as a consequence,
variations in porosity.

(5) Brine inclusions in the solid phase. Migration of
small brine bubbles inside grains, possibly
leading to source/sink at grain boundaries,
should be taken into account. In dry salts, for
example, a relatively important amount of brine
is supplied to the connected porosity in this
way. In turn, this amount may suffice to

increase creeping rates dramatically. A possible
mechanism Ibr inclusion migration is due lo salt
molecular diffusion inside tlic brine bubble
caused by concentration differences induced by
temperature gradients.

3.3 Macroscopic approach

The macrosopic balance of any ihemwdynamie
property y (per unit mass) in a continuum can be
expressed by:

./,,)-/'=0 (3.1)

where p is the mass of species per unit volume
containing \\i,jy is the total flux of \\i with respect to
the reference system and f is the rate of
production/decay of \j/ per unit volume (internal or
external), It is important lo stress here that jxv is
expressed in relation to a fixed system because
corrections will be needed lo account for the fact that
the solid indeed moves. This total flux can be
decomposed into an advective (phase motion) and a
nonadvective (species motion inside the phase)
counterparts, that is: j ^ = p\\/\'\y + /1(/, where t'v is the
mass weighted mean velocity and lv is the
nonadvective flux. Using this decomposition,
equation (3.1) would be the general equation given
by Hassanizadeh (1986a) and used by Abrióla and
Pinder (1985), who called iv nonadvective flux. It is
also possible lo use volume weighted velocities to
define the advective flux (e.g, Bear and Bachmat,
1986).

It is necessary lo make a further comment on the
advective flux. The velocity of a fluid phase is
decomposed into two terms: motion with respect to
the solid phase and motion of the solid phase with
respect to a fixed reference. These two terms will not
be treated identically. To obtain the flux of \|/ due to
solid motion it is necessary to multiply solid
velocities by the amount of \j/ per unit volume of
medium. For a fluid phase, its motion with respect to
the solid is expressed as volumetric flux (r/«, that is,
volume of fluid crossing the unit area of porous
medium per unit time). Hence, this flux is multiplied
by the amount of \|/ per unit volume of fluid in order
to obtain a mass flux. We will use this form because
it maintains the concept of discharge as in the
original Darcy's law. This treatment is also
consistent with the fact that Darcy's flux represents a
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muss weighted flux because Darcy's law can be
viewed as an expression of momentum conservation
(Bear and Bachmai, 1986).

3.4 Problem formulation

The porous medium under study consists of three
phases [solid (,v), liquid (/) and gas (}>)] and three
main species [salt (//), water (w) and air (a)\. Figure
3,1 is an schematic representation of the medium.
Without significant loss of generality, we will
assume a uniform salt composition and will not
consider chemical processes (except dissolution/
precipitation controlled by solubility) which can
occur due to the presence of different minerals. Salt
is the species that forms the solid phase and it is also
dissolved at high concentrations in the liquid phase.
Water is the main species in the liquid phase (brine);
it is also present in the gaseous phase ¡is vapour and
it can also be present in the solid phase as brine
inclusions. These fluid inclusions arc filled with
saturated brine, i.e. at chemical equilibrium. Dry air
is considered a single species, it is the main
component of the gaseous phase and it is also
dissolved in the liquid phase. Finally, it would be
easy to include a contaminant at low concentration,

assuming that it is non-rcactivc with the other species
and that the properties of the Huid phase» remain
unaffected by its presence. Considering more than
one saline species would require to address chemical
interactions which arc beyond the scope of the work
presented here.

Full description of the hydro-lhcrnio-nitíchanicíil
state of the medium is given in terms of a large
number of variables. Solution fecjliifes Specifying Ü/1
equal number of equations. Both are listed in Table
3.1, in which we have associated every equation with
one variable. Obviously, this association is somewhat
arbitrary, as every equation relates several variables,
The variable associated to each equation in Table 3.1
should be understood as the one we will be solving
for in subsequent derivations. Implicit in Table 3.1 is
the choice of state (independent) variables from
which ail other will be derived through constitutive
or equilibrium constraints. Thus, state variables are
as follows: solid velocity, ii (in three spatial
directions); liquid pressure, Pi, gas pressure, PH\
temperature, 7'; and mass fraction of water in the

solid phase, w " . It is clear that the latter will be
unimportant in most cases.

In this paper, we derive the mass balance of
different species and the total internal energy

GAS PHASE
(AIR+WATER)

SOLIO PHASE
(SALT+WATER)

LIQUID PHASE
(WATER+SALT+AIR)

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the porous medium composed by salt grains, brine and gas.
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Table 3.1
Equation and Variable Summary.

iquatlon nomo

Salt mass balance

Water mass balance

Air mass balance

Water In Inclusions mass bataneo

Stress equilibrium

Internal Energy

Flck's law (vapour and salt)

Oarc/s law (liquid and gas)

Inclusion mlgiatlon law

Fourier's law

Retention curve

Mechanical constitutive model

Phase density (brine)

Gases faw (gas)

Solubility

Henry's law

Psychrometrlc law

é = i(Vii+VM')

$+5,-1

Validate

Balance equations

•
Pi

P,

» :
ii

T

Constitutive equations

lw I1'

c

0

P/

Pi

Equilibrium restrictions

CO?

«r
«;

Definition constraints

é

<

n

Equation number

(3,5, A3)

(3,10, A5)

(3,14, A8)

(15, A7)

(3.16)

(3,26, A8)

(3,28)

(3.29)

(3.32)

0

n
0
0

0

(3.34)

(')

(3.35)

Number of equations: 27. Number of variables: 27
(') Not included ¡n this work
(1-dimension Is assumed for vectorial and knsorial qvantities)
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balance. Unlancc of momentum lor (he medium as a
whole m reduced to ibe equation oí stress
equilibrium. Balance of momentum for dissolved
species and for fluid phases arc reduced to
constitutive equations (Pick's atlcl Daley's laws).

3.5 Mass balance equations
The compositional approach (Panday and

Coriipdoglu, 198°) is followed to establish the mass
balance equations. This approach consists of
balancing the species rather than the phases. If the
basic equation for each species in each phase is
established, cither phase equation or total species
equation can be obtained. Phase equations arc
obtained by adding the equations of balance of all
species contained in each phase. Often, this is
advantageous when writing the flux terms, because,
from the general theory of misciblc displacement
(Bear, 1979), nonadveclive fluxes of species inside
the phase would cancel. On the other hand, total
species equations arc obtained by adding over all
phases the equation of balance of each species. In
this way, phase exchange terms cancel out, which is
particularly useful when equilibrium is assumed. In
either cuse, (he required final number of equations
depends on the number of unknowns and, on
occasions it may be necessary to recall some of these
basic equations. For example, water in the solid
phase (brine inclusions) can not be considered in
equilibrium with water in the connected pores, so
that the muss balance equation for water in the solid
phase will be required.

3.5.1 Salt mass balance equation

The suit mass balance equation can be written as a
particular case of equation (3.1). Salt fluxes occur
both in the solid and liquid phases. The former
consists solely of the often negligible movement of
inclusions. The latter includes the more important
udvective flux associated to brine flow and the
nonadvective flux of solute. It should be noted that,
since brine flow will be computed by means of
Darcy's law (i.e. relative to the moving solid salt
reference) a correction term will be required to
account for the solid velocity.

The presence of brine inclusions in the solid phase
has been considered by some authors (Ratigan,
1984), although ¡t can be neglected in some
problems. It has been observed that brine inclusions
move (Rocddcr, 1984) when subject to temperature
gradients (bubbles of brine migrating through the
crystalline solid). Under the assumption that
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continuous variables can be defined to treat brine
inclusions, mass fraction of water in (he solid phase
to" is defined as a continuous variable which
represent» the wilier conlenf iii (lie solid phase. On
the other hand, wj is the mass fraction of salt in the
solid phase and, by definition of mass fraction,
(o"'+coj = I (note that solid salt and salt dissolved

in inclusions arc added in the same variable). If p, is
the solid phase density, the masses of species per unit
volume of solid phase arc: Q'l = (a'lp, and

0"' = (D','p, respectively for salt and water. The
content of salt dissolved in the liquid phase is:
9/ =(J){'p/, Tims, total salt content per unit volume
of porous medium is:

(3.2)

where (j> is porosity and S/ is the volumetric fraction
of voids occupied by liquid phase (i.e., liquid
saturation).

Since we arc considering a nonadvective flux of
water in the solid phase (/") due to inclusion
displacement, a complementary nonadvective flux of
salt (/'') has to be considered as well (probably
negligible even when the former is important). The
mass flux of salt contained in the solid phase is the
sum of this flux and the advective flux due to solid
motion:

f; = i'; +e;o -w=j;'1 +e;o - 0.3)

where /} is the velocity field of the solid phase due to
the deformation of the solid skeleton and j ' 1 ' is the
salt flux with respect to the solid phase (in this case,
identical to the nonadvective flux /''). On the other
hand, the mass flux of salt in liquid phase is given by:

f; = t»« = j;h +e¡'s;<t»< (3.4)

where //' is the nonadvective mass flux of salt in the
liquid phase, <// is the advective volumetric flux of
the liquid phase with respect to the solid phase and
} \ h includes these two terms and represents the mass
flux of salt in liquid phase with respect to the solid
phase. The last equivalence in (3.3) and (3.4) is made
in order to distinguish the relative motion of species

j ' (with respect to the solid phase) from the absolute
motion y (with respect to a fixed reference system).
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The total mass balance of salt in the porous
medium is established by substituting (3.2), (3.3) and
(3,4) in (3,1), which leads to!

(3,5)

where / ' is an external supply of salt. An internal
production term is unnecessary because this equation
accounts for the total salt mass balance. At this point
of the development, it is convenient to transform the
equation using the material derivative with respect to
the solid velocity field. Some additional algebra
allows us to obtain a form of this equation which is
more convenient for programming purposes (see
Appendix 1),

3.5.2 Water mass balance equation

As discussed at the beginning of section 3,5, we
prefer water mass balance equation instead of liquid
balance equation, which is more common in general
formulations (Hassanizadeh, 1986b), because the
phase change terms do not appear explicitly.

Water is the main component in the brine, it is a
minor component in the gas phase and it occurs in
the solid phase in form of brine inclusions. The total
mass of water per unit volume of porous medium is
expressed as;

(3.6)

where each term accounts for water in one phase,
solid, liquid and gas, respectively. Note that S/ + S¡,
= 1 is a constraint which comes from the definition of
fluid phase saturations.

Similarly to (3.3) and (3.4), water fluxes in each
phase can be written as:

J:=c -4>)«= r+©: ' • ( ' -4>)«

;;• = r;+e;vy, (3.8)

=c
where /,"' and ¿J are the nonadvective fluxes of water,
respectively, in the liquid and in the gas phases, and
/*' is the flux of water in the solid phase due to
inclusion movement. The other terms are advective
and take into account the motion of phases. Again,
the last equivalence is made in order to distinguish
the relative motion of species; ' (with respect to the

solid pliase) from the absoluto motion,/ (with respect
to a fixed reference system).

With these definitions, the total water mass balance
is expressed as;

(3,10)

where/ ' is an external supply of water, An internal
production term is not included because the total
mass balance inside the medium is performed, This
might be our final equation for water mass balance.
However, dependence of (he storage term on porosity
variations, which arc deemed important, do not
appear explicitly. For this purpose we need to recall
the salt mass balance equation (3,5) or its more
convenient form (A3), The algebraic development
which leads to the final equation is included in
Appendix I to this chapter,

3.5.3 Air mass balance equation

Air (dry) is considered a single species and the
gaseous phase is a mixture of air and water vapour.
Air is also dissolved in the liquid phase. The total air
content in the porous medium is expressed by:

Q'i'Sfy +0"5',(J) (3.11)

where it is assumed that air cannot be present in the
solid phase. Sometimes, inclusions contain gaseous
bubbles (Roedder, 1984). However this is not the
most frequent case. Moreover, on occasions these
bubbles are not originated naturally. Furthermore, we
cannot envision any problem in which air in
inclusions can play an important role. In any case, it
is clear that if gas inclusions are deemed important,
then one should consider an additional independent
variable (air content in the solid phase) and write the
corresponding balance equation.

The mass fluxes of air in each fluid phase are:

y¡ = e;V/, | > M = y , (3.12)

p > (3.13)

where i"g is the nonadvective air flux in the gas phase
and nonadvective air flux in the liquid phase is
neglected. The air mass balance equation is:
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Tlie algebraic transformation of this equation is
included in Appendix I,

3.5.4 Mass balance equation
of water in inclusions

As mentioned earlier, we consider the presence of
brine inclusions in the solid phase, The water content
in (lie solid phase (continuous variable) to"' is an
unknown because it cannot be expressed in terms of
the other independent variables. This forces us to
formúlate an equation for this unknown. The
equation of mass balance of water in inclusions is
proposed as the equation associated to this
non-dependent variable, This equation is easily
obtained using the definitions already established for
the total water mass balance. The first term in (3.6)
and the flux defined by (3.7) are used to write:

J ^ o -40+v. o;;11' ;"• = o
(3.15)

where,f" is an internal sink/source of water due to
(luid inclusions reaching grain boundaries or being
produced there. The equation (15) is also algebrai-
cally transformed in Appendix 1,

3.6 Stress equilibrium equation

The balance of momentum for the porous medium
reduces to the equilibrium equation for macroscopic
total stresses if incrtial terms are neglected (Bear and
Bachmat, 1986):

V-a+/7 = 0 (3.16)

where b is the vector of body forces. This assumption
is usually accepted because both velocities and
accelerations are small, giving terms which are
negligible in comparison with the stress terms. Bear
and Bachmat also show that under certain
simplifications, the Tcrzaghi's concept of effective
stress (total stress minus fluid pressure) for saturated
conditions can be obtained. Providing an adequate
mechanical constitutive model, the equilibrium
equation is transformed into a form in terms of the
solid velocities, fluid pressures and temperature. A
possible decomposition of strains is:

F = F' 4- FA'/' (3.17)

where É'' is the elastic strain rate due to stress, év>> is
the viscoplastic strain rale (except creep), ¿' is the
creep strain rate (sec Section 3,8) íiml é" í,s the
deformation dun to temperature or fluid pressure
cfwngcs. Hence, é is fhu fofal strain Rile which is
related with solid velocities through the compatibility
conditions that can be written as:

(3.18)

Obviously the most simple model for a porous
material is the clastic one written as:

é = C'ó

where C° is the clastic compliance matrix (inverse of
the stiffness matrix).

3.7 Energy balance equation

Although the energy balance reduces to enthalpy
balance in most cases, it is preferable to express it in
terms of internal energy. The resulting formulation is
general and allows including pneumatic energy if
deemed relevant. If thermal equilibrium between
phases is assumed, the temperature is the same in all
phases and only one equation of total energy is
required. Adding the internal energy of each phase,
the total internal energy per unit volume of porous
medium becomes:

(3.19)

where Es, E¡ and EH arc specific internal energy
corresponding to each phase, that is, internal energy
per unit mass of phase.

The gas phase energy is usually expressed as:

where E™ and Ea
x arc the specific internal energies of

species (respectively, water and air), that is, internal
energy per unit mass of species. This decomposition
is reasonable for the gaseous phase because of the
assumption of mixture, which allows us to consider
easily the latent heat in water vapour. It should be
noted that this decomposition is only necessary
because of the existence of the nonadvective mass
fluxes. If only advective phase flux was taken into
account, only the phase internal energy would be
required.
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It is not clcfir that ¡i similar decomposition can be
admitted for the liquid phase (saturated brine) which
is n dissolution and not a mixture. A first
approximation consists of adding (lie specific heat
capacity of the solid solute to that of pure water
(Horvaih, 1985) weighted with mass fraction»,
Another point is that phase change of salt has also an
associated exchange of energy, the chemical reaction
enthalpy-

Assuming that the decomposition of specific heat
capacities is valid:

jL(El9,{i -40+ E,p,SA -t-

= E¡'Q'¡ E'/d',1

E,p, -

(3.21)

(3.22)

This assumption is not very strong in the context of
this formulation because* energy flux due to salt
nonadvectivc mass flux is not important and, this is
because sail concentration gradients are small as
well.

The most important processes of energy transfer in
a porous medium arc conduction, advection (due to
mass flux) and phase change (Bear ct al,, 1991)- Heat
conduction, /„ is usually computed by means
Fourier's law with an effective thermal conductivity
coefficient In MCCOHnt for the characteristics of the
medium and also including heat dispersion (Faust
and Mercer, 1979).

Using the species specific internal energies and the
species mass fluxes, the energy fluxes due to phases
motion can be written as:

Ja = j;"EÍ+j¡"E¡v +JÍ"E¡' + EfoSfrú =

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

where ,/"£„ y'/r/ yj'ng are advective energy fluxes
with respect to the solid phase.

With these definitions, the energy balance equation
becomes:

y' is «n íntcrmil/cxtcrmil energy supply. In this
case the internal production accounts, for example,
energy dissipation due to medium deformation which
is not explicit in the equation because it is negligible
In most cases, Algebraic transformation of this
equation is included in Appendix 1 to this chapter,

3.8 Constitutive theory

3.8.1 Species and phase fluxes,
fick's and darey's laws

The nonadvective fluxes of the different species
are subject to the constraint (sec also Table 3.1):

(3.27)

where t-h,w, for a =s,l and ¡=w,a for a = g (air
diffusion within the liquid phase is neglected). This
constraint is interesting because it reduces the
number of parameters in binary systems.

Gas phase is considered a mixture of two species.
For most problems, molecular diffusion is dominant,
hence the concept of binary diffusion is usually
admitted (Bear, 1979). In fact, this concept coincides
with the above constraint, so that the nonadvective
flux of air is simply obtained as the opposite in sign
of the nonadvective flux of vapour (Bear et al.,
1991).

Since air concentration in the liquid phase is very
small, compared to that of water and salt, and since
its nonadvective flux can be neglected under the
assumption of equilibrium, the liquid phase can be
considered a two components system. This leads to
more simplified nonadvective fluxes. However,
liquid phase is a dissolution, in contrast to the gas
phase which was considered a mixture. Hassanizadch
(1986b) considers brines as a particular case and
makes the assumption that no macroscopic
separation of the two ions exists and that the two are
always transported together.

The nonadvective fluxes of species inside the fluid
phases arc computed through Fick's law which
expresses them in terms of gradients of mass fraction
of species (Bird ct al. 1960; Pollock, 1986; Pindcr
and Abrióla, 1986; Prucss, 1987) through a hydro-
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dynamic dispersion tensor (molecular diffusion plus
mechanical dispersion):

Í = -DLV<B'U i =''.w; a=l¡ = wta\ a = #(3.28)

Where Pu is (he dispersion tensor, This is the simplest
way to express dispersive fluxes and coupled terms
could be added if they were found necessary. The
dispersion tensor includes non-adveetive flux caused
by molecular diffusion and by hydromechanical
dispersion. Porosity, degree of saturation and the
advective phase flux are dependent variables that
appear in the definition of this tensor.

The nonadvectivc flux of liquid water, //'', has been
considered because of the high solubility of salt in
water. In fact, liquid phase properties arc strongly
affected by the presence of the solute. Corapcioglii
(1991) includes this nonadvectivc flux for water in
the liquid phase (saturated conditions). Also, Pindcr
and Abrióla (1986) consider nonadvectivc flux of
each species (water and nonuqucus compound) inside
the liquid phase in which that species is the main
component. This term is not explicit if the balance of
the liquid phase is used instead of the balance of
water.

Advective fluxes of fluid phases will be computed
using generalized Darcy's law (Bear, 1979) which is
expressed as:

(3.29)

where Ku = kkni/\iu is the permeability tensor. The
intrinsic permeability (tensor k) depends on the pore
structure of the porous medium. Since salt deforms
and dissolves/ precipitates, the volume of pores and
its distribution can change. Hence, intrinsic
permeability is a function of deformation or, in terms
of the independent variables, a function of displa-
cements. In our case, void volume variations arc
important and, for this reason, intrinsic permeability
may be considered a function of porosity only as a
first approximation.

In the same way as for Fick's law, this form of
Darcy's law is the direct dependence. Coupled
processes and other coupled effects due to the
interaction between phases (Bear and Bensabat,
1989) could be included if they are considered
important.

In particular, for the case of brine flow through
porous medium, Hassanizadeh (1986b) proposes
generalized expressions for Fick's and Darcy's laws
including all possible cross coupling terms, that is,
pressure, density, concentration and temperature
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gradients, The relative importance of these additional
terms for our problem requires further research. For
one thing, it should be noted that in brine flow
through saline formations, sail is both solute and
solid phase. In this situation, salt concentration
gradients ¡ire expected to be small because they arc
only induced by temperature, pressure or stress
gradients.

Note that if the basic equations for Fick's (3.28)
and Dairy's (3,29) laws are used together with the
constraint expressed by Eq. (3.27) there is not
coupling between the motion of the fluid phase and
the motion of its components (Hassanizadch, 1986a),
In fact, the phase mass flux with respect to the solid
matrix results in: pa</u and pressure and gravity are
the only driving íoreca for phase flow.

3.8.2 Mechanical constitutive model

The complex mechanical behaviour of porous salt
aggregates requires the development of u mechanical
constitutive model and this implies special
theoretical and experimental work. An equation
relating a,c, é, T, P, and Py, is sought. That is, an
equation that allows us to obtain stresses and stress
rates in terms of independent variables, through
parameters which arc related to porosity (or void
ratio), grain size, medium properties, etc.

Let us assume that strains can be divided into
instantaneous and time dependent components.

Instantaneous drained deformation of a highly
permeable porous material which docs not show
creep includes elastic and plastic counterparts. This
behaviour has been widely studied and characterized
and clastoplastic constitutive models arc available.
However, experimental results have shown that
elastoplasticity does not seem sufficient to reproduce
the yielding behaviour and an elastoviscoplastic
approach is more adequate. On the other hand, saline
porous aggregates show creep as salt rock itself also
does. However salt rock creep models can not be
easily extended to porous aggregates, because it is
not clear if the deformation mechanisms are
identical. According to this, total strain rate was
conceptually divided into different terms in Eq.
(3.17).

The basis for a comprehensive mechanical
constitutive model for porous salt aggregates has
been developed by Olivclla et al. (1992, 1993). The
work is based on a theoretical and experimental
research performed by Spiers and co-workers (Spiers
et al., 1990) on salt aggregates. The model focuses
on creep deformation due to its relative importance
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on the mechanical behaviour of wills, A creep law
has been developed using a very simple geometry for
grains and pores and applying the concepts of two
different mechanisms of creep deformation: fluid
assisted dilTusional transfer (FADT) and dislocation
creep (DC), The former one (also called pressure
solution) is a mechanism which explains deformation
as 11 grain boundary suit migration through the liquid
phase. Gradients of concentration (or chemical
potential) arc induced by difference in the stress state
that exists in the solid grains, This mechanism is only
active on wet salts, and it is very evident in
volumetric deformation of granular aggregates. It is
not necessary to have the voids fully saturated with
brine, on the contrary, small quantities of brine
(meniscus between grains) are sufficient for the
mechanism to act, In the second mechanism we have
included various possible processes related to
dislocation movement (climb and glide) through the
crystalline structure. In this mechanism, the creep
deformation of the porous aggregate is explained
from the creep deformation of the grains themselves.

The microstructural geometry together with basic
laws for the mechanisms of deformation permit to
obtain a macroscopic law for creep. Hence, creep
deformation is obtained as:

é''=éí'+éí (3.30)

where the creep strain rate has two components
because there are two deformation mechanisms. In a
similar way as for fluxes, the viscous parameters of
the model depend, among other variables, on
porosity (in this particular case expressed in terms of
void ratio).

For instance, volumetric creep strain rate
experiences variations of several orders of magnitude
for void ratio changes that arc often encountered in
real situations. For space reasons, it is not possible to
include the developed mechanical constitutive law
in this paper. Details of the model arc given by
Olivellaetal. (1992, 1993).

The retention curve expresses the equilibrium
between suction (!'„• Pi) and capillary forces (surface
tension) in the meniscus. It is an empirical
relationship which relates (he dependence of fluid
saturation and suction. If the medium is not very dry
and adsorption is not important, then the dependence
on tuiflrtcrmiifc (Milly,10X2) and cont'cnli'ulion can
be expressed in terms of surface tension. Severol
models for retention curve arc available in the
literature, Among them, the van Gcnuchtcn (1980)
curve is used. It has the advantadge that an
associated relative permeability relationship can be
used with the same parameters,

3.8.4 Inclusion migration law

The nonadvective term in the equation of water in
inclusions or in salt balance equations represents the
motion of these brine inclusions iiiSide the solid
phase. The mechanism of brine inclusions migration
is different from the mcchanims of nonadvective
motion in fluid phases. Another relationship is
required. Ratigan (1984) has proposed expressions
for /"' and for /"' in terms of the inclusion point
velocity (v" ) , the water content in solid phase (0")
and the ratio between volume and surface of grains
id)'.

and,

v!" = -Dl'VT

(3.31)

(3.32)

where the inclusion velocity is primarily expressed
with a linear dependence on temperature gradient.
Yagnik (1983) has obtained an expression for
velocity of inclusions, studying the mecanisms that
cause this migration. The sink/source term of brine
inclusions has been also given:

(3.33)

3.8.3 Phase and interphase physical
properties

The properties of phases appear in the balance
equations and as parameters in constitutive laws.
These are density, viscosity, surface tension and
enthalpy. In general, they are considered dependent
on the composition of the phase and on the
independent variables (temperature and pressure).

3.9 Equilibrium restrictions

It has already been mentioned that the
compositional approach has the advantadge that
phase change terms do not appear explicitly. In fact,
the number of equations of mass balance is reduced
thanks to the assumption of equilibrium. This
assumption is adequate because phase change
processes are fast (instantaneous) compared to the
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processes (flow and dcl'ormuiion) in which we arc
interested. In this way species concentration in
pilases tire considered dependent variables. These
species arc salt and air in liquid phase, and water in
gas phase. The laws that express this equilibrium are
solubility, Henry's law and psycliromciric law.

Tlie d(?psn'Jenee of «oluNMly on temperature is
well documented. Although there is less experi-
mental evidence, liquid pressure also influences salt
solubility. On the other hand, the study of the
pressure solution mechanism (Spiers ct al. I99I) has
shown that the stress state of the solid in contact with
a brine docs influence the concentration of salt in the
liquid phase, Fora preliminary version of the model,
a simple dependence on temperature ('/', °C) will be
used (Lunger and Offernumn, 1982):

35.335-0.22947 7'
I - 0,0069059 T

(3,34)

This equation was obtained by fitting experiment)
data.

Henry's law expresses a linear relationship
between the concentration of air in dissolution and
the partial pressure of air in the gaseous phase. Due
to the expected small influence of air dissolved in the
general problem, this law is kept as an approxima-
tion.

Finally, it has been already pointed out that the
classical form of psychromctnc law is not valid for
brines. Originally this law was obtained (Edlcfson
and Anderson, 1943) for pure water. The law
expresses the variation of vapour density (or partial
vapour pressure) in the gas due to the curvature of
the surface of the liquid phase and the temperature
(T, °K). That is:

(3.35)

where (0*)" is the vapour density in the gaseous
phase in contact with planar surface (i.e. Pg - P/= 0)
and depends on temperature. In the presence of a
solute in the liquid phase, (9*)" depends also on
concentration. However, if a physical derivation is
performed (Sprackling, 1985), it can be shown that
the law is still valid when this dependence is taken
into account. Therefore, the ambient relative
humidity (as measured with a psychrometer) is
referred to vapour in contact with pure water and
does not coincide with the relative humidity which
could be defined with this law which would be

referred to brine, The former is related to the total
suction and the latter is related to the matric suction.
The osmotic suction is the difference between them
and it is caused by the presence of the solute, Finally,
the ideal dependence of vapour density (or partial
vapour pressure) on concentration is expressed for
ideal dissolutions by Raoull's law. At high
concentrations, when the dissolution deviates fi'Oíii
the ideal behaviour, empirical relationships which
express the real dependence on temperature and
concentration have to be used.

3.10 Summary
A general formulation for non-isothermal multi-

phase flow of brine and gas in saline media has been
established, It has been developed with the objective
of building a numerical tool to handle COuplcd
DElbrmation, BRInc, Gas and Heat Transport
problems (CODE-BRIGHT).

It is supported on a constitutive theory, in which
some laws arc adopted from the literature and other
arc specifically developed or modified.

Apart from the general aspects of multiphase
systems, the formulation also incorporates aspects
which arc important in saline media problems. These
are: salt solubility (dissolution/precipitation, defor-
mation by pressure solution), instantaneous and creep
deformation of the solid skeleton, inclusion migration
and hygroscopic effects.

We believe that this formulation provides a sound
basis on which to build general computational tools
for the analysis of boundary value problems
involving saline media in the form of aggregates or
rock.
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APPENDIX to Section 3
Algebraic transformation of balance equations

The material derivative with respect to the solid
velocity field will be very iscftil to obtain the final
expressions for balance equations and is defined as:

(Al)

Reorganizing the salt mass balance equation (3.5)
and using (Al) leads to the following expression for
nnmsilv evolution:

g ()
porosity evolution:

Dt Dt Dt (A2)

This equation expresses the variation of porosity as
a result of the following causes: solid density
variations, liquid-solid phase exchanges and porous
medium deformation. It is interesting to see that this
equation reduces to the solid balance equation when
solubility and brine inclusions are not permitted.
Moreover if solid phase is assumed incompressible,
then a simple and well known form is obtained:

(A4)

If the salt mass balance (A3) is used to express the
variations of porosity, the final expression ic

obtained as:
is

W Dt
(A5)

which expresses the variation of porosity caused only
by the volumetric deformation of the solid skeleton.
A more convenient form for Equation (A2) is:

For the equation of air mass balance (3.14), using
(3.12) and (3.13), rearranging the resulting equation,
using the material derivative (Al) and the salt mass
balance equation (A3), the final expression is
obtained:

+9fv-íi+v.(y;"+y;/')-/")-(t)V.íi (A3)

The volumetric strain term (V-w) has been sepa-
rated into two terms for algebraic reasons.

The equation of water mass balance (3.10), is
transformed substituting definitions (3.7) through
(3.9) and using the material derivative with respect
the solid velocity field (A 1): •

Dt

Dt

+v-or

|

Dt

(A6)

The reader may notice that formal differences
between the equations of water (A5) and air (A6)
balance are minor and arise from the adopted
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assumptions, mainly because the species air cannot The equation for energy balance (3.24) is formally
be present in the solid phase. equal to the equation of water mass balance (3.10),

The same transformations made in the previous hence an analogous algebraic transformation leads to:
mass balance equations are carried out on the water D(FoS +E o S ) D(En )
in inclusion balance equation (3.15) leading to: § ' - ' *"* * . + (1 -([>) ' 4*V*'.+

ul (0-0,5,) Dl (0 =0 5,) Dt /KQx
nil' (/\H)

- (A7)
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In this suction we present numerical aspects oí the
program CODE-BRIGHT which is a simulator for
COupled DE format i on, BRInc, Gas and Went
Transport problems. It solves the equations of mass
and energy balance and stress equilibrium in saline
media. These equations are completed with a set of
constitutive laws and equilibrium conditions. The
main peculiarities of the problem arc dissolution/
precipitation phenomena, presence of brine
inclusions in the solid salt and creep deformation of
the solid matix.

4.1 Introduction and problem
description

Salt rocks arc being considered as potential
recipients for geologic disposal of nuclear waste
because of their favourable hydraulic and mechanical
properties. In essence, processes controlling the
behaviour of salt rocks arc similar to those occurring
in other media, except thai they take place at
unusually fast rates.

The high solubility of salt in water is one of the
causes of these high rates. In fact, creep deformation
of wet salts takes place much faster than under dry
conditions. This can be explained by means a
mechanism of creep deformation based on salt
dissolution, molecular diffusion and precipitation j;t
the pore scale caused by stress concentration (Spiers
ct al, 1990, Olivclla ct al. 1993, Chapter 2 in this
Report).

The high hygroscopic character of salt facilitates
condensation of water in the mineral surface which
in turn causes dissolution. These phase change
processes are associated with release or uptake of
energy. Another phenomenon that can occur in saline
materials is the migration of brine inclusions through
the crystalline structure (Roedder, 1984; Yagnik,
1983). These inclusions may disappear in grain
boundaries or come into existence in contacts where
brine films are entrapped. Therefore, porosity may
undergo changes caused not only by deformation but
also due to dissolution/precipitation or, perhaps with
a lesser influence, by brine inclusions production/
annihilation.

The complex behaviour of saline media requires
new theoretical and numerical developments. The
study of the basic mechanisms has revealed that
coupling between thermal, hydraulic and mechanical
problems may be required in some cases. We huve
developed (Olivella et al. 1994a, see also Chapter 3
in this Report), the governing equations for
non-isothermal multiphase flow of brine and gas in

dcformablc saline media. These include muss
balance equations for the species in the system (salt,
water and air), energy balance equation and stress
equilibrium equation, equilibrium restrictions com-
plete the theoretical formulation.

A porous medium composed by salt grains, brine
and air is to be studied. Crushed fills, manufactured
bricks or the host rock arc media that correspond (o
this composition. Thermal, hydraulic and niechiifiic.il
aspects should be considered, including coupling
between them in all possible directions,

The problem is formulated in a multiphase and
multispecies approach (sec Chapter 3),Thc three
phases are:

• solid phase (.v): composed by crystalline salt
with brine inclusions

• liquid phase (/): saturated dissolution of salt in
water, air dissolved is also considered

• gas phase ({•): mixture of dry air and water
vapour. The Ihrec species arc:

• salt (//): sodium chloride, ¡is solid or dissolved
in the liquid phase

• water (n>): as liquid in brine or evaporated in
the gaseous phase

• air (a): dry air, as gas or dissolved in the liquid
phase

The following relevant assumptions and aspects arc
taken into account in the formulation of the problem.
These can be summarized as:

• Uniform salt composition. Solubility controlled
dissolution/precipitation ¡s the only chemical
process taken into account. Fluid inclusions are
filled with saturated brine, gas is not allowed in
the inclusions.

• Dry air is considered a single species and it is
the main component of the gaseous phase.
Henry's law is used to express equilibrium of
dissolved air.

• Thermal equilibrium between phases is
assumed. This means that the three phases are
at the same temperature.

• Vapour concentration is in equilibrium with
the liquid phase, the psychrometric law
expresses its concentration. Correction for the
influence of dissolved salt is included because
Raoult's law is not valid for brines,

• State variables (also called unknowns in the
text) are: solid velocity, ii (three spatial
directions); liquid pressure, Pi', gas pressure,
Pg\ and temperature, T. Though less relevant,
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muss fraction of water In the solid phase <0" is
used when inclusion» are considered.

m fííi/.-intc of moméñfüíT? for ihs meÚkim Mi U
whole is reduced to the equation of stress
equilibrium together with a mechanical cons-
titutive model to relate stresses with si rains,
Strains are defined in terms of displacements,

• Small strains and small strain rates are
assumed for solid deformation, Advective
terms úuc to solid displacement are neglected
after the formulation is transformed in terms of
material derivatives (in fuel, material deri-
vatives arc approximated as culcrian time
derivatives), In this way, volumetric strain is
considered.

M Balance of momentum for dissolved species
and for fluid phases are reduced to constitutive
equations (Fiek's law and Darcy's law).

• Physical parameter» in constitutive laws are
function of suit concentration, among other
variables. For example: concentration of
vapour under planar surface (in psychromctric
law), surface tension (in retention curve),
dynamic viscosity (in Darcy's law), are
strongly dependent on suit concentration.

4.2 Governing equations

The governing equations for non-isothermal
multiphase flow of brine and gas through porous
deformablc saline media arc presented by Olivclla et
al. (1994a) (sec also Chapter 3). A detailed
derivation is given there, and only a brief description
is included in this paper.

The equations that govern this problem can be
cathegori/cd into four main groups. These arc:
balance equations, constitutive equations, equilibrium
relationships and definition constrains, liquations for
muss balance were established following the compo-
sitional approach. Thai is, mass balance is performed
for water, air and salt species instead of using solid,
liquid and gas phases. Equation for balance of energy
is established for the medium as a whole. The
equation of momentum balance for the porous
medium is reduced to the stress equilibrium.

Among the constitutive aspects, we have devoted
more attention to the study of the mechanical
behaviour of porous salt aggregates because it is a
poorly known field. A model which includes creep
behaviour has been developed (Olivclla ct al. 1993,
1994b). This was obtained building on the theoretical
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ideas and experimental work carried out by Spiers
and co-workers (¡990),

4.2.1 Balance equations
The compositional approach is followed in order to

establish the mass balance equations, Volumetric
mass of a species in a phase (e.g. salt In liquid phase
Q'¡) is the product of the mass fraction of that species
(O)J') and the bulk density of the phuse (pi), i.e.
O/'sojj'p^ The total muss flux of a species in u
phase (e.g. llux of salt present in liquid phase j/'is, in
general, the sum of three terms:

• the non-adveciive flux; if, i.e. ilíffüsívc/disptíf-
sive.

• the advective flux caused by fluid motion: 0///,
where <•// is the Darcy's flux,

• the advective (lux caused by solid motion: <)> Si
0'¡ú where// is the vector of solid velocities, Si
is the volumetric fraction of pores occupied by
the liquid phase and § is porosity.

The sum of the non-advectivc and fluid motion
udvective fluxes is separated from the total flux in
order to simplify algebraic equations. This flux is
relative to the solid phase and we have culled it j¡h.
It is the total flux except the ndvcctm part eauscd by
solid motion. When solid deformation docs not exist,
¡' =j. The relative contribution of each flux term to
the total flux is not always the same. For instance,
diffusion will be more important if advection is
small.

Mass balance of salt

Muss balance of suit present in the medium is
written as:

h,Sfr) + V'{j>; +;/•) = /* (4.1)

where 6* and 6* arc the mass of .salt per unit volume
of solid /'* and,//* and liquid phase, jh

t andy* arc
the salt fluxes of salt as present in the solid and liquid
phases, respectively, and / is an external supply of
salt. From this equation, an expression for porosity
variation was obtained as:

£A-

+0JV• & + V• (j',h + ;,'*)-/*)-<j>V it (4.2)
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where ,/,"' uncí J¡ are fluxes wlih respect to the solid
((lie advective part related with solid motion Ims been
separated). The material derivative witli respect lo
the «olid has been used find its definition is;

9(0 (4.3)

Equation (4.2) expresses the vnriution of porosity
caused by processes considered in the salt mass
balance, Porosity changes due lo volumetric
dclbrmulion, dissolution/precipitation and inclusion
production/annihilation. The reader may notice that
Equation (4.2) reduces to the balance of solid phase
if dissolution and inclusions arc not permitted, i.e,
D$ I Dt = (l —<|>)V'//, which expresses the varia-
tion of porosity caused only by volumetric deforma-
tion.

Mass balance of water

Water is present in all phases. The total mass
balance of water is expressed as:

(4.4)

where / ' ' ¡s an external supply of water. An internal
production term is not included because the total
mass balance inside the medium \* performed. The
use of the material derivative (Eq. 4.3) leads to:

;s, +e;s, - e ; ) ^

r +jr+/;•)=r
The final objective is to find the unkowns from the

governing equations. Therefore, the dependent
variables will have to lead to the unknowns in some
way. For example, degree of saturation will be
computed using a retention curve which should
express it in terms of temperature, liquid pressure
and gas pressure.

Porosity appears in Eq. (4.5) not only as a
coefficient, but also its variation caused by different

processes. It is also hidden in variables that depend
on porosity (e.g. intrinsic permeability), The way of
expressing (lie derivative term as a function of the
state variables is by using I he salt trias» balmicu
equation (Eq. 4,2). This allows to take into account
correctly the influence of porosity variation in the
balance equation for water.

It has to be noted that in Eq. (4.5) the material
derivatives can be approximated as eulerian if the
assumption of small strain rale is performed while
the volumetric change (porosity derivative and
volumetric strain V •t'i) is not neglected. This is the
classical way of obtaining the coupled flow-defor-
mation equations.

Mass balance of air

Once the other mass balance equations have been
written it is straight forward to obtain the mass
balance of air taking into account that air is the main
component of the gas phase and (hat it is also
possible its dissolution in the liquid phase, It is an
equation similar to that of water balance, but air is
not allowed in the solid phase (i.e. 0 " = 0 ) . This
assumption has been adopted because it is not
frequent to find gas in the fluid inclusions (Rocdder,
1984).

Mass balance of water in inclusions

The terms concerning the solid in the mass balance
of the total water are used to obtain this equation.
Since this equation balances a fraction of the water
present in the medium, the phase change term is
explicit. This specific problem has been studied by
Ratigan (1984). The approach presented by this
author was adopted for the terms related to inclusion
migration.

Momentum balance for the medium

The momenjum balance reduces to the equilibrium
of stresses if the incrtial terms arc neglected:

S7-o+b = 0 (4.6)

where a is the stress tensor and /; is the vector of
body forces. Details for the mechanical constitutive
model can be found in Olivclla ct al. (1993, 1994b).

Internal energy balance for the medium

The equation for internal energy balance for the
porous medium is established taking into account the
internal energy in each phase (£„ Ei, £„):
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where lv is energy flux caused by conduction through
the porous medium, the other fluxes (///„ j¡t¡, y'/^) arc
advective fluxes of energy caused by mass motion
and/5 is an internal/external energy supply,

The use of the material derivative (Eq. 4.3) allows
to obtain an equation formally similar to Eq. (4.5).
The reason for the similarity is that, both water and
internal energy, are considered present in the three
phases. For space reasons further developments arc
not included and may be found in Olivclla ct a),
(1994a).

4.2.2 Constitutive equations
and equilibrium restrictions

Associated with this formulation there i.s a set of
necessary constitutive and equilibrium laws. Table
4.1 is a summary of the constitutive laws and
equilibrium restrictions that should be incorporated
in the general formulation. The dependent variables
that are computed with every law are also included.

As stated above the governing equations for
non-isothermal multiphase flow of brine and gas
through porous defonnable suliiití media have been
established by Olivella et al. (1994a). A detailed
derivation is presented there.

The theoretical work briefly presented above has
been used as a basis for the development of a
computer program called CODE-BRIGHT, which
stands for COupled DEformation, BRInc, Gas anc'
Heat Transport problems.

4.3 Numerical approach used
¡n the program CODE-BRIGHT

The system of PDE's (Partial Differential
Equations) is solved numerically. The numerical
approach can be viewed as divided into two parts: the
spatial and temporal discretizations. Finite element
method is used for the spatial discretization while
finite differences are used for the temporal
discretization. The F'J step allows the conversion of
the system of PDE's into a system of ODE's
(Ordinary Differential Equations). The second step
allows the transformation of the system of ODE's
into a system of AE's (Algebraic Equations). Since
most of the constitutive laws that are used in the
formulation are non-linear, the resulting AE's is
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non-linear. Hence, an iterative .scheme should be used
to find the solution. The Newton-Raphson method
was adopted as the basis for the iterative scheme,

According to the finite difference scheme in time,
the unknowns In the time derivative arc computed ut
k+l and k times. Then the unknowns in the flux
terms arc computed at an intermediate time /<+0 with
0 S 0 á I. If the problem is linear, the different values
of 0 allow to obtain different well known schemes:
explicit, fully implicit or Crank-Nicholson.

If the problem is non-linear the coefficient matrices
of the accumulation terms, the flux terms, the
stiffness matrix, etc arc not constant. Therefore they
should be computed also at an intermediate time A'+e
with 0 á e S I, which may be different from k+Q.
The same intermediate point may be used (0=e).
However, Tor coupled problems there arc not rules
and the approach may be relaxed. This is the case of
porosity. Computation of porosity at an intermediate
point is not necessary because its variation is
expected to be at slow rates. For this reason, porosity
is integrated explicitly, that is, the values at k are
used. Since the variation of porosity is expressed by
the salt mass balance equation, this assumption leads
also to some advantages for deriving the iterative
scheme.

If a linear formalism of the equations is used, the
system of AE's would be represented by:

I

(4.8)

where k is the time step index, X = ((ux, tiy, u:, P/, Pg,
T, co"')i ((u.r> tiy, uv Pi, PK T, (0"'AiA is the vector
of unknowns (i.e. a maximum of seven degrees of
freedom per node), D and A are coefficient matrices
and b is the sink/source term vector. R is the vector
of residuals. The Newton-Raphson scheme of solu-
tion for this non-linear system of AE's is:

(4.9)

where / indicates iteration. It should be pointed out
that the form expressed by Eq. (4.8) is not necessary
for the Newton-Raphson method to be applied. In the
following sub-sections we will explain in detail how
each term is handled in the program CODE-BRIGHT
(COupled DEformation, BRIne, Gas and Heat
Transport).
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Table 4.1,
Constitutive equations and equilibrium restrictions

Equation

Darcy's law

Pick's law

Inclusion migration law

Fourier's law

Retention curve

Mechanical constitutive model

Phase density

Gases law

Solubility

Henry's law

Psychrometric law

Variable name

Constitutive equations

Liquid and gas advective flux

Vapour and salt non-advectlve flux

Brine Inclusions non-advectlve flux

Conductive heat flux

Liquid phase degree of saturation

Stress tensor

Liquid density

Gas density

Equilibrium restrictions

Salt dissolved mass fraction

Air dissolved mass fraction

Vapour mass fraction

Variable
i

/ ;

/«,

s,
a

P»

P»

»?
0)'/

4.3.1 General aspects

General numerical aspects, specially related to
hydrogeological problems, can be found in Huyakorn
and Pindcr (1983). Finite clement method theory and
its application, specially to mechanical problems can
be found in Zienkicwicz and Tay! jr (1989).

The weighted residual method is used to obtain the
spatially discrete form of balance equations. The
interpolation functions are used as weighting func-
tions (Galerkin method), which we will call shape
functions in the text regardless of whether they are
used to interpolate or for weighting purposes.

In the mass and energy balance equations, storage,
advective flux and non-advectivc flux terms may be
distinguished. The storage terms represent the
variation of mass or energy content and therefore,
they are written in terms of dependent variables such
as degree of saturation, density, porosity, etc. The
advective terms are computed using Darcy's law and,
except for the coefficients, they are explicit in terms
of pressure gradients. Finally, the nonadvective
terms, computed through Fick's law appear propor-

tional to gradients of mass fractions which do not
belong to the set of unknowns.

On the other hand, the stress equilibrium together
with the mechanical constitutive model is viewed in
a form used in the mechanical problems. In fact the
stress terms are a kind of flux terms. The problem in
more than one-dimension leads to a coupling between
the nodal displacements in the different space
directions. Moreover, a mechanical contitutive model
more complex than simple elasticity is usually not
explicit in terms of stresses (in saline materials
nonlinear creep behaviour must be included).
Another difficulty concerning the mechanical problem
is related to the behaviour of nearly-incompressible
materials. In this regard, element locking is a subject
that has received the attention of several researchers
(for a general dicussion on this topic, see Zienkic-
wicz and Taylor, 1989) and it implies a further
difficulty.

In order to explain the treatment of the different
terms and equations the following notation is
introduced:
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node /: node In a finite clement mesh.
ei,e¡,.,,,i'm'. elements that contain node /, i.e. a
cell centered In noúe i is composed by n
fraction of these elements. /;/ is variable from
node to node and if ¡s Hoi feliilsd to Hie number
of nodes per clement (see Figure 4.Ü),

//,,j number of nodes in clement e,,,< For exam-
ple, ",.w=3 for triangles, ",.,,=4 for quadrilate-
rals, //,/=4 for tetrahedrons, etc,

(•/: the quantity is computed at lime k of the
temporal discretization. The same for k+1, k+c
orA'+O,

(•)?,„: the quantity is computed in clement c,,,,
This means at the center of ihe clement or, in
other words, using the average of nodal
unknowns.

(•)/: the quantity is computed in node i as a
function of the unknowns in that node.
(')/.,„! the quantity is computed in node / but
with"' the material properties corresponding to
clement cm.
K : volume of clement em-

Z,i'. shape function for node /.

4.3.2 Treatment of storage terms

In Ihi.s sub-section we refer to terms not related to
volumetric strain or porosity variation, These latter
arc Included in sections 4.4.5 and 4.4.6.

The storage or accumulation lurms uro computed in
a mass conservative approach (Milly, 1984; Allen and
Murphy, 1986; Celia ct al, I990). The conservative
approach dicrctizes directly the accumulation terms
while (he capacitativo approach uses Ihc chain rule to
transform time derivatives in terms of the unknowns.
Milly (1984) proposes modifications of the the
capacitativo approach in order to conserve muss.
Authors dial use the mass conservative approach
claim that it gives a more accurate approximation
than the capacitativo approach.

Mass conservation In time is achieved if the time
derivatives are directly approximated by a finite
difference in time. Finite element method for the
space discretization conserves mass. This latter
affirmation is easily proven by adding up all nodal
equations. Flow terms cancel out (due to the
definition ol' the shape functions) and the resulting
equation represents mass accumulation in the entire
domain. Milly (1984) concludes that if mass
conservation takes place, only the distribution of

Cell associated
to node
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Figure 4.0. Representation of a cell in a finite element mesh.
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moisture in the medium is affected by the
discretization (spatial and temporal) and iteration, In
other words, the mass balance is guaranteed
independently of the discretization and iteration,

On the other hand, Celia ct al, (1990) demonstrate
!h<!t if the Picttrd iterative scheme is used the suine
compululiunu! effort is necessary for the conservative
and the capacitativo approaches. This affirmation can
not be made if the Newlon-Raphson method is used
because in such case the conservative approach is
much more economical per iteration, Celia ct al.
(1990) also point out that conservation of mass is
insufficient to guarantee good numerical solutions
and oscillations can also appear.

Galarza ct al. (1992, 1994) have made a thorough
comparison of several formulations for unsaturated
flow, The results indicate consistently a better
performance of the capacitativo approach, The
criteria that they use is in terms of pressures
computed at nodes for a total of 7 cases. This is in
agreement with the idea that although mass is
conserved, the distribution of water in the medium
may be not as good as wilh another scheme.

Despite of the latter findings, we have opted for the
mass conservative approach because the capacitativo
method requires computing derivatives of the
accumulation time derivatives with respect to
unknowns. If the chain rule is used to split the
accumulation time derivatives in terms of the
unknowns (temperature, liquid pressure and gas
pressure), the use of the Ncwton-Raphson method
leads to second derivatives (also crossed, for
example with respect to temperature and pressure) of
the nonlinear terms. This results in a very unecono-
mical scheme.

A typical storage term is (from Eq. 4.5) the
variation of water in the gas phase:

•Jfc •civ (4.11)

where fy is the shape function for node /.
At this point of the development we assume that

porosity is defined eícmcnt-wísc, An clcment-wisc
variable (Voss, 1984) is space-constant over every
clement, but different from element to clement. We
will use (()* for porosity in clement em at time k.
Similarly, a cell-wise variable (Voss, 1984) is space
constant over the cell centered in the node. It would
be very easy to compute (4.11) if the time derivative
could be computed in a cell-wise way, because one
value would be sufficient for node / and (4.11) would
be transformed into a very simplified form.
However, the degree of saturation is not only a
function of nodal unkowns but also of material
properties such as porosity or retention parameters.
The latter must be defined element-wise (for
instance, this is absolutely necessary if a low
porosity rock is in contact with a porous medium).
To overcome this difficulty, the time derivative in
(4.11) is computed from nodal unknowns but with
material properties of every clement in contact with
the node. Hence m values arc necessary in node /.
Obviously if part of this time derivative is not
material dependent (density and concentration arc
only function of temperature and pressure) then the
corresponding variables arc only computed in the
node. This leads to a kind of modified cell-wise
variables.

Making use of these approximations, we finally
obtain, for example for any integral in (4.11):

Dt dt
(4.10)

where the material derivative with respect to the
solid is approximated as an eulerian derivative
because the small strain rate assumption. The
weighted residual method is applied to the governing
equations and, for node /, (4.10) is transformed into:

-¿-dv+...+

(4.12)

where a simple finite difference is used for the time
discretization. This approximation allows us to make
the space integration independently of the physical
variables. Therefore, computation of geometrical
coefficients is necessary only once for a given finite
element mesh. The integral of the shape function
over an element is equal to Ve,,/nem for the case of
linear shape functions. These geometrical coefficients
are also called influence coefficients (Huyakom et
al., 1986). Without loss of generality, they can be
computed analytically or numerically as well.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that this
formulation gives rise to a concentrated scheme,
which means that the storage term in node i is only a
function of unknowns in node /, This is clearly
advantageous from a coniputiiliomil point of view
(Huyakorn and Finder, 1983).

4.3.3 Treatment of advective terms

The weighted residual method is applied to each
balance equation, Then the Green's theorem allows
one to reduce the order of the derivatives and the
divergence of flows is transformed into two terms,
one of them with the gradient of the shape function.
Hence, after that, in the balance equation of node /
we find, for example, the following advective term:

(4.13)

where the subscript j indicates summation over
clement nodes. PM is a node-wise (Voss, 1984)
variable, which means that it is denned by its nodal
values and interpolated on the elements using the
shape functions.

Generalized Darcy's law has been used to compute
the flux of the gas phase qx (Bear, 1979):

kk
(4.14)

where k is the tensor of intrinsic permeability, krit is
the relative permeability of the gas phase, [iK is the
dynamic viscosity of gas and g is a vector of gravity
forces.

For node / the volume v over which the integrals in
(4.13) have to be performed is composed by the
elements ei, t>2 em. In this way, the advective
terms (Eq. 4.13) represent the lateral mass fluxes to
cell associated to node i from contiguous cells. The
pressure term is considered first. The contribution of
element en] to the total lateral flux towards node i is
approximated as:

(4,15)

where three different intermediate points may be
used, one for the pressure (k+0). another for the
intrinsic pcrmeubiliiy (ft) and yet another for the
remaining coefficients (ft+e) including the relative
permeability. The intrinsic permeability remains in
Hie integral because it is a tcnsorial quantity, but if its
product with the shape function gradients is split,
then its coefficients can be taken off from the
integral, It should be noticed that intrinsic
permeability is handled explicitly (i.e. evaluated at
lime k) because it is a function of porosity structure,
which we assume to vary slowly, Since all physical
variables can appear outside the integral because (hey
are considered element-wise, the integrals of
products of shape function gradients are also
considered influence coefficients (lluyakom ct al,,
1986), They have to be computed for each element,
but only once for a given mesh,

A similar approximation is used for the gravity
term in (4.13). Evaluation of density clement-wise is
convenient in order to correctly balance pressure
gradients with gravity forces at the clement level,

4.3.4 Treatment of diffusive terms

In the buluricc equation of node / we find, for
example, the following diffusive term:

(4.16)

where the subscript j indicates summation over the
nodes, £»£' is considered a node-wise variable, Fick's
law has been used to compute the diffusive flux:

/;«-4*P,5,D;/VW (4. I 7)

'm

where x is a tortuosity parameter, D j is the molecular
diffusion coefficient which is a function of
temperature and gas pressure and / is the identity
matrix.

The contribution of element cm to the total lateral
diffusive flux towards node / ¡sjipproximated as:
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(4.18)

where various time intermediate points have been
used similarly to what was explained for the
advective terms,

The treatment of these diffusive terms also takes
advantage of the fact that the Ncwlon-Raphson
method is used to establish the iterative scheme.
When this method is used, it is not necessary to apply
¡he chain rule (o have the gradients oi" (u)p in terms
of the unknowns. In fact, in the classical approach
(Milly, 1982) of multiphase problems, the diffusive
fluxes (Ec|. 4.17) arc split in terms of gradients of
temperature and pressure, and then the numerical
scheme is sought. In our approach the derivative is
made when the Newton-Raphson method is applied.
Otherwise second derivatives appear, which is not
desirable from a practical point of view. The reasons
for using this approach are similar to the reasons for
using the conservative approach to approximate the
storage terms.

The dispersive term is treated in a similar way as
the diffusive. In this case dispersivitics arc
clcmcnt-wisc dependent variables. In principle, the
liquid and gas fluxes, used to compute the dispersion
tensor, arc also computed clcmcnt-wisc and at time
k+e.

4.3.5 Treatment of volumetric
strain terms

If equation of balance of salt (Eq. 4.2) is subtituted
in all other balance equations, the variations of
porosity are not explicit in them. In this way porosity
only appears as parameter or coefficient and terms of
volumetric strain remain in the balance equations. In
equation for node / these terms arc of the type:

. iulv = (4.19)

where a/ is a coefficient defined in terms of is the
vector of solid velocities, in' = (1,1,1,0,0,0) is an
auxiliary vector and B is the matrix used in the finite
element approach for the mechanical problem (see

Section 4.4.7). The coefficients of B arc gradients of
shape functions (Zienkiewicv, and Taylor, 1989). In
Eq, 4,19, /} is transformed from a continuous
vectorial function to a nodal-discrete vectorial
function, although the same symbol is kept (i.e.: ux -
£,ju.\j, i(y = £,jitvj,,.,, where/ indicates summation).

Following the same methodology as for the other
terms we have approximated the integral given
above. The contribution of element em to cell / is:

where,/ indicates summation over clement nodes, u is
the vector of nodal displacements and Bj is the
y-submatrix of B.

4.3.6 Treatment of porosity variations

It has been mentioned that the variations of
porosity arc obtained from the equation of salt
balance (Eq. 2). Variation of porosity is mainly
caused by volumetric deformation, dissolution/
precipitation and inclusion production/annihilation,
This equation is not used to solve for an independent
variable. It is an auxiliary equation applied in two
Wíiys; one is the substitution of porosity variations in
the rest of balance equations eliminating in this way
the time derivative of porosity; and the other is the
computation of porosity changes.

It must be noticed that in mechanics of porous
materials, porosity changes usually may be computed
in every element independently of the neighbour
elements. The reason is that volumetric strain can be
computed at any point of the element once the
displacements of the nodes are known. Here, because
other processes are considered, this simple method
cannot be used. It is not straightforward how to
compute porosity changes when mass fluxes of
disolved solid take place. Equation (4.2) is written as:

J=b
Dt dt

where the material derivatives are approximated as
eulerian thanks to the assumption of small strain rate.
All terms in the right side of Eq. (4.2) have been
included in h.
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The methodology proposed here is based on
concepts similar to those presented above. Some
terms that appear in equation (4,2) arc lateral mass
fluxes iind it is necessary to recover the cell concept,
In order to do thai, the weighted residual method is
also applied. The equation lor node / is:

(4.22)

where b¡ is (lie right hand side of equation for node /',
This term includes several types of terms and once the
problem is solved all them arc known in this same
integrated form, However, this equation is nodal
while porosity was defined as an clement-wise
variable. Hence (lie left hand side is decomposed into:

where r(a+ ) represents the residual corresponding
to the mechanical problem and a the stress vector.
Matrix B (composed by gradients of shape functions)
is defined in such a way that stress is a vector and not
a tensor. The body force terms and the boundary
traction terms are represented together by,/ .

The constitutive model relates stresses with strains,
with fluid pressures and with temperatures at a point
in the medium, If elasticity, creep deformation and
initial strain terms arc included, the total strain rale is
decomposed in the following way:

',P,, ma,/) (4.26)

(4.23)

i.e. the contribution of the elements to cell /. The
Ibllowing step is to extract the physical parameters
from the integrals and to approximate the temporal
derivatives:

*+l

= ^ (4.24)

where /) ' ' is the elasticity matrix, a i« a nonlinear
creep function (Olivclla ct al. 1993, 1994b have
developed expressions for this function), a/, cif,, [} arc
coefficients for volumetric clastic dilation and the
dot indicates time derivative, o' is the net stress
defined as a '= a ' + /;//J

s. On the other hand, strain
will be written in terms of displacements because e =
liu where it is the vector of nodal displacements. The
last equation (4.26) must satisfy at every point in the
medium. Space and time discretization lead to:

Finally, porosity variations have to be obtained at
the elements while the equations are nodal.
Obviously different strategics can be used to do that.
One would be to decompose b¡ in some fractions and
to assign them to the elements that constitute cell /,
This has to be carried out for all cells and, therefore
the element receives contribution from the cells
associated to its nodes. More work should be carried
out in this part of the problem in order to establish an
algorithm that is able to correctly reproduce porosity
variations caused by every type of process. Work is
in progress in this direction.

4.3.7 Treatment of mechanical
equilibrium equations

The weighted residual method is applied to the
stress equilibrium equation (4.6) followed by the
Green's theorem. This leads to the equation
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989):

,(o *+l) = J B'c k+\lv - /*+l = 0 (4.25)

- /*

M - Tk)j = 0 (4.27)

where // represents the residual of stresses at every
point. If stress could be obtained in an explicit way
from (4.27), it would be simply substituted in (4.25).
However, the creep terms arc nonlinear and a nume-
rical substitution is necessary (see Zienkiewicz and
Taylor, 1989). This is achieved by differentiation of
(4.25) and (4.27), and subsequent substitution of
(4.27) in (4.25). The contribution of element cm to
node / is, for instance for the stiffness matrix, of the
type:

¡B\D *De
k+UM - Hk+U). (4.28)
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where y indicates sumrmtlion, / is (he iteration index,
uncí D"' is a matrix (hat modifies the clastic one, The
product of this matrix and the elastic one can be
interpreted as a tangent matrix, Another example are
the coupling terms:

(4.29)

The matrices D* and D,. arc function of material
properties, stress state, etc, For (lie mechanical
problem, the approximations that should be made are
not similar to the ones used for flow problems,
According to the numerical approximations proposed
for (he flow problems (hydraulic and thermal), we
would tend to use element-wise matrices. However,
the mechanical problem has some peculiarities which
do not allow this kind of simplified treatment.

First, linear triangular elements (the simplest
element in two dimensional analyses), which have
been proven to be very adequate for flow problems,
should be avoided for mechanical problems. This is
because if (he medium ¡s nearly-incompressible
(creep of rock salt takes place with very small
volumetric deformation), locking takes place (not all
displacements are permitted due to element
restrictions). Second, linear quadrilateral elements
with element-wise variables (this is equivalent to one
integration point) lead to hour-glassing (uncontrolled
displacement modes appear). In order to overcome
these difficulties, the selective integration (/J-bar)
method is used. It consists of using a modified form
of I) which implies that the volumetric part of
deformation and the deviatoric part are integrated
with different order of numerical integration
(Hughes, 1980). For linear quadrilateral elements,
four integration points arc used to integrate the
deviatoric part while one is used for volumetric strain
terms. Although this approximation is different from
what is proposed for the How problem, element-wise
variables or parameters are maintained (porosity,
saturation,...). Stress is not element-wise and it must
be computed at the integration points.

4.3.8 Conclusions

In this section we present details of the numerical
development of the program CODE-BRIGHT. This
computed code has been developed to carry out
simulation of COupled DEformation, BRIne, Gas and
Heat Transport problems, hence it is used to solve for
displacements, liquid pressure, gas pressure, tempera-
ture and inclusion content. According to the options

of the program the kind of problems can range from
simple uncoupled cases to more complicated situa-
tions, Finite elements in space and finite diTerences
in time are used for the discretization of the system
of partial differential equations, The Newlon-
Riipbson method is used to sought an iterative
scheme for the nonlinear problem, Nonlinearities
appear in almost all terms. The mass and energy
balance equations lead to flow-type equations while
the stress equilibrium equation leads to equili-
brium-type equation, Cell-wise, element-wise and
node-wise variables have been used in order to
approximate the different terms. The mechanical
equations for incompressible materials require special
numerical integration in order to avoid locking.
Finally, an example of coupling between termal and
hydraulic problems is presented. It is part of the
verification process of CODE-BRIGHT which
consists of several examples and cases that are
included in other works,

4.4 Verification of CODE-BRIGHT

Example 1: Heat flow

A heat flow case is one of the most simple
problems that can be simulated with CODE-
BRIGHT. Only temperature should be computed
and the balance of energy equation becomes the heat
How equation:

~ (4.30)

where pv is solid density, cs is solid specific heal, and
Xv is thermal conductivity. If the parameters are taken
constant the problem is linear. Moreover, if the How
is radial and a source or sink at constant heat rate Q¡¡
is assumed at /• = 0, then the solution of the problem
is given by:

T-T =
pvc-,

(4.31)

" t
where WOO- \—cxp(-y)dy is an integral function,

,,.v
u is a dimcnsionless variable and D is a thermal
diflusivity. This is the well known Theis solution for
radial flow in a confined aquifer.

Figure 4.1 shows the simulation of the model for
the radial linear How for two different finite clement
grids and the analytical solution (/• = 0.25 m and T,, =
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40°C). The parameters that have been used arc; p.» =
2163 Kg/m3, c, = 874 J/Kg/K, /, = 5.1 J/s/m/K and Qh
- 930 J/s/ni,

Example 2: Gas flow

It is not possible to consider the gns flow problem
mathematically linear because the high compressibi-
lity of gases. Perfect gas law shows a linear
dependence of density with pressure:

Pu=- RT
(4.32)

where Mg is the gas molecular mass, ps is gas
density, /;„ is gas pressure, R is the gas constant and
T is absolute temperature.

The general equation of air conservation is
simplified when only one gas is assumed present in
the pores and the medium is considered rigid. In such
a case, the relevant equation is the gas flow equation.
If Darcy's law and perfect gas law are used, the
equation becomes (after some algebra):

The non-linearity of this equation can observed
comparing it with Eq. (4.1). On the other hand, this
equation is formally equal to the equation of free
surface flow, which would be expressed as:

~

where Ss is storage cocficicnt, // is piezomctnc head
and k' - A^/fi/is hydraulic conductivity.

A gas flow simulation has been performed to
compare CODE-BRIGHT and NOCONF (1989)
computations. The example that was chosen
corresponds to a real gas pulse lest performed in the
Konrad mine and reported by Kloska ct al. (1989). In
this kind of tests the medium goes back towards the
static initial situation from an instantaneous
overpressure. In this case an initial pressure value of
3.25 MPa decays to the original value of 0.10 MPa.

Figure 4.2 shows the model predictions and test
measurements. The test was carried out in a r = 0.048
m borehole. The values that were used for the
simulation are: t? = 0.005, K = 1.66 x 10'lf) m2, ug =
1.9 x 10'" MPa s at 29°C. The values of porosity and
permeability that have been used are different from
those reported by the authors (<)) =0.02, K =7.6 x 10'"'

200.

150.

UJ 120.
DC

I
Q. 80.

I

Healer In Borehole (r= 0,25 m)

CODE-BRIGHT (2-D, 57 nodes)

,^CODE-BRIGHT (1-D axyslm, 29 nodes)'

10' 102 10' 104 105 10° 10r 10"

Figure 4.1. Linear radial flow, analytical and numerical predictions.
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m2), mainly because they they interpreted the results
with an analytical model (other factors were
included, such as skin effect) while a simplified
numerical model has been used for the simulations
and the parameters adjusted using a "trial and error"
procedure.

Example 3; Rock salt creep,
COSA-project benchmark

The first benchmark exercise of the European
Community Project COSA (1986) has been carried
out. This exercise consists of the creep deformation
of thick walled sphere subjecto to an internal
pressure. The temperature field is constant in time
but variable in space from two boundary values. The
details of the problem can be found in the project
reports so they will not be repeated here. Analytical
solutions for this particular problem or other similar
can be founds for example, in Prij et ul. (1987)

The results of the computations carried out with
CODE-BRIGHT are summarized in Figures 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5. A two-dimensional 32 node triangle grid
was used. Axisymmetry allowed to model a spherical
region. Although constant strain triangles are not
adequate for uncomprcssible situations, they were

used and the results showed sufficient accuracy. 80
lime steps were necessary to cover the time
simulation period.

The results obtained with CODE-BRIGHT
completely agree with the compulations performed in
the COSA project and with the theoretical values.

Example 4: Thermal convection.
HYDROCOIN-project benchmark

Some compulations of the Case 4, Level 1 from the
International HYDROCOIN project (1992) have
been performed with the program CODE-BRIGHT
as part of the verification process. The problem to be
simulated is the thermal convection of a liquid
through a porous saturated medium. Flow is induced
by heat which is generated inside a spherical region
with radius r,, = 250 m. Under certain assumptions
which are described in the HYDROCOIN (1992)
reports, the equations of water mass and energy
balance reduce to the form:

1 d ( P.
ar

d2P,

dz

dT

CODE-BRIGHT (2-D, 23 nodes)
CODE-BRIGHT (1-Daxlsym., 12 nodes)

• • • • EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

200. 400. 600. 800. 1000. 1200. 1400. 1600

Figure 4.2. Non-linear radial flow, gas pulse test, field test results (KIoska et al. 1989) and numerical simulations
with CODE-BRIGHT and NOCONF.
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Figure 4.3. Temporal evolution of displacement at inner boundary (nodes 1 and 2) and at the outer boundary
(nodes 31 and 32). The difference between nodes 31 and 32 is caused by the non-symmetry of the grid.
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Figure 4.5. Equivalent stress variation with distance and for different times.
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(4>36)

where/represents the source/sink term which is equal
to 3^,cxp(-^'t)/(4K/;,3) inside the sphere of radius r0

and zero outside. The main assumption which has to
be made to obtain these equations is that the water
flow transient terms related to compressibility effects
are neglected because they occur at short time scales
compared to the time evolution of temperature.

The parameters that have been used in the
computations are those reported in the project:

• Radius of the sphere, /„ = 250 m

• Initial power output, W,, = 10 MW

• Decay constant, X' = 7.3215 x 10"10 s"1

• Thermal conductivity of rock: X. = 2.51 W m'1

• Density of rock: p.v = 2600 Kg m'3

• Specific heat of rock: c.,= 879 J Kg"1 K"1

B

B

Intrinsic permeability of rock: k = 1.0 x 1Q"16 m2

Reference density of water: pi,,= 992.2 kg m"3

Expansion coefficient of water: (3 = 3.85 x 10'4

K"1

Viscosity of water: \i = 6.529 x 10 l 0MPa s

Porosity(!(!):<l>=1.0x 1010

• Compressibility of water (**): 1 x 10'14 MPa'1

Figure 4.6 shows the finite element grid (249
nodes) used in computations with CODE-BRIGHT.
The size of the simulated region is 1500-radius x
3000-height. Axisymmetry is along the vertical axis.
The boundaries are far enough to avoid their
influence in the computations.

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show temperatures and liquid
pressures computed at the selected points. They are
compared with the analytical solution tabulated in
the project reports. The grid used here is relatively
coarse compared to those used in the project (all
grids used in the intercomparison exercise have more
than 300 nodes).

(*) a low value is used in order to avoid transient terms in the flow equation. Porosity does not appear in this problem.
(**) a low value is used in order to avoid transient terms in the flow equation.
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Figure 4.6. Finite element grid (249 nodes) used in tho thermal convection problem. Axisymmetry Is along
the vertical (y) axis (left vertical boundary). The coordinate origin (XEO^EO) Is at the centre of the sphere.

Sphere radius Is 250 m, Simulated region is 1500-radlus x 3000-helght.
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Figure 4.7. Temporal evolution of temperature at selected points. Computed (symbols)
and analytical (dashed lines).
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Figuro 4.8, Temporal evolution of liquid pressure at selected points. Computed (symbols)
and analytical (dashed lines).

4.5 Simulations with CODE-BRIGHT

Example 1 : Application to borehole seal
behaviour

Problem Definition

One of the schemes of waste disposal in salt mines
consists of placing it in vertical boreholes drilled in
the floor of the galleries. Each vertical hole receives
a canister and the space between the cylinder and the
wall is filled with compacted crushed salt with
relatively low porosity. Figure 4.9 is a representation
of such scheme. For our purposes, the medium is
considered indefinite and the scheme very long. This
allows geometry simplifications and preliminary
simulations. The porous material is assumed to be
filled with dry air, initially at atmospheric pressure
(O.I MPa) in two simulations. In another case, the
influence of brine is analizcd.

Firstly, the borehole is drilled and the stresses
around it change instantaneously. Afterwards, a
progressive stress relaxation occurs because of salt
creep. Al ambient temperature, the hole converges

relatively slowly. After placing the canister, the heat
output induces stress field variations, both because of
the thermal dilatation of rock and because of the high
temperature dependence of creep parameters. The
porous backfill is then strongly compressed as con-
vergence rates increase. Both temperature
¡ncrca-scand porosity-permeability reduction cause
gas pressure build up. Permeability reduction of rock
near the hole decreases the possibility of gas pressure
dissipation towards the medium, which is the only
permitted possibility of gas flow in the analysis.

Simulation

A preliminary simulation has been performed in
order to accumulate knowledge of the behaviour of
such system. The geometry is very simple and a
linear grid (42 nodes) has been deemed sufficient
because the scheme is considered very long and
hence, plane strain axisymmctrical conditions apply.
Conditions at the far boundary arc prescribed at the
last node which is at a distance of 192.2 m. An initial
isotropic stress state in the rock of 15 MPa is
assumed. 365 days after drilling the borehole the
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Figure 4.9. Schematic representation of the borehole where a canister is placed. The annular space is backfilled
with compacted porous salt. Initial porosity is 0.001 in the host rock and 0.20 in the porous backfill.

canister is installed, ihc annular .space backfilled and
healing starts.

The parameters that have been used are
respectively, for salt rock (r), and for porous salt
backfill (b):

• Initial porosity (<(>„):

0.001(r),0.20(b)

• Young's modulus (E):

25000 MPa (r)

7000 + 95000(0.30 - if) MPa (b)

• Poisson's ratio (v):

0.30

• Creep power law parameters:

n = 5.375

A=4.98 x 10"6 exp(-59650/RT) s*1

• Thermal linear dilatation (P):

4x IO"5K''

• Thermal conductivity (X):

5 J/s/m/K

• Heat capacity (C.,):
92OJ/Kg/K

• Permeability (Kozeny's function) (k):
1.0xl0-'8m2at(l)f)=0.001(r)
5.0 x 10'14m2at<tv,=0.20$(b)

The parameters for creep power law correspond to
a rock with zero porosity. The creep constitutive
model includes the dependence on void ratio.

For the wet conditions, the supplementary
parameters are:

• Creep law parameters (FADT):
B = 5.9 x 10'13 exp(-24530/RT)/RT s"1 Mpa"1

m3

• Grain size (*/„):
0.010 m(r), 0.0002 m (b)

• Permeability (Kozeny's function) (£):
1.0 x 10"'8m2at(|>,,=0.001(r)
5.0xl0''-m2at(¡>,,=0.20(b)

• Retention curve/relative permeability (van
Genuchten function):

X = 0.20,/*,, = 0.001 MPa
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• Diffusion of vapour tint) will;

Dl' = 5.9x 10"6 {T2li/Pii) m2/s

Dh = 1.0x 10° cxp( -24530//1Í71) m2/s

The simulation hus been curried out for three
different exponentially decaying values of the
canister heat output, these arc: j = /„ cxp(-oct) J/s/m
where / , = 250, 500 and 1000 J/s/m, and a=(-log
0.5)/(30 year). For the highest heat output problem,
temperature is very high, the material becomes very
deformable nd reduction of porosity and permeability
to near zero values can be obtained. Â  very low
minimum permeability value (1.0 x 10'21 m )
been imposed by limiting porosity to 10"4.

has

Results

The results of the three simulations performed are
presented here. Figure 4.10 shows the stress relaxation
around the borehole during the first year after
excavation. Figure 4.11 is the evolution of temperature
at the borehole wall. Due to the exponentially
decaying heat production, a maximum temperature is
reached, while a constant heat output would have
lead to a monotously increasing logarithmic evolution.

Figure 4,12 shows the influence of the temperature
and the presence of the backfill on the stress
distribution, ll is interesting to sec how the backfill is
progressively loaded, from zero initial stress state to
a stress level similar to that in the rock. For the
problem withy',,=1000 J/s/m of initial heal output, a
similar evolution is obtained.

Figure 4.13 compares the evolution of the backfill
porosity. The difference is caused by the larger creep
strain rates of salt, both in the rock and in the porous
backfill, at the higher temperature,

Finally, Figure 4.14 shows the gas pressure build
up due to temperature increment and porosity
reduction. The progressive decay is due to tempe-
rature decrease and to flow towards the rock. As
commented, only gas flow towards the rock has been
permitted. This assumption seems reasonable in
order to prevent undesirable gas migration through
the gallery. This implies that the sealing system that
isolates the borehole should be highly impervious.

On the other hand, simulations were performed to
obtain the influence of brine in the backfill porosity
reduction. For a case with a lower heat output/,,=250
J/s/m, the presence of brine was permitted and the
evolution of brine pressure, degree of saturation and
porosity is shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16,

S.
inv>
£

-25.

- x - -x- -* - x Time (days): 0.00
-)—I—(—f Time (days): 20.26
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#•*•

10"1 10° 103

Distance (m)

Figure 4.10. Circumferential stress during stress relaxation. Points correspond to element centre.
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Figure 4.11. Temperature at borehole wall. Heating begins after 1 year from borehole drilling.
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Figure 4.12. Circumferential stress after canister emplacement (/o=500 J/s/m). Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.13. Variation of backfill porosity with time. Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.14. Gas pore pressure in the backfill. Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.16. Variation of backfill porosity with time. Influence of brine. Wet conditions.
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Example 2: Reduction of porosity
In a BRICK-DAM

Deformation under dry conditions
One of Die objectives of the present project is to

model the coupled behaviour of a DAM-SEALING
SYSTEM, In this subsection some preliminary
simulations in two dimensions «re presented. The aim
of these siimilulions is to obtain a preliminary picture of
the behaviour of a possible DAM structure under
isothermal conditions. The system is considered dry or
wet, Under dry conditions there is not coupling because
only displacements are computed, The difficulty of the
dry problem comes mainly from the non-linearity of
the creep constitutive law. Por rock salt, the classical
creep power law is used and for the aggregate, the
dependence on void ratio is used (see section 2.5),

The parameters used in the simulation under dry
conditions are respectively, for salt rock (r), and for
porous salt backfill (b):

• Initial porosity (<)),,):
().()() I (r).O.20(b)

• Young's modulus (E):
25000 M Pa (r)

12000+95000(0.30-$) MPa (b)
• Poisson's ratio (r):

0.30
• Creep power law parameters

«=5.375
/1=4.98 x J()ftcxp(-59650/A7)» '

The parameters for creep power law correspond to
a rock with zero porosity. The creep constitutive
model includes the dependence on void ratio.
Temperature is 40°C.

A region of medium 19.4 x 19.4 in2 is simulated.
Since symmetry is taken into account, the finite
element mesh only covers the half of the area which
is 9.8 x 19.4 m2. The gallery is 3.40 m maximum
height and 5.76 m maximum total width. Gallery half
width is 2.88 m. A smaller element size is used in
zones where the gradients of stress or liquid pressure
are higher. A mesh with 431 nodes and 400 elements
is convenient for the objectives of the present
simulations because it is sufficiently accurate and at
the same time economical from the point of view of
computations (every time interval requires several
Newton-Raphson iterations, tipically about 4 to 5
iterations). Reduced integration is used to compute
space integrals over the elements. One integration
point is used in elements that belong to the rock,
except in those that are along the boundary in which

two points have been used. These elements and the
elements in the backfill have been integrated with
two points in order to avoid spurious displacements.
This compromise solution between the full
integration (four points per quadrilateral element)
and full reduced (one point per quadrilateral element)
has shown good performance for this problem.

The initial conditions for this preliminary simulation
are relatively simple, Stress state is an isolropic
compression of 15 MPa in the rock and /ero stress in
the backfill. The baeklill lias an initial porosity of 20%.
The final time is 317 years, which is (he time at which
a reduction of porosity reaching values near 7% has
been achieved, Figure 4.17 shows the mesh used in this
simulation and the displacement Held after 317 years, It
has been necessary to use 70 variable time intervals to
cover this total time period. Time intervals are short
initially ¡mil grow ¡is simulation proceeds. An average
of 4 Newlon-Raphson iterations wen1- required at every
time interval.

Figure 4,18 and 4.19 show respectively the initial
stress slate (in elements with two integration points,
the average in the element centre is represented) and
the final stress state after 317 years of deformation.
Finally, Figure 4.20 shows the distribution of
porosity in the backfill caused by deformation. Slight
differences between zones can be observed but,
globally, the reduction is nearly uniform,

Deformation under wet conditions
The dry conditions arc not a realistic scenario

because small contents of humidity are always
present under the conditions of radioactive waste
disposal. However, wet conditions do not necessarily
imply brine saturation. On the contrary, a partially
saturated situation is the most likely scenario.

The geometry and initial conditions are the same as
in the dry conditions, but, in addition, conditions for
the brine How problem should be given. The backfill
is considered initially with a low brine content of
approximately 0.02 in volume which means a degree
of saturation of 0.1 with a porosity of 0.20, For this
preliminary simulation, isothermal conditions are
assumed, and the humidity is only permitted in liquid
phase. For liquid pressure the boundary conditions
arc hydrostatic with a value of 0.1 MPa a the top of
the grid. Initial liquid pressure in the rock is assumed
to be 0.1 MPa, but the hydrostatic field is
progressively achieved because the action of the
gravity. In order to impose the initial brine content in
the backfill the initial liquid pressure is -0.1 MPa
which implies a suction of 0.2 MPa (2 Kp/cm2) for
0.1 MPa of atmospheric pressure. This value of
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suction is relatively arbitrary because, at present,
information about the rclcniion curve is scarce,

FADT mechanism is active even with small
quantities of brine (sec section 2.4). A dependence on
the degree of saturation is used for creep strain rate. On
the one hand, porosity reduction implies strain rate
decrease because conluet slresfí in grains decreases. But
on the other hand, strain rate is accelerated due to
degree of saturation increment caused by void volume
reduction. This coupled phenomenon has been studied
here. A simulation under wet conditions has been
carried out in order lo compare llic different behaviour
of the dam when brine is considered present.

For the wet conditions, the supplementary para-
meters arc:

• Creep law parameters (FADT):
B = 5.9 x 10*l3exp(-24530//<'D RT s''MPu"' m3

• Grain size (d,,):

0.010 m(r), 0.0002 m(b)
• Permeability (Kozeny's function) (k):

1.0 x 10"'9m"2ut<|>ir=0.001 (r)
1.0 x 10'l3rn'2at<|),,=0.20(b)

• Retention curve/relative permeability (van
Gcnuchtcn function):

X= 0.33, P,,= 0.01 MPa(r)
X- 0.33, P,,= 0.00! MPa(b)
max. satur. ,V.S= 1.0
min. salur. .Vr= 0.75(r), 0.02 (b)

Figure 4.21 shows the finite clement mesh and its
deformation after 12.8 years, which is the time
period necessary to achieve a porosity reduction
reaching values below 5%. For the simulation carried
out under wet condition, 110 variable time intervals
have been necessary with an average of 5
Ncwlon-Raphson iterations per time interval.

Figure 4.22 shows the stress distribution after 12.8
years of deformation. The initial stress state coincides
with the one given for dry conditions. Figure 4.23
shows the variation of degree of saturation in the
backfill and Figure 4.24 the liquid pressures which
correspond to that brine content distribution. The host
rock practically remains saturated. Finally, in Figure
4.25 the variation of porosity in the backfill showing
more compaction near the ground of the gallery and
less compaction near the roof. It should be pointed out
that although the degree of saturation is variable, the
volumetric brine content (porosity multiplied by
degree of saturation) is practically constant indicating
that the movement of brine is neglegible.
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Figure 4.17. Initial and deformed (after 317 years) finite element mesh. Region simulated is 9.8x19.4m2.
Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.18. Initial stress distribution. Excavation and backfilling is assumed to take place at the same time.
Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.19. Stress distribution at 317 years. Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.20. Porosity distribution in the backfill after 317 years. Initial porosity is 0.20. Dry conditions.
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Figure 4.21. Initial and deformed (after 12.8 years) finite element mesh (431 nodes, 400 element). Wet conditions.
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Figure 4.22. Stress distribution at 12.8 years. Wet conditions.
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Figure 4.23. Degree of saturation in the backfill at 12.8 years. Initial degree of saturation in the backfill
is approx. 0.10. Wet conditions.
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Figure 4.24. Liquid pressure in the backfill at 12.8 years. Initial liquid pressure in the backfill Is -0.1 MPa.
Wet conditions.
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Figure 4.25. Porosity in the backfill at 12.8 years. Initial porosity 0.20. Wet conditions.
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4.6 Conclusions

Simulation of problems with known solutions has
been performed in order to verify that the program
was solving the intended problems. In this scelion,
lour verification examples have been included,
Radial heat flow with constant thermal conductivity
is a mathematically linear píoblélil. Oil the contrary,
radial gas How leads to a non-linear problem. In
these two cases only one equation was solved, the
energy equation and the air mass balance,
respectively, The third example is the comparison
with the first benchmark of the COSA-projecl. In this
example, the mechanical problem has been solved
imposing a spatially variable temperature Held. The
last verification exercise is a benchmark from the
HYDROCOIN-projccl. In this case there is coupling
between thermal and saturated hydraulic flow
problem, As shown in this report the verification of
CODE-BRIGHT was successful. However, it has to
be said that, during this process of verification, some
conceptual and implementation unsolved difficulties
appeared and modifications of the program were
necessary.

Finally, the program has been applied to solve
preliminary examples related to radioactive waste
disposal in saline media. Firstly the study of the
borehole seal behaviour has been carried out. This
case has been simulated using a one-dimensional grid
under the conditions of axisymmetry and plane
strain. Coupling between .Í- rmal, mechanical and
hydraulic behaviour was cur Jered.

The second application is the study of the
behaviour of a brick-dam. A two dimensional
geometry including the host rock and the backfilled
gallery has been discretized. Isothermal deformations
for the dry and wet case have been compared. Wet
conditions imply coupling between mechanical and
hydraulic problems. Two main qualitative
conclusions can be established from this example.
First, the influence of brine should be carefully
analyzed because the rate of compaction of the
backfill is extremely sensitive to variations in brine
content. Secondly, the reduction of porosity in the
backfilled gallery is not uniform and leads to an
heterogeneous material.

These two examples of simulation are useful main-
ly to observe qualitative effects of the behaviour of
the borehole seal system and the brick dam seal
system.
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5.1 Introduction

Thu constitutive behaviour of granular salt has
been studied in the laboratory by several rusuiifvliur'ft
in recent yearn. Spiers (1989) mude n detailed study
of the long-term rheological properties of dry and
wet granular salt.

Fundamental experimental work on compaction
creep in dry and brine-saturated salt aggregates is
presented in this report. This experimental work was
carried out ut the Oeotcchnicul Laboratory of the
University of Catalunya and one test was performed
at the Salt Laboratory of the University of Waterloo
(Canada.),

These experiments were designed to verify the
suitability of the constitutive model developed to
reproduce the long-term rheological behaviour of
compacted granular salt.

Initially, salt briquettes manufactured in Germany
within the framework of the long term seal project
were considered as a source of laboratory samples.
These briquettes were produced using fine grained
compacted rock salt from Asse Mine.

However, difficulties in the provision of briquettes
produced in Germany, affected the availability of
samples at the beginning of the experimental work.
On the other hand, the trimming process and
assembly of the specimens was envisioned to cause
important disturbances in the specimens in relation to
the properties of the original briquette. These factors
made it necessary to choose an alternative sample
source for the manufacturing process of the
specimens. Hence, it was decided to use granular
rock salt from a Spanish mine. An additional
advantage of this alternative is that it allowed a better
control of initial parameters of the specimens .such as
grainsizc and initial porosity.

The first three tests presented in this report were
carried out using dry specimens made with granular
salt from Suria mine. Then, six additional
brinc-saturatcd tests were done using rock salt from
Cardona mine. In both cases the salt rock is part of
the Cardona Muro, a rock formation 50 m deep that
goes along the Catalunya Basin.

Finally, a specimen made with fine grained granu-
lar salt from Cardona mine was isotropically tested in
a triaxial apparatus at the WATSALT Laboratory of
the University of Waterloo, in Canada. This test was
carried out under brinc-saturatcd conditions.

5.2 Testing programme

To determine the compaction creep behnviour and
permeiMlity characteristics, of compacted salt
aggregates, the luborulory tests ure divided into
stages in which different specimen parameters arc
fixed, The parameters of interest are degree of
saturation, ocdomclric stress, grainsizc, and initial
porosity,

According to thu initial conditions of the specimen
and of the level of stresses, the following types of
creep-compaction tests wore conducted in the
research; dry specimens at low range of stresses,
brine-saturated specimens at low range of stresses,
¡iml brine-saturated specimens at high range of
stresses. In this report, the three types of oedometric
tests are presented.

The creep-compaction tests were planned to be of
significantly long duration (more than six months).
The specific duration was adjusted for each test
based on the time required to reach (he steady stale
deformation for each stress increment.

In the preliminary stage of testing, two tests were
carried out. These tests were carried out to verify the
suitability of the testing procedure as well as the
performance of the equipment. One test on a dry
specimen at stresses up to 100 kPa and the other one
on brine-saturated specimen up to 30 MPa. Their
initial porosity was iipproxiiitalely 47%, corres-
ponding to its loosest density state The dry specimen
was made using salt aggregated with grainsizes
ranging from 40 (iin to 1200 urn whereas the
saturated specimen was made using aggregates with
grainsizes ranging from 500 urn to 540 fim. The test
duration for the dry specimen was 29 days and the
brine-saturated specimen was tested for I8I days.

Even though the dry specimen was tested after
being oven-dried, it was not a specimen absolutely
dry because of atmospheric moisture transfer onto
the specimen. A moisture content of the order of
0.15% was measured after the test has ended.

Once the ocdomctric cell performance and the
specimen assembly was verified, six creep
consolidation tests were started on brinc-saturatcd
specimens, at 23 ± 1°C.

Three tests were carried out using 50 mm diameter
specimens. Loads were applied to the codomctric
cells using a conventional system of dead weights of
4 kN capacity. The specimens differ each other only
in their grainsi/c. The three grainsizc fractions
chosen for the tests were 100 ± 8 u.m, 325 ± 25 |lm,
and 970 ±70 urn.
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The remaining three tests were performed using 30
mm diameter specimens differing also in their
grainsi/c, Loads were applied to the cells using a
dead weigths system of 40 kN capacity.

All specimens had an initial porosity of arround
30%. Table 5.1 shows the main parameters of the
specimens.

Four stress levels were applied to each specimen.
Bach level of stress was maintained until steady state
condition was reached. For the 50 mm specimens, it
was necessary between 51 and 83 days. In this case
the applied stresses were 0.2 MPa, 0.4 MPa, 0.8
Mpa, and 1.6 MPa, For the 30 mm specimens, the
applied stresses were 2 MPil, 4MP.a, JO MPa, and 20
MPa, and the lime of application of stresses was in
the range of 51 and 79 days. However, an additional
stress of 40 MPa was applied to the 30 mm
specimens for about nine more months.

Once the steady state was reached and before
increasing the stresses to the following level, a brine
permeability test was carried out using the variable
head permeability technique.

In addition, one triaxial test was carried out at the
WATSALT Laboratory of the University of
Waterloo. Picture 5.1 shows a view of the apparatus
with the test in progress. A brine-saturated specimen
made with 325 ± 25 urn grainsizc granular salt was
tested under isotropic stresses in three levels: 1 MPa,
6 MPa, and 12 MPa. A deviatoric stress of just the
necessary level to measure instantanous modulus was
applied before increasing the stresses to 6 MPa and
12 MPa. The stress path is showen in Figure 5.1.

5.3 Development of new equipment

The experimental programme presented in this
report required basically the development of an high
stress ocdomctric apparatus and methods for
measuring permeability during performance of the
long term creep tests. On the other hand, low range
dead weight loading system already existing at the
UPC Geolcchnical Laboratory and a high stress
frame manufactured by Mecánica Científica S.A.,
Madrid, were used to apply the stresses to the
specimens.

An ocdomctric apparatus to carried unsaturatcd
tests has been disigncd and built. This apparatus
allows permeability measurements during the creep
compaction tests.
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5.3.1 Salt oedometric cell

An specific oedometer assembly has been
developed to measure simultaneously the axial strain
and permeability of cylindrical fesf specimens during
uniaxial deformation. Figure 5.2 shows a cross-
sectional view of a typical oedomclrie cell set up to
allow these measurements, Oedometrie cells were
built to test 30- by 6-mm and 50- by lO-mm
specimens.

An axial piston and a bottom platen enclose the
sample in the vessel. The design of both of them
provides axial ports to include How-through
capability. Picture 5.2 shows a view of a typical cell.

Because the material to be tested js highly
corrosive, the testing equipment was designed to mi-
nimize apparatus corrosion. Stainless steel containing
25% of Cr, comcrcially called Durinox-25, was used
to construct all parts of the codomctric cell, which
includs the cylindrical vessel, the axial piston, and
the bottom platen.

5.3.2 Loading system

Conventional dead weights apparatus used at the
UPC Gcotcchnical Laboratory for testing soils was
sligthly modified to be used with the Salt Ocdomctric
Cell. This apparatus allows the application of loads
up to 4 kN lo ii «oríes of three cells simultaneously.
Pictures 5.3 shows this loading system.

The heavy dead weights apparatus -1:20 load rate-
was adapted to test simultaneously a scries of
ocdomctric cells assembled one on top of the other.
This particular assembly allowed testing three 30
mm specimens under exactly the same temperature
and stress conditions, changing the grainsize of the
specimens as variable parameter. The capacity of this
loading device is 40 kN. Hence, using 30 mm
diameter specimens a maximum vertical axial stress
of 56 MPa can be reached.

5.3.3 Suction controlled oedometric
apparatus

Eodomctric cells were built to allow suction
control during the creep-compaction tests. The cell
design is practically the same as for the oedometric
cells previously described, differing only in their
flow through capability. In this case, two parale!
ports arc located in the piston. The flow capability in
this case, is used to keep the sample at a fixed
suction. Figures 5.3 show the equipment layout.
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In addition, two sealed chambers con line air at a
relative humidity controlled by a specific
concentration of sulphuric acid, These chambers,
connected to the specimen, provide a fixed suction
value. Volume of (he chambers are readly adjusted
by moving a rodded upper piston forcing air How
through the whole specimen and also allowing ulr
permeability measurements. Picture 5.4 shows a
view of the Suction Controlled Oedometric
Apparatus.

Porous stone of high air entry value were placed in
the salt oedomelric cells to allow control of the
matric suction. Air pressure is applied to the cells
through a line of 0.8 MPa capacity. The cells are
mounted on the high range dead weights loading
system to perform the test. Figure 5.4 and Picture 5.5
shows a layout of the cells during the tests.

An INSTRON 8505 "Closed-loop" Digital System
was used to apply compression loads during the
manufacturing process of the specimens. The
dynamic capacity of this loading system is 1000 kN
and it is possible to control cither the displacement or
the applied stress on the specimens.

5.3.4 Permeameter

A portable variable head pcrmcainctcr was built to
perform permeability measurements in each
oedometric cell during the creep-compaction tests.
The pcrmcametcr was built in glass. It allows
measuring two range of permeability values. For
higher porosity values a 12 mm diameter is used in
the scaled line whereas for lower porosity values a
scaled line of 3 mm is switched. The principle of
variable head is used to compute the permeability
values. Picture 5.6 shows the pcrmcametcr assembly.

5.4 Specimen preparation

The specimens were prepared by compacting a
previously determined quantity of granular salt inside
the oedometric vessel to reach a pre-fixed initial
porosity.

The bore of the vessel had to be treated to lower
the salt/vessel friction during specimen manufactu-
ring as well as during the creep-compaction tests. To
achieve this, the bore was coated with a thin graphite
sheet.

The specimen assembly was designed having in
mind that the oedometric vessel was going to be used
to manufacture the specimen and to carry out the
creep-compaction tests as well.

After the bore had been tightly attached to the
lower platen, the oedomclrie vessel was ready for
assembling the specimen, A filter disc was inserted
into the vessel and a steel mush placed above it to
maximize Dow access and distribution throughout
deformation during the companion pro^ss?* «m! at
the permeability measurements sluge, On top of
them, a glass fibre spreader was placed as a further
aid for the flow distribution.

Once the vessel had been prepared, the thin
cylindrical graphite sheet was inserted into the bore
until it touched the glass fibre spreader, The height of
this cylindrical graphite sheet was equal to the height
of the specimen at its highest porosity value. To
facilitate the graphite placement and provide a
further reduction in friction, a film of P.T.F.E.
("teflon") was placed between the graphite and the
polished bore of the vessel.

A pre-fixed quantity of granular salt of specific
grainsizc was funnelled into the vessel and smoothly
leveled. A second glass-fibre tissue disc was placed
above it and also another steel mesh. A second filter
disc placed on top of them completed the basic
specimen assembly and the piston was inserted.

The bottom platen and the piston ports were scaled
to prevent atmospheric moisture tranler into the
specimen. They were kept scaled just until the
specimen was going to be compacted. Picture 5.7
shows the specimen assembling parts.

Compaction was carried out using a 1 MN
hydraulic press to apply a strain controlled axial
stress to reach the initial porosity required for each
specimen. For all specimens, the required compac-
ting strain was applied in 0.5 seconds.

The specimen was then sealed again at the bottom
platen and the axial piston ports, until the brine
saturation process begins.

Saturation of the specimens was carried out injec-
ting brine through the bottom port using a very low
head. At the other end. the brine is collected through
the axial piston port. A very fine grained salt was
placed in the bottom port of the ocdomctrie cell, just
behind the specimen, to make sure that unsaturatcd
brine could not enter into the specimen and dissolve
part of h. Once the saturation was completed, both
ends were connected to the same brine container to
keep them at the same head and to keep closed the
saturated circuit. Now, the specimen is ready to test.
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5.5 Identification tests
Prc-tcu analyses of (he granular stilt of Cardona

Mine included mineralogy, porosity detenninalion
using volumetric and weight data, and suction
measurements,

On the other hand, post-test characterization for
each test specimen Includes acetone permeability test
in the exact post-test stale before any other changes
have been affected, followed by volume-weight
measurements, accurate porosity determinations, and
moisture content calculations. It also includes
microscopical analysis of one section per specimen,
The remainder of the specimen will be preserved dry
for other uses, Pictures 5.8 show two cross sectional
views of specimens before and after the crccp-
eompitcjion test, respectively.

5.6 Preliminary tests

5.6.1 Dry specimens at low range
of stresses

These tests were carried out using specimens
manufactured using granular salt whose grainsizes
are in the range of 0.54 to 1.20 mm. The sample was
ovcn-drlcdat IIO°C.

Stresses were applied in three steps. The first one
was 5 kPa and it was maintained for two days, then
the stress WilS increased to 10 kPa for 8 days, and
finally it was increased to I00 kPa during 19 days
when the test was ended.

Relative humidity in the laboratory was around
60% during the test. Measurements of moisture
content at the end of the test gave a value of 0.15 %.

Figures 5.5 show deformation changes with time as
void ratio vs. log time relationships, for each vertical
stress. Figure 5.5b indicates that the application of a
second stress level, from 5 to 10 kPa does not result
in significant deformation during the first day. At a
longer term the strain rate becomes similar to the one
measured during the first loading step. Figures 5.6.a
show the change in strain rate during the first two
stress levels. However, application of the third stress
level results in a significant increase in strain rate,
from 10x to I0"5 s'1 (Figure 5.6b).

Change of strain rate expressed by void ratio
change vs. void ratio is shown in Figure 5.7. This
relationship shows a fast strain rate decrease at high
values of void ratio.

Finally, in Figure 5.8 the change of strain rate is
plotted against strain for the three stress levels
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simultanoiisly. The slope of this curve is close to -I ,
However, the slope increases somewhat for deforma-
tions higher than Sa I0'3,

5.6.2 Brine-saturated Specimen
at High Range of Stresses

This test was carried out mainly to make sure that
the ocdomctric cell as well us the loading apparatus
built for the testing programme were functioning
properly.

The specimen was manufactured using granular
salt from Suria Mine with grainsizc 520 ± 20 |nm. Its
initial void ratio corresponds to its loosest density
state in brine-saturated condition (aproximatcly 0.8).

Stresses were applied in the following steps: 0.0 -
0.6 MPa, 0.6 - 3.7 MPa, 3.7 - 0.0 MPa, 0.0 -6.0 MPa,
6.0 -0.0 MPa, and 0.0 - 30.0 MPa. Each level of
stress was applied for approximately one week.
However, the last stress increment (30.0 MPa) was
maintained during four months.

Figure 5.9 shows void ratio vs. time for this test
and Figure 5.10 shows the strain rate vs. strain for all
the stress increments. It should be noticed that the
strain rate values are affected not only by the stress
level but by the specimen porosity before each
increment as well.

Finally, Figure 5.11 shows the rate of change of
void ratio as a function of both the void ratio and the
stress level. Deformation rates drop dramatically
(10° s'1) when the porosity of the specimen reaches
very low values (around 0.1).

5.7 Creep compaction tests
Six creep-compaction tests were performed at the

UPC Gcotechnical Laboratory (Salt Area). All of of
them lasted about two years. Specimens were made
with granular salt from Cardona Mine. Three
grainsizes arc used and two range of stress are
applied. Table 5.1 presents basic data for each of
these tests.

The specimens were thoroughfully saturated before
the tests. This was accomplished by injecting
saturated brine through the bottom port of the
oedometric cell as described above. Each stress level
is applied between two to three months before the
following stress increment.

Figures 5.12 show vertical strain vs. time
relationships for all the specimens. In figures 5.13,
strain rate vs. time curves are shown, where it can be
seen the effects of grainsize and stress on the strain
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rate. These effects can be noticed in Figures 5.14 as
well. In this Figure, the strain rate is plotted against
the porosity of the first stress level,

Void ratio rate vs. void ratio is shown in Figures
5.15. It can be seen that after a period in which the
the void raf/o ma úvopu dramatically to values
around lO'6, an utmost linear variation, with slopes
very similar for all the grainsizes and stress levels, is
measured. For the smallest values of void ratio
(e=0.1), the void ratio rate has dropped to lO'V.

Figures 5.16 to 5.18 show deformation rates
relationships for the six creep-compaction tests and
for all the stress levels applied. In qualitative terms
behaviour is similar for the different stress levels
applied. However, it can be noticed that the
deformation rate for the 1 12 u.m specimen reach
much lower values than those for the other
specimens because of its relatively smaller void ratio
values (c <, 0.1).

Figures 5.19 present the combined effect of void
ratio, stress level, and grainsizc on void ratio rate.
When plotted in a log x-axis scale, a similar slope for
all curves is found. Hence, a relationship of the type
¿ = a-Gu -(J)'1 -e1 might be a first proposal for an
equation to evaluate void ratio rate in creep-
compaction deformation, In Figure 5.20 the rate of
change in void ratio obtained with this equation is
compared with the data obtained from the laboratory
tests, a, ot, P and gamma parameters were obtained
using a minimum square procedure,

5.8 Comparison of test results
with model predictions

5.8.1 Preliminary tests

The results of the brine saturated tests have been
compared with the model predictions. The com-
parison is made in terms of void ratio, Figure 5.21.
The steps in the test can clearly be distinguished
because the application of the load produces a strong
increment of strain rates. As deformation under the
new load proceeds, strain rate accomodates to the
new situation and a creep deformation process is
recovered.

In the model presented in this report creep laws for
two mechanisms of deformation are given. In Figure
5.21 these two laws are plotted for the stresses used
in the test. The figure is not a simulation, it is only a
comparison of measured and model-predicted strain
rates. Since the test was carried out under oedometric
conditions, the void ratio rates computed with the

model have also been obtained applying these
conditions, Hence, lateral strain is not permitted and
vertical stress takes the value uaau in the leal.
Finally, deformation is used to compute void ratio.
The parameters that have been used in tlie model arc
(temperature is 25°C);

• Creep power law parameters!
// = 5.375
A = 4,98 x IO'6cxp(-5965O//f7) s-l

n Creep law parameters (FADT):
B = 8.5 x IO'l3cxp(-2453O//?ry/?'/\s"'MPa'lm3

• Grain size (cl,,):
0.000520 m

The comparison show differences in the type of
creep deformation. The main difficulty in the study
of the behaviour of porous aggregates is that void
ratio changes during the test and at every point in the
specimen the material structure has been modified.

It is possible to make some kind of guess about the
mechanism of deformation along the test. Initially,
after each stress increment, high strain rates (in fact,
deformation seems to be almost instantaneous) occur
indicating a mechanism of deformation which is
more explainable within the soil mechanics field.
This means that granular rearrangement, including
rotation and sliding of particles, takes place.
Progressively, the strain rate decreases tending to a
value which is not constant, but which falls near the
predictions of the model. The slopes are different
because of the different stresses and void ratios.
According to the model, at low stresses the
predominant mechanism of creep. deformation is
fluid assisted diffusional transfer. At higher stress the
predominant mechanism is less clear. Dislocation
creep seems to be relevant, but the low void ratio
values (near 0.1) give low strain rates. Probably a
superposition of the two mechanisms is taking place
at this stage.

5.8.2 Creep tests

The overall comparison of the deformation rate
predicted by the FAD model and the laboratory
measurements is shown in the Figure 5.22. It can be
seen a general agreement between the predicted and
the measured values of the rate of void ratio change.
However, differences greater than one order of
magnitud is found for low values (rate of void ratio
change lower than 10"7).

Figures 5.23 show the comparison of rate of void
ratio change as a function of void ratio for each one
of the three grainsizes used in the laboratory tests. It
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can be seen in general the model gives slower rates
(han measured ones for the bigger panicle sizes (970
f.im) and faster rales when the particle sizes arc
smaller (112 um). It can be seen as well that these
differences arc even more noticeable for the tests
performed under low range of stresses (0.2 MPa to
1.6 MPu).

Values of rate void ratio change for the tests
carried out under low stress levels and the high stress
levels are not consistent when they are analyzed
together (Figure 5.23c).

The rate of void ratio change values measured at
low stress levels using 50 mm diameter specimens
seem to be constant and independent on the
grainsizc.

In general, the measured creep rates give values
between I0"7 to 10'" s'1 independent of all the factors
for porosity values in the range of* 0.4 to 0.1. An
exception should be made for the case of big
grainsizes (about I mm) in which case a creep rate of
IO"y s'1 is found and for the case of very small
porosities in which case the creep rate (ends to values
around lO 'V as well.

In can be seen that specimens tinder quite different
stress levels and relatively long periods of time on
creep, present similar porosities at the end of the
stress increment. It seems that the final porosity
depends only on the grainsizc and the initial porosity.

5.9 Tests at the UW
Two isotropic creep-compaction tests were carried

out at the University of Waterloo (WATSALT
Laboratory) at room temperature. One specimen was
tested dry and the other under brine-saturated
conditions.

Oil leakage from the confining chamber into the
dry specimen interrupted the test at its first stage of
loading. Hence, only results from the saturated test
are presented in this report.

Figure 5.24 shows the creep-compaction curve as a
porosity vs. time relationship for all stress increments.

5.10 Permeability tests
Permeability measurements were carried out

during both the preliminary tests and the crecp-c
ompaction tests. A variable head pcrmeameter was
assembled to be used with the ocdomctric cells
during the testing programme.

Figure 5,25 shows the change in brine conductivity
with porosity and grainzise, The specimens were the
ones tested under low stress levels, from 0.2 MPa to
1,6 MPa.

5.11 Suction measurements

Three specimens with 50 mm diameter and 112
urn, 325 urn and 970 (im particles size were used to
carried out suction measurements.

The manufacturing process of the specimens in-
volved fully brine saturation of them and compaction
until they reach a porosity of 12 %. Picture 5.9
displays the suction plate used to set the specimen
degree of saturation during the measurements. Figure
5,26 shows the results of these suction measurements
for the throe specimens.

5.12 Conclusions

An ocdometric apparatus has been developed to
carry out creep tests on brincsalurated and unsalu-
rated compacted granular salt.

A scries of creep tests has been carried out on
saturated compacted granular salt using different
stress levels and grainsizes.

The oedometric cell and specimen assembly have
been proved to work properly for long creep tests.

An empirical relationship of the type
é = a-ou •(]) 'é* has been obtained from test results
which is similar to the one presented by Spiers ct al.
(1990). The numerical model developed at UPC to
evaluate the rhcological behaviour of granular salt
gives rate values of the same order of magnitude as
the ones obtained in the laboratory tests.

The pcrmcametcr used for permeability measure-
ments of compacted granular salt gives consistent
values for permeabilities greater than 10'17 m2.

A suction controlled oedometer to test salt
aggregates has been designed and built. It will be
used in future investigations. First results for the
water retention curves of salt aggregates have been
obtained.

Laboratory data of creep compaction test on
unsalurated salt and associated gas permeability
measurements will provide useful information to
validated the numerical model being developed at
UPC and to gain a deeper knowledge of the
rheological behaviour of granular salt aggregates.
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Table 1
Specimen parameters

Specimen
denomination

E01

E100

301.1

302.1

303.1

501.1

502,1

503.1

Specimen diameter
(mm)

50

50

30

30

30

50

50

50

Specimen height
(mm)

43

42

6

6

6

10

10

10

Initial (Sr)
(%)

0.1

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Initial porosity
(%)

46

44

30

30

30

30

30

30

Particles Size
(Mm)

8701330

520±20

112±8

325±25

970±70

112±8

325±25

970±70

15

12
I = Isotropic creep consolidation
D s Drained compression at a strain rate of 0.1 MPa/s

4 6 8

Vertical stress (MPa)
12

Figure 5.1. Stress paths for the triaxial tests.
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Figure 5.2. Oedometric cell and specimen assembly.
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Figure 5.3a. Equipment to control total suction in the specimens and to measure gas permeability during oedometric tests. o
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Espécimen L

Displacement
dial

Vessel

Brine
oufet

Figure 5.3b. Series of cells for suction controlled edometric tests.
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T T
Instantaneous brine level

Vacum pump

Line to measure permeability
values greater than 10"14 m2

Fined grained salt to ensure
brine saturation

Line to measure permeability
' values smaller than 10'14 m2

•V xTívWConstant bíínefíevel

Figure 5.4. Equipment to measure brine permeability during edometric tests.
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Figure 5.5 Void ratio change. Edometric tests on dry specimens.
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Figure 5.6. Change of vertical strain rate for dry specimens.
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Figuro 5.7. Chango of void ratio rate for dry specimens.
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Figure 5.8. Change of vertical strain rate for dry specimens under edometric tests.
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Figure 5.9. Void ratio change with time. Edometric test on brine saturated specimen. Qrainsize: 520 microns.
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Figure 5.10. Change of vertical strain rate for the preliminary tests. Saturated specimen of 520 microns grainsize.
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Figure 5.11. Rate of void ratio change for four stress levels. Edometric test on brine saturated specimen.
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Figure 5.12. Change of porosity with time. Edometric tests of brine saturated specimens. Grainsizes: 112,325
and 970 microns.
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Rgure 5.13. Grainslze effects on vertical strain rate. Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
Stress levels: 02. MPa and 2.0 MPa.
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Figure 5.14a. Grainsíze effects on vertical strain rate. Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
Stress levels: 0.2 MPa and 2.0 MPa.
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Figure 5.14b. Grainsize effects on vertical strain rate. Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
Stress levels: 0.2 MPa and 2.0 MPa.
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Figure 5.15a. Rate of void ratio change for two levels of stress. Tests under edometric conditions
for brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.15b. Rate of void ratio change for two levels of stress. Tests under edometric conditions
for brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.16a. Vertical strain rate change under low and high stress levels, for two grainsizes: 112 and 970 microns.
Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
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Vertical strain rate change under low and high stress levels, for two grainsizes: 112 and 970 microns.
Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.17a. Rate of void ratio change under low and high stress levels, for two grainsizes. Edometric tests
on brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.17b. Rate of void ratio change under low and high stress levels, for two grainsizes. Edometric tests
on brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.18b. Change of rate of void ratio with the level of stress and grainsizes. Edometric tests on brine
saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.19c. Rate of void ratio as a function of applied stress, grainsizes, and void ratio. Edometric tests on brine
saturated specimens of 30 and 50 mm diameter.
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Figure 5.20. Comparison of void rate from the equation Se/St = f(c,<t>,e) and from laboratory data.
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Figure 5.21. Comparison of rate of void ratio change predicted by the model and from experimental data.
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Se/St = FAD model (eq. 13, Olivella et al. 1992)
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Figure 5.22. Comparison of void ratio rate from the FAD model and from laboratory data.
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Figure 5.23a. Comparison of rate of void ratio change predicted by the model and from experimental data.
Edometric conditions for brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.23b. Comparison of rate of void ratio change predicted by the model and from experimental data.
Edometric conditions for brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.23c. Comparison of rate of void ratio change predicted by the model and from experimental data.
Edometric conditions for brine saturated specimens.
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Figure 5.25. Change of brine conductivity with porosity. Edometric tests on brine saturated specimens.
Grainsizes of 112,325 and 970 microns.
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Figure 5.26. Suction measurements of compacted salt aggregates. Grainsizes: 112,325 and 970 microns.
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Picture 5.1. WATSALT Triaxial apparatus.
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Picture 5.2a. Salt oedometric cell.
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Picture 5.2b. Series of edometric cells to test three specimens under the same stress and laboratory conditions
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Picture 5.3a. Loading system for low stress levels.
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Picture 5.3b. Loading system for high stress levels.
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Picture 5.4a. Suction controlled edometric apparatus.
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Picture 5.4b. Chamber to control suction in the edometric apparatus.
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Picture 5.5. UPC Salt Laboratory.
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Picture 5.6. Variable head permeameter.
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Picture 5.7. Specimen preparation.
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Picture 5.8. Specimen before (above) and after (below) the creep test.
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Picture 5.9. Suction plate and test specimen.
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6. Conclusions

This report contains a synthesis of the research
work performed at the DIT-UPC as a participant with
ENRESA in the DAM PROJECT/LONG-TERM
SEAL. This project began on April 1991 and its main
objective was to carry out ¡in in situ test at the Assc
salt mine, to try to simulate its behaviour ¡ind lo
validate numerical tools. Although the test has not
started yet the research work at the DIT-UPC has
continued and advanced along the intended working
plan. Main points of the investigation are: theoretical
developments specific for saline media, numerical
code to simulate coupled hydraulic, thermal and
mechanical problems, development of laboratory
apparatus specific for salt aggregates and laboratory
tests on porous salt samples,

A mechanical constitutive model for salt
aggregates has been developed. The model is descri-
bed in Section 2. It has been developed from the
theoretical aspects of deformation mechanisms and
using experimental results to compare its predictions.
Not all the details are included in this report.
Comparisons and mathematical developments can be
found in references and in previous reports. The
present version of the model, in the form of the
equations given at the end of Section 2, has been
implemented in the numerical program CODE-
BRIGHT.

Section 3 contains the a detailed description of the
governing equations that have been established for
the coupled hydro-thermo-mechanical behaviour of
saline media. These consist of balance equations,
constitutive equations, equilibrium restrictions and
definition constraints. The balance equations that
have been established are: balance of mass for salt,
water and air, and balance of energy. Balance of
momentum is reduced to equilibrium of stresses and
to Darcy's and Fick's laws. Constitutive theory
includes a wide range of laws. Some of them are
described with more detail than others. The
mechanical constitutive model has been presented in
Section 2, aspects related to constitutive laws for
mass balance equations (e.g. Darcy's and Fick's
laws) are described in Section 3 and properties of
brine and gas are given in Appendix 3. Equilibrium
restrictions have been also included in Appendix 3.
Section 4 is devoted to present a description of the
numerical approach and a set of cases computed with
the numerical program CODE-BRIGHT. This is a
program to perform simulations of COupled,
DEformation, BRIne, Gas and Heat Transport pro-
blems. Finite elements and advanced numerical

techniques have been used. Four examples of the
verification process arc presented. As a further step,
two simulations of real problems have been
performed. The first one is an analysis of a borehole
seal scheme, The second one is a more complex
simulation of a dam constructed using compacted
porous salt. In the first application there was cou-
pling between mechanical, thermal and hydraulic
behaviour,

In the second application, a dry situation with no
coupling and a wet case including coupling with the
brine flow were performed, This Section shows that
a program CODE-BRIGHT is now available to
perform complex simulations in salt media.

In Section 5 the experimental work is presented.
First a brief description of the testing program is
included. The description of the equipment specially
developed to test granular aggregates follows. This
includes the design of oedoinetric cells, loading
systems and a pcrmeamcter. Sample preparation and
identification tests are also explained. Different tests
under dry and wet conditions were performed and the
results obtained are presented.

Some tests have been carried out at the University
of Waterloo during the six months stay of Dociteo
Chumbe (UPC-DIT) with Professor M. Dusseault.
Other tests are in progress at present. Finally the
results of the tests have been compared with the
predictions of the mechanical constitutive model.

The future work in the field of saline materials has
several directions. The mechanical constitutive
model will be extended in order to allow the
deformation of poorly consolidated aggregates. The
numerical model will be applied to different cases of
interest in prder to study the behaviour of salt porous
backfills.'This includes qualitative and quantitative
aspects. On the other hand, some options and
possibilities of the program have not been analyzed
yet. The DIT-UPC is also participating at the
European Validation Exercise of Gas migration
models (EVEGAS""") which is a project for computer
code intercomparison. As far as the experimental
work is concerned there are several test that will be
carried out in the future. Some of them have already
started and other are currently being prepared. The
main interest of those tests is to study the hydraulic
and mechanical behaviour of porous aggregates
under unsaturated conditions, i.e., with variable brine
contents.
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CODE-BRIGHT
COupled DEformation, BRIne, Gas

and Heat Transport
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Appendix 1

1. Introduction
The program described here is a tool designed to

handle coupled problems in geological saline mediu.
The computer code has been developed on the basis
of a new general theory for saline media, These
saline environments involve specific aspects which
arc not relevant in other problems, These arc;
dissolution of salt in water, hygroscopic effects,
ductile deformation of salt rocks, and presence of
brine inclusions, The presence of brine inclusions is
expected to be relevant only in special cases.
Basically, the code couples mechanical, hydraulic
and thermal problems in saline media.

The theoretical approach consists in the governing
equations, a wide set of constitutive laws and a
special computational approach, The laws and
aspects that arc specific for salt materials can be
dropped in order to solve problems in nonsalinc
environments. For instance: dissolution of the solid
phase not considered, or, use oi' other mechanical
constitutive laws instead of the creep laws.

The code is written in FORTRAN and it is
composed by several subroutines. It requires external
subroutines from IMSL library to solve non-
symmetric band systems of equations. Instead of
subroutines from IMSL library, the user may also
choose other alternatives with subroutines from NAG
library (in this case the font files arc included). It has
been run in VMS and in UNIX environments.

This document is a user's guide and includes the
guidelines required in order to use the code. It is
assumed that the reader has a previous knowledge of
the physical problem and its mathematical form.
Since the theoretical developments on which the
program is based are relatively long, only the general
ideas are presented here and references of published
work are given. Also some ideas regarding
mathematical aspects are presented but again details
can be found in references.

2. Theory. Brief description
The theoretical aspects that are the basis for the

development of the CODE-BRIGHT computer code
arc included in different publications. Hence, only a
brief description is presented here. For further details
the reader may follow the references given in the
text.

The theoretical development is composed mainly
by two general units, one regarding continuous
medium equations of balance, and me other
regarding constitutive equations.

2.1 Governing equations
A detailed description of the processes and

derivation of the governing equations is included in
Olivclla ct ul, (I994b). Balance of mass, momentum
and energy should be established.

The governing equations include; stress equilibrium
equations (I, 2 or 3 according to the dimensions of
the problem), mass balance equations (different
species) and internal energy balance equation for the
medium as a whole (thermal equilibrium is assumed).
The stress equilibrium equations are a simplified
form of the balance of momentum for the porous
medium. Mass balance of water, salt and air arc
established. Since the assumption of equilibrium is
made, the mass of each species as present in any
phase (solid, liquid or gas) is balanced for the porous
medium as a whole. In this way, one equation for
each species is obtained, The equilibrium assumption
implies that partition functions arc required to
compute the fraction of each species in each phase.

Exception is made for the treatment of brine
inclusions. In this case, water in inclusions cannot be
considered in equilibrium with water in pores. Hence
un extra equation to balance water in solid is
required.

Each partial differential equation is naturally
associated to an unknown. These unknowns can be
solved in a coupled way, i.e., allowing all possible
cross coupling processes that have been implemen-
ted, or, on the contrary, any uncoupled problem to
obtain a single unknown can be solved.

The definition of a problem (which equations will
be solved) is achieved by means of a set of general
options (IOPTDISPL, IOPTPL, IOPTPG, IOPTTEMP
and IOPTXWS). These general options indicate
whether one equation is included or not. For instance
a mechanical problem would require IOPTDISPL=l
and the other indexes equal to 0. Other secondary
options allow to include or not any of the possible
processes. Specific indexes arc used to decide if the
solid is soluble (i.e. the medium is saline), if the air
solubility in liquid phase is taken into account and if
vapour is considered. Vapour transfer can only be
considered if the thermal problem is solved.

The following notation will be used in writting
balance equations:
§: porosity
p: density

j : total mass flux
non-advective mass fluxi:

q: advective flux
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u: solid displacements

0: mass contení per unit volume of phase, I.e., 9

co; mass fraction,

Superscripts /;, w and a refer to salt, water and air
Subscripts .v, / and g refer to solid, liquid and gas
phase, respectively,
Si, SX: degree of saturation of liquid and gaseous pha-

ses i.e., fraction of pore volume occupied by
each phase,

E: specific internal energy
ici conductive heat flux
,/i¡ ,• energy fluxes due to mass motion

Mechanical equilibrium equations

When inertia! terms arc negligible, the equation of
momentum balance reduces to the equilibrium of
stresses,

• Equation: mechanical equilibrium equations
(1,2 or 3 dimensions)

(tensor of "\ /'vector of ^ f vector^
divergence + =

Uotal stress J ^bosly forces; uO,0,0)J

(I)

Unknown: displacements, // = (ux, uy, uz) (m)

The mechanical problem is defined providing a
mechanical constitutive model which expresses,
usually in an incremental form, the relationship
between stresses and strains. The most simple
constitutive model is linear elasticity which would be
expressed as: <y = De where e is the tensor of strains
and D is the elasticity matrix. The program contains
other mechanical constitutive models which will be
presented in Section 4.

Balance of mass of water

• Equation: water mass balance

3 /'mass of water in solid,^ f total fluxes^
— + divergence =
at\ liquid and gas phase ) \ of water J

/'external supply^
=

^ of water )
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(2)

Unknown: liquid pressure, /'/(MPa)
This equation expresses the total mass balance of

water. In a porous medium water is the main species
of the liquid phase. The gas phase is a mixture of air
and water vapour, Equilibrium is assumed, which
means that a function of temperature and pressure
allows to obtain at every point the distribution of the
total mass of water in the two fractions correspon-
ding to each fluid phase. This function is the
psychromctric law together with a relationship for
vapour pressure (as a function of temperature and
salt concentration) and gas law.

A possible presence of water in the solid phase is
also considered but in this case not in equilibrium
with the water in pores. This forces to the necessity
to establish a complementary equation.

The fluxes that appear in the divergence term are a
sum of nonadvective and advective terms.
Nonadvectivc flux includes molecular diffusion and
mechanical dispersion. Advective fluxes are caused
by fluid phases motion and by solid phase motion as
well. In general the form of these mass fluxes is:

where the superscript / refers to species and the
subscript a refers to phase.

Balance of mass of air
• Equation: air mass balance

9 /'mass of air in liquid,̂  f total fluxes^
— + divergence =
dty and gas phase J \ of air J

(external supply^

of air J

(3)

Unknown: gas pressure, P s (MPa)
The equation that balances mass of air is similar to

the one that balances mass of water. Dry-air and
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water vapour arc the two species contained in the gas
phase. Air dissolved in the liquid phase is also
possible and, in a similar way as for vapour, under
the assumption of equilibrium. Henry's (aw permits
to compute the fraction of air dissolved in the liquid
phase,

Balance of internal energy

• Equation: energy balance equation

3 ( energy in solid, ^ ftotal fluxes^
— + divergence =
3/ \Jiquid and gas phuscj ^ of energy J

f internal / cxtcrniil supply^

^ of energy J

(4)

Unknown: temperature, T, (C)
The balance of internal energy is established by

taking into account the internal energy of all species
contained in the medium. The assumption of thermal
equilibrium implies that a single temperature exists
at every point. In other words, at a given point of the
porous medium conduction of heat between solid,
liquid and gas phases takes place very rapidly. This
affirmation is linked with the slow velocity of the
fluids in a porous medium.

Hence, only one equation is required which
expresses the balance of internal energy in the porous
medium as a whole. In problems involving geologi-
cal materials, this equation usually reduces to the
balance of enthalpy. The reason for this is that the
variations of temperature produce enthalpy variations
which are very large compared with the energy
variations that come from the the work of
deformation. As an example, consider a porous
material with an applied stress of I MPa. If creep
deformation takes place during a given period with a
total strain of 10%, the dissipated deformation work
is equal to 1 x 106 x 0.10 = 1 x 105 J/m3. Using a bulk
density of 2000 kg/m3 and a specific heat of 1000
J/kg/K, it results that the increment of temperature
would be 0.05° which is usually negligible compared
to temperature variations induced by heat generating
wastes. Work dissipated by liquid or gas com-
pression has been included although in general it is
small as well.

The fluxes in the divergence term include
conduction of heat and advectlon of heat caused by
the motion of every species in the medium. A
nonuclvcctívc mass flux causes an adveciive heal flUx
because a species inside a phase moves and
transports energy. Contrary to what happens with the
movement of it contaminant in a groundwaler
system, for heat transport, the diffusive term
(conduction of heat) is much larger than a term
concerning mechanical dispersion nonadvective flux
caused by the velocity of fluids). For this reason, this
term is usually neglected.

Balance of mass of water in solid phase

As stated before, the possibility of taking into
account the brine present in fluid inclusions forces to
the necessity to establish an equation for the balance
of water in the solid phase. The amount of brine in
the inclusions is not a function of the state variables,
it depends on the initial amount and on relationships
to compute the variations of brine in solid caused by
production or annihilation of inclusions.

• Equation: mass of water in inclusions balance
equation

O /'mass of water "\ ( total flux of ^
— + divergence +
at \ in solid phase J ^ water in solid y

/'internal sink>

+ of water
= 0

(5)

Unknown: mass fraction of water in inclusions,

This equation expresses the mass balance of water
in the solid phase. It is only required for a very
specfic cases of saline medium problems.

Balance of mass of salt

When a porous material deforms the grains change
their relative positions and porosity may change but
the mass of solid cannot change. Usually the balance
equation for the mass of solid grains is used to
compute the variations of porosity. These variations
of porosity, written as a time derivative of porosity,
are also substitutited in other balance equations
where variations of porosity are taken into account.
For the case of saline materials the situation is
similar but other aspects should be taken into
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account, These particular aspects are dissolution/
precipitation of salt and production/ annihilation of
inclusions. Balance of solid turns into balance of salt,
providing that equilibrium is assumed for salt
dissolution/precipitation. In this way, the phase
change terms do not appear explicitly.

• Equation: mass of salt balance

9 f mass of salt in solid A f total fluxes^
— + divergence =
at \ and liquid phase J \ of salt J

/'external supply^

I of sail j

!L (6)

Dependent variable: porosity, § (-)

As stated before this equation will be used to
compute porosity variations. Hence, porosity time
derivatives should be solved from the salt mass
balance. It is however convenient to solve for
material derivatives instead of partial derivatives
because advective terms caused by solid motion are
included in the material derivative. These material
derivatives are defined with respect to the solid
velocities which are assumed small, hence these
advective terms will be neglected, In this way the
only terms that are kept regard volumetric strain rate
which arc the only relevant ones to compute porosity
variations due to deformation.

A summary of the set of balance equations and
associated unknowns is in table I.

2.2 Constitutive equations
and equilibrium restrictions

The constitutive equations establish the link
between the independent variables (or unknowns)
and the dependent variables. There arc several
cathegorics of dependent variables depending on the
complexity with which they are related to the
unknowns. The governing equations arc finally
written in terms of the unknowns when the
constitutive equations arc substituted in the balance
equations.

Another type of relationships that relate dependent
variables with unknowns are the equilibrium
restrictions. They arc obtained assuming chemical
equilibrium for dissolution of the different species
(salt and air, vapour) in phases (liquid, gas). This
assumption is sufficiently adequate because these
chemical processes are fast compared to the transport
processes that take place in porous media and, for
this reason, they arc not rate controlling. The
constitutive equations and the equilibrium restric-
tions arc summarized in Table II. No more details arc
given here because each constitutive equation or
relationship is corcspondingly explained in the
description of cards related to parameters of laws.

In general, the constitutive equations have been
implemented using mathematical models or
expressions available in the literature. References for
several hydraulic constitutive relationships are Bear
(1979), Milly (1982) and Pollock (1986). Brine
inclusions have been included in a brine transport
model developed by Ratigan (1984).

The mechanical behaviour of porous salt
aggregates was poorly known. For this reason, it was
necessary to develop a new constitutive model.
Detailed description of the model is included in

Table I
Summary of balance equations and unknowns

. . / Equation ,

Equilibrium of stresses

Balance of water mass

Balance of air mass

Balance of internal energy

Balance of mass of water in inclusions

Variable name

Displacements

Liquid pressure

Gas pressure

Temperature

Mas fraction of water in inclusions

Variable

(P-)

(Pg)

(7)

<
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Table II
Summary of constitutive equations and equilibrium restrictions

1

1 Equation '

1

Darcy's law

Fick's law

Inclusion migration law

Fourier's law

Retention curve

Mechanical constitutive model

Phase density

Gases law

Solubility

Henry's law

Psychrometric law

Variable name

Constitutive equations,,

Liquid and gas advective flux

Vapour and salt non-advective flux

Brine Inclusions non-advectlve flux

Conductive heat flux

Liquid phase degree of saturation

Stress tensor

Liquid density

Gas density

Equilibrium restrictions

Salt dissolved mass fraction

Air dissolved mass fraction

Vapour mass fraction

Variable -

¡w ¡h

Ic

s,
o

P ' '

Pi

«?
CO?

Olivclla et al. (1993, 1994a). The model is based on
theoretical and experimental work carried out by
Spiers and co-workers (1990).

2.3 Summary of theoretical aspects

The theoretical aspects can be summarized as
follows:

• Balance of momentum, mass (several species)
and energy is solved in a coupled (simulta-
neous solution) or uncoupled approach (solu-
tion of a single equation).

• State variables (also called unknowns in the
text) are: solid velocity, it (three spatial
directions); liquid pressure, Pi, gas pressure,
PH; and temperature, T. Though less relevant,
mass fraction of water in the solid phase is
used when inclusions are considered.

• Balance of momentum for the medium as a
whole is reduced to the equation of stress equi-
librium together with a mechanical constitutive

model to relate stresses with strains. Strains are
defined in terms of displacements.

Small strains and small strain rates are assumed
for solid deformation. Advective terms due to
solid displacement are neglected after the
formulation is transformed in terms of material
derivatives (in fact, material derivatives are
approximated as eulerian time derivatives). In
this way, volumetric strain is considered.

Two main mechanical constitutive models ha-
ve been implemented. One is for salt creep and
the other for soils nonlinear elastic deformation.

Uniform salt composition. Solubility controlled
dissolution/precipitation is the only chemical
process taken into account.

Fluid inclusions are Filled with saturated brine,
gas is not allowed in the inclusions.

Dry air is considered a single species and it is
the main component of the gaseous phase.
Henry's law is used to express equilibrium of
dissolved air.
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• Thermal equilibrium between phases is
assumed. This means that the three phases arc
at the same temperature,

• Vapour concentration is in equilibrium with
the liquid phase, the psychrornctric law
expresses its concentration. Correction for the
influence of dissolved salt is included because
Raoult's law is not valid for brines.

• Balance of momentum for dissolved species
and for fluid phases are reduced to constitutive
equations (Fick's law and Darcy's law).

• Physical parameters in constitutive laws arc
function of salt concentration, among other
variables. Temperature dependence is crucial
in several aspects.

For example: concentration of vapour under planar
surface (in psychrometric law), surface tension (in
retention curve), dynamic viscosity (in Darcy's law),
arc strongly dependent on salt concentration and
temperature,

3. Mathematical and numerical
aspects

The implementation of a coupled non-linear
approach requires new developments and approxima-
tions. A consistent approach, the classical approach
given by the finite element method, may result
impractical to implement and excessive CPU-time
consuming. For this reason each term and each detail
of the approach should be analyzed before the
computer code is developed. Having decided an
implementation does not guarantee that it is adequate
and efficient and verification of the code will
confirm the suitability of the techniques. In this
section some aspects of the numerical approach are
presented, if more details are required the reader may
go to the references given.

3.1 Mathematical and numerical
approach

The program CODE-BRIGHT uses the finite
element method to solve the coupled equations
briefly presented above. The main features of the
numerical approach are:

• Linear interpolation functions on segments,
triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedrons, triangular
prisms and quadrilateral prisms. Analytical
integration is used for segments, triangles,
tetrahedrons and triangular prisms so called
toblerones (only if the two triangles are identi-
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cal, parallel, with sides orthogonal, and the
clement oriented with the z-axis). Numerical
integration is used for quadrilateral (I, 2 or 4
points), arbitrary triangular prisms (6 points)
and quadrilateral prisms (8 points), For the
mechanical problem terms selective integration
is used for quadrilateral and quadrilateral
prisms (this means that the volumetric part is
integrated with a reduced quadrature of 1 point).
Finally, for all elements the flow equations are
solved using clement-wise and cell-wise appro-
ximations. This approximation results indepen-
dent of the type of integration performed.

• Finite differences and implicit scheme for time
integration. Two intermediate points are
defined between the two ends of the time
interval (/*, /*+/). One represents the point
where the equation will be accomplished (/*+8)
and the other is the point where the non-linear
functions are computed (/*+e). For instance e =
0 and 9 = 1 stales for a linearized problem with
a fully implicit scheme for time integration.

• Newton-Raphson method for solution of the
non-linear system of algebraic equations that
results once the space and time discretizations
are applied.

• LU decomposition and backsubstitution
(non-symmetric matrix) to solve the system of
linear equations that results from the Newton-
Raphson application.

• Automatic discretization of time. Increase or
reduction of time increment according to
convergence conditions or output require-
ments. Reduction of time increment may be
caused by: excessive variation of unknowns
per iteration, excessive number of iterations to
reach convergence and correction larger than
in the previous iteration.

The spatial discretization through the Finite element
method converts the non-linear system of coupled
partial differential equations into a system of
non-linear algebraic equations whose unknowns are
the values of the independent variables at nodes. For
the more general problem in a n nodes grid, the
vector of unknowns is:

i.e. seven degrees of freedom at every node. Since
the temporal discretization is made through finite
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differences, the non-linear system of algebruic
equations to be solved can be expressed in a general
form as:

A ™" A

At"
(7)

where k is the time interval index, and e and 0
indicate that the quantities arc evaluated at
intermediate points between k and k+l. Equation (7)
expresses an step in time between /* and / and
hence, the unknown X should be computed from
the known value of Xk. Equation (7) has a linear
shape in the sense that if e is equal zero, the linear
case appears. When the problem is non-linear (7) is
not the only way to present the balance equation. For
instance, if the accumulation terms arc treated in a
conservative way (see Olivella et al. 1994c) then the
term Xk+I - Xk/Atk does not appear because an
incremental form of mass balance is directly
obtained. A more general and compact form of the
system of nonlinear equations can be written as:

(8)

i.e. the vector of residuals vanishes at the solution.
Obviously the residual is a very complex function of
independent variables at the different time points, but
the only unknown vector is X + .

The Newton-Raphson scheme of solution for this
non-linear system of algebraic equations is found if a
first order Taylor expansion is made in (8):

(9)

where / is the iteration index. Finally, if the residual
should vanish after a certain number of iterations, the
linearized system of equations to be solved is:

3R(X
•{X ' - .

d(Xk+l)

or, droping the time interval superscript:

Ji(XM-X') = -R' ( 1 1 )

where f is the jacobian matrix computed at the
previous iteration.

Details of the numcricul approach used to develop
CODE-BRIGHT can be found in Olivella et al.
(1004c).

3.2 Summary of code features

The main features of the program CODE-BRIGHT
can be summarized as follows:

• Options that allow to solve uncoupled and cou-
pled problems. For instance: HyJromechanical,
Thcrmomcchanical, Hydrothermal problems
can be solved if the physical situation requires
one of these approaches.

• Type of analysis:

One (uniaxial confined strain and axisymmctric)
Two (plane strain and axisymmctric)
Three

• Element types:
One dimension: segment
Two dimensions: triangle, segment, quadrilateral
Three dimensions: tetrahedron, triangular prism,
quadrilateral prism

• Constitutive laws: each law defined as a set of
parameters, Different types of relationships can
be chosen in some cases.

• Boundary conditions:

Mechanical problem: forces and displacement
rate in any spatial direction and at any node

Hydraulic problem: mass How rate of water
and air prescribed and liquid/gas pressure pres-
cribed at any node
Thermal problem: heat flow rate prescribed
and temperature prescribed at any node

• Convergence criteria: Tolerances for absolute
and relative error independent for each
unknown. Tolerance for residual convergence
of each problem (mechanical, hydraulic, etc).
The node under worse conditions is used to
verify the convergence condition.

Forces/flows = er/ —> 0

Absolute variable correction = e.w, —> 0

Variable correction/variable increment = e.ra -> 0

• Output options (files should be used by a
post-process programs):

Time evolution of variables in nodes or ele-
ments. The user should decide "a priori" the
nodal or element variables that will be output
at all times (absolutely all computed times will
be output for a few variables).
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Conlour maps in the solution domuin. Nodal or
clement variables can be used to draw contour
maps, However, in the second case it is requi-
red to perform an interpolation which may be
(lifllcull due to the lack of continuity of the ele-
ment variables. Contour maps can be obtained
with the postprocessor program DRACVIU.

Maps of stresses or velocities can be obtained
with the postprocessor program DRACVIU.

4. Description of variables in cards

The program CODE-BRIGHT reads data from two
files called:

'ROOT_GEN.DAT
•ROOTjORl.DAT'

The name of these two files is composed by the
extension '.DAT' which indicates that these files
contain input data, a suffix that follows the ROOT
and which indicates a file with general information
and a file with grid information, and a ROOT which
is a name assigned by the user. The ROOT is
previously read in a file called 'ROOT.DAT'. For a
run with another problem only this 'ROOT.DAT' file
must be changed and the files of the new problem
will be used.

4.1 General information file
('ROOT_GEN.DAT')

Card 1. Problem

Variables. HEAD
Format. (A40)

Card 2. Dimensions, general

Variables. NUMNP, NUMEL, NDIM, IAXISYM,
NUMMAT, NHV
Format. (515)

• NUMNP: number of nodes
• NUMEL: number of elements

• NDIM: space dimensions (1,2,3)
• IAXISYM: Axisymmetric option (0-no,l-yes).

3-D Axisymmetric requires NDIM=2. The
principal stresses are (o>, c o ae)
2-D Axisymmetric requires NDIM=1. The
principal stresses are (o>, ae, a ; ,)

• NUMMAT: number of materials
• NHV: number of history variables (depends on

the type of mechanical constitutive model used)
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Card 3. Dimensions, node/element
connexion

Variables. MXDIFN, MBANDT, MPRONTH, NDF,
MNVAL, ISOLVE

Format. (5I5)

• MXDIFN: maximum difcrence between
connected nodes, this variable is read for
dimensioning purposes. The node numeration
of the grid is assumed to be optimized in order
to reduce the matrix band width.

• MBANDT: total band width (geometrical for I
variable), (MBANDT=2(MXDIFN+l)-l, but
the code cheeks this value)

• MFRONTH: half front width (number of
codiagonals), (maximum diference between
elements with a common node). This parameter
is only needed if 1FLAG4=1, otherwise a value
of 0 can be used.

• NDF: number of degrees of freedom per node.
For instance a 2-dimension thermomechanical
analysis requires NDF=3.

• MNVAL: maximum number of integration
points in an element (default: I). For a
two-dimensional analysis with some (not nece-
ssarily all) quadrilateral elements, MNVAL=4,
For a three-dimensional analysis with some
(not necessarily all) quadrilateral prism elements,
MNVAL=8.

• ISOLVE: solve the system of equations
according to different algorithms.

Gauss method (ISOLVE=-1),

Cholesky decomposition + backsubstitution
(IMSL subroutines) (ISqLVE=0)Cholesky de-
composition + backsubstitution + iterative refi-
nement (IMSL subroutines) (ISOLVE=1)

Cholesky decomposition + backsubstitution
(other not very efficient subroutines) (ISOL-
VE=2)

Cholesky decomposition + backsubstitution
(NAG subroutines, fonts available) (ISOLVE=3)

Comments: Extra space is automatically forseen in
each case. Iterative REFINEMENT should be used
ONLY in EXTREME cases when it is clear that the
matrix is ill-conditioned. Otherwise it is not con- ve-
nient because the CPU-time consumed increases dra-
matically (one order of magnitude in some cases).
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Card 4. Dimension boundary condit ions
Variables. NFDTYPE, NPLUXTYPB
Formal. (515)

• NPDTYPE: number of prescribed force/displa-
ccment boundary condition types. Obviuosly
NFDTYPE^NUMNP because the maximum
types that can be defined is limitted by one per
node, ir IOPTDISPL > 0 then NFDTYPE*I.

• NFLUXTYPE: number of flux boundary
condition types. (SNUMNP) (NFLUXTYPESl
if IOPTPL+IOPTPG+IOPTTEMP>0). Boun-
dary conditions for mass and energy balance
problems arc grouped in a single type due to
practical reasons. Sec Cards 17 to 20 for infor-
mation about the form of boundary conditions,

Card 5. Options. Unknowns
Variables. IOPTDISPL, IOPTPL, IOPTPG,
IOPTTEMP, IOPTXWS
Format. (515)

• IOPTDISPL: =1, solving for NDIM displa-
cements (//.„ lly, Hi)

• IOPTPL: =1, solving for liquid pressure (P,)
(see IOPTPC)

• IOPTPG: = I, solving for gas pressure (Px)
• IOPTTEMP: =1, solving for temperature (7)
• IOPTXWS: =1, solving for liquid inclusions in

solid phase co"

Some combinations arc described here:

I0PTPL

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

I0PTPG

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

I0PTTEMP

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

Problem description

compres, water flow, one phase,
one species, air is not considered

compres, air flow, one phase,
one species

heat flow, no mass balance

two phase flow (liquid+gas), air
dissolved permitted, vapour not

permitted (see remark)

water two phase non-isothermal flow
vapour allowed (see remark) gas

phase at constant pressure

compressible non-Isothermal gas
flow, one phase, one species

non-isothermal two phase
(liquid+gas) flow vapour and air

dissolved are allowed (see remark)

Card 6. Options. Other

Variables. IOPTXHL, IUPDPOR, IOPTXWG,
IOPTXAL, lOPTI'C
Format, (515)

• IOPTXHL: =1, halite is soluble in liquid
phase, (ú'¡ is non-zero and considered a depen-
dent variable on temperature. Fur isothermal
problems this option is not very relevant
because solubility has only been considered a
function of temperature and not on pressure,
however IOPTXHL=1 can still be used in
order that the liquid phase is considered a
saturated brine instead of pure water. In this
case, properties of liquid phase are computed
according to the concentration obtained as a
function of TCONS (Card 8).

• IUPDPOR: =1, porosity is updated including
not only volumetric strain, but also dissolution/
precipitation and the inclusion production/
anihilation. If IUPDPOR=0 and IOPTXWS or
IOPTXHL arc non zero a warning message is
given because variations of porosity caused by
other than deformation will be neglected.
IUPDPOR=1 is only required for IOPTXHL=I
and/or IOPTXWS= I.

• IOPTXWG: =1, water vapour is NOT
permitted even if the problem is non-isother-
mal and unsaturated. If IOPTXWG=0, water
vapour is permitted and its concentration
computed through psychrometric law (no
external parameters are required for this law).
Using 1OPTXWG=1 (i.e. vapour concentration
is not computed) is convenient when the
problem is nonisothcrmal but the whole
medium will remain saturated during the entire
the simulation.

• IOPTXAL: = 1, air dissolved is NOT permitted
even if the problem is two phase (liquid and
gas) flow. If IOPTXAL=0, air dissolved is
permitted and its concentration computed
through Henry's law (no external parameters
arc required for this law).

• IOPTPC: index to modify some aspects related
to capillary pressure and saturation.
=-1, Pi (and Pg) arc used as state variables but
Si-element is computed averaging 5/-nodal va-
lues instead of computing it as a function of the
capillary pressure P^-Pz-element.
=1, capillary pressure is used (PC=PI-PK) is
used as state variable instead of Pi (sec re-
mark).
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=3, saturation (5/) is used as state variable ins-
tend of Pi (sec remark).
=4, Pi and /^ arc state variables, but Si is com-
puted ílt notíps assuming that the medium is
homogeneous (see remurk).

Remarks: vapour and air dissolved arc considered
automatically according to physical reasons. However,
if for any reason they want not to be considered, then
the auxiliary indexes IOPTXWG=I or IOPTXAL=I
can be used.

If IOPTPC is grcathcr than zero, then it is required
to use lOPTXALsl and IOPTXWG=I, and
IOPTDISPL=0 and IOPTTEMP=0. That is, IOPTPC
grcathcr than zero arc options only available for two
phase immiscible fluids.

Card 7. Flags. Auxiliary options

Variables. IFLAGI, IFLAG2, IFLAG3, IFLAG4
Format. (515)

• IFLAGI: =1, matrix, residual and solution arc
written for each iteration in file
'FOR033.DAT1.

• IFLAG2: =1, an auxiliary list of volumes
associated to cell (region centered in a node) is
written on output

• IFLAG3: if two integration points are used for
quadrilaterals, usually only one per element is
output (average of these two). If IFLAG3=I
then two stress values will be output in file
ViOOr-OlOOOi .TECS'.

• IFLAG4: =1, a special algorithm is used for
updating porosity (further research is required
in this direction).

Card 8. Constants

Variables. EPSILON, THETA, PGCONS, TCONS,
PLCONS
Format. (6F10.0)

• EPSILON: position of intermediate time (/+e)
for matrix evaluation, i.e. the point where the
non-linear functions are computed, (frequent
values: 0.5, 1)

• THETA: position of intermediate time (/*+9)
for vector evaluation, i.e. the point where the
equation is accomplished, (frequent values:
0.5, 1)

• PGCONS: constant gas phase pressure for
solving with IOPTPG=0, otherwise ignored,
(frequent value: 0.1 MPa = atmospheric
pressure).

• TCONS: constant temperature for solving with
1OPTTEMP=(), otherwise this value is ignored.

• PLCONS: constant liquid phase pressure for
solving with IOPTPL=0, otherwise ignored, (if
PLCONS is grcuther than -1,0 x 10 then wet
conditions arc assumed for computing viscous
coefficients in creep laws. (Otherwise the
medium is considered dry.)

Card 9. General time variables

Variables. TIME, DTIME, TIME!, DTIMEC,
T1MEMAX, FACTTIME Format. (6P10.0)

• TIME: Initial time (usually 0.0)
P DTIME: Initial time increment
• TIME I: Time from which time increment is

kept constant. This lime value should be inside
the interval [TIME, TIMEMAX], but can
coincide with one of the ends.

• DTIMEC: Constant time increment value used
from TIME 1 to TIMEMAX.

• TIMEMAX: End execution time.
• FACTTIME: Factor for converting seconds

(input time units) into another output time
units. (Example: FACTTIME=86400. for
output in days),

This time discretization is general for all the run. If
zero values are read in subsequent cards, the ones
given here will be used, However, the values read
here can be modified latter when the new values for
each period are read.

Card 10. Writing options, etc..

Variables. IOWIT, INTER, 1TERMAX, IOWDRAC
Format. (5I5)

• IOWIT: Iteration information is written in file
'RO0T_GEN.0UT' according to:
=0, no information about convergence is wri-
tten. This option should be used if the user is
very confident with the time discretization and
not interested in details at every time step or
problems with time increment reductions.
Usually this happens when previous runs have
shown that convergence and time discretization
work very well.

=1, partial information is written. Time inter-
vals and time-values, number of iterations,
cpu-time values, etc are written. Convergence
information is only written if time increment
reductions take place.
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=2, all iteration information is written. Conver-
gence information is written for all iterations
and all time increments. This options may re-
sult in a very large file 'ROOT_GEN.OUT
INTER: Writing results frequence in
'ROOT_OUT.OUT' or in DRACVIU files,
For instance, if INTER=20 results will be wri-
tten only every 20 time increments, results at
intermediate points will be lost, except the va-
lues at few nodes or elements that may be re-
quested in the 'ROOT_GRI.DAT' file.

• ITERMAX: Maximum number of iterations
per time increment.

• IOWDRAC: Option for writing results in files
for DRACV1U code, If IOWDRAC=I then the
following files arc created:
'ROOT_0ld.COOA': geometry file
'ROOT_01.CNCA': geometry file
'ROOT_0l????d.TECA': contains stresses at
integration points'
ROOT_01????d.DYRA': contains nodal dis-
placements
'ROOT_01????d.GSSA': contains variables at
elements (e.g. degree of saturation, etc)
'ROOT_01????d.VELA': contains Darcy's ve-
locities at elements
'ROOT_0l????d.VNDA': contains nodal va-
riables (e.g. temperatures, vapour concentra-
tions, etc)
where (???? indicates the time period). File
'ROOT_OUT.OUT will be empty in this case.

Card 11. Convergence parameters

Variables.
Displacements: DELMXU, FACU, DELFMX,
DUMX (Omit ifIOPTDISPL=0)
Liquid pressure: DELMXPL, FACPL, DELQWMX,
DPLMX (Omit if IOPTPL=0)
Gas pressure: DELMXPG, FACPG, DELQAMX,
DPGMX (Omit if IOPTPG=0)
Temperature: DELMXT, FACT, DELQMX, DTMX
(Omit if IOPTTEMP=0)
Inclusions cone: DELMXI, FACI, DELIMX, DIMX
(Omit ¡fIOPTXWS=0)
Format. (5F10.0)

Each computed unknown requires a line with its
associated parameters. In this way each equation has
different tolerances. If IOPTDISPL=1, only one line
with DELMXU, FACU, DELFMX, DUMX should

be read regardless whether the problem is one, two or
three dimensional.

• DELMXU: Maximum (absolute) displacement
error tolerance (m)

• FACU: Maximum (relative) displacement error
tolerance (-)

• DELFMX: Maximum nodal force balance
error tolerance (MN)

• DUMX: Maximum displacement correction
per iteration (m) (time increment is reduced if
necessary)

• DELMXPL: Maximum (absolute) liquid
pressure error tolerance (Mpa)

• FACPL: Maximum (relative) liquid pressure
error tolerance (-)

• DELQWMX: Maximum nodal water mass
balance error tolerance (kg/s)

• DPLMX: Maximum liquid pressure correction
per iteration (MPa) (time increment is reduced
if necessary)

• DELMXPG: Maximum (absolute) gas pressure
error tolerance (Mpa)

• FACPG: Miiximum (relative) gas pressure
error tolerance (-)

• DELQAMX: Maximum nodal air mass
balance error tolerance (kg/s)

• DPGMX: Maximum gas pressure correction
per iteration (MPa) (time increment is reduced
if necessary)

• DELMXT: Maximum (absolute) temperature
error tolerance (°C)

• FACT: Maximum (relative) temperature error
tolerance (-)

• DELEMX: Maximum nodal energy balance
error tolerance (J/s)

• DTMX: Maximum temperature correction per
iteration (°C) (time increment is reduced if
necessary)

• DELMXI: Maximum (absolute) water in
inclusion mass fraction error tolerance (-)

• FACI: Maximum (relative) water in inclusion
mass fraction error tolerance (-)

• DELIMX: Maximum nodal inclusions balance
error tolerance (kg/s)

• DIMX: Maximum mass fraction in solid
correction per iteration (-) (time increment is
reduced if necessary)
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Relative error Is defined as the ration between
variable correction (8.v) and variable increment (A.v).
It cannot be defined if variable increment is equal
'¿ere ¡n Which case the condition is by-passed.

Example for the equation of energy balance:

If (5T< DELMXT) and C%FACT) for all nodes,
then convergence has been achieved. If (qi, <
DELEMX) for all nodes ((//, represents here the
energy balance in a node), then convergence has
been achieved. If (5T< DTMX), time increment will
be reduced. This parameter controls the accuracy of
the solution in terms of how large can be the time
increments. A low value of DTMX will force to
small time increments when large variations of
temperature take place.

Usually, it is difficult to guess the values of the
tolerances that should be used in a problem. The
convergence criterium in terms of absolute terms is
linked with the unknowns, and hence it also depends
on the units in which they are expressed. In this case
the user decides the degree of accuracy that is needed
for each variable. It should be noticed that a very low
value may cause convergence problems while a too
large value may cause low accuracy on the solution.
The tolerances in relative terms are usually slightly
larger than the values for absolute. Finally, the
tolerance values for residual convergence arc more
difficult to guess because 'a priori' it is difficult to
know the values of forces or flows equilibrating at
nodes. Again the user should reach a compromise
between a very strict value or a less severe condition,
each extreme being dangerous.

This group of cards ends with '-!'.

Card 12. Gravity

Variables. GRAVITY(l) GRAVITY(NDIM)

Format. (3F10.0)

• GRAVITY(NDIM): gravity vector (m/s2),
usually (0,0,-9.81) for three dimensions,
(0,-9.81) for two dimensions and (-9.81) for
one dimension.

The following group of cards, beginning with time
period definition can be repeated several times to de-
fine periods or steps with different material proper-
ties and boundary conditions. For the first step all in-
formation should be read and for the subsequent
steps only modifications are required.
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Card 13. Period time variables
Variables. TJMEI, DTIME, TIME I, DTIMEC,
TIMEF, FACTTIME
Format. (5F10.0)

• TIMEI: initial time. If TIMEI is not equal to
TIME, then it is assumed TIMEI=TIME.
Exception is made if TIMEI=0.0, in which
case, 0.0 is kept as a new origin of limes,

• DTIME: initial time increment for this time
interval (default: if DTIME=0.0, the current
value in the last computation will be used,)

• TIMEI: Time from which time increment is
kept constant, (default: if TIMEl=0.0 last read
value will be considered)

• DTÍMEC: Constant time increment value
(default: if DT1MEC=0.0 last read value will
be considered)

• TIMEF: final time (Default: if TIMEF=0.0
then T1MEF=TIMEMAX)

• FACTTIME: Factor for converting seconds
(input time units) into another output time
units. (Example: FACTTIME=86400. for
output in days).

In Card 10 the variable INTER was used to define
the intennittence for writting results, i.e. only after
every number (INTER) of time intervals the results
are output. This may cause inconveniences if the user
desires the results at precisely fixed times (for
instance: 6 months, 1 year, 2 year, etc). Moreover, if
something changes between two runs (e.g. boundary
conditions) and any time increment should be
modified, the value of the times in which results are
output will not be identical between the two runs. In
this case, it will be difficult to make a comparison of
the two analyses because we will not have the same
times for output.

It is possible to decide the values of the times for
output using a sequence of cards number 13 separa-
ted by two (only flow or only mechanical problem)
or three (flow and mechanical problem) lines with
' - 1 ' indicating that nothing changes in the new time
period, except the time discretization. In this way,
results will be output for all TIMEF's, and if the user
is only interested in these fixed times a very large
value may be used for INTER to avoid output at
other times.

Card 14. Number of material
Variables. IMAT
Format. (515)

• IMAT: index of material (< NUMMAT) (if
' -1 ' is read, no more materials are read, and
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hence, parameters will be zero (or default
values when defined) or the value read in a
former time period)

Card 15. Number and name of constitutive
law

Variables, ICL.TIT.ITYCL Format. (I5, A20; I5)

• ICL: index of constitutive law (á 20) (if ' -I ' is
read, no more constitutive laws arc read for
this material)

• TIT: text to identify (by the user) the
constitutive law (ex: Retention curve), this text
will be reproduced on output only for the user
reference but will not be used by the program,

• ITYCL: type of constitutive law (example for
relative permeability: I- van Genuchten, 2-
linear with degree of saturation, 3- power 4 of
degree of saturation, 4-cubic) (default: I)

Card 16. Parameters constitutive law

Variables. TIT, PARCL(IP,ICL,IMAT) Format.
(A20, FIO.O)

• TIT: text to identify (by the user) the parameter
(ex: Young modulus (E)), this text will be
reproduced on output only for the user
reference but will not be used by the program.

• PARCL(MNP,NCL,NUMMAT): parameters
of constitutive laws (MNP=5, NCL=I6)

The matrix PARCL contains all information of
parameters for the constitutive laws. Other consti-
tutive laws not appearing here are internal which
facilitates the use of the program. For the time being,
20 possible external constitutive laws and a
maximum of 5 parameters for each one is considered.
Obviously this may be changed if other constitutive
laws are added or more parameters are required in
any of them.

If a constitutive law requires more than 5
parameters it is possible to define more than one set
of parameters. For instance, the mechanical constitu-
tive model includes several counterparts.

Elastic parameters (linear elasticity model):

Young modulus (for
<J>o) £o (ITYCL=l), £<>

PARCL(1,1,IMAT):
reference porosity
(ITYCL=2)

PARCL(2,1,IMAT): dE/clty (ITYCL=l), E¡
(ITYCL=2)PARCL(3,l,IMAT): Poisson modulus

• PARCL(4,I,IMAT): reference porosity ((J)»)
(ITYCL=l), reference volumetric strain (EIO)
(ITYCL=2)PARCL(5,l,lMAT): minimum po-
rosity, porosity wH! not be lower ¡TYCL=l:
Lineur elasticity:

£ = £ „ + (<!>-<)>„)</£/</<])

• ITYCL=2: Linear elasticity, gap model

E = Et for e,, > e0,otherwise E = Et)

If Eo is equal zero, linear elasticity is not included
and the elastic model parameters will be included in
PARCL(*,4,IMAT),

Parameters for linear viscous deformation model:

• PARCL( 1,2,IMAT): grain diameter (</„) (m)
• PARCL(2,2,IMAT): pre-exponential parameter

(s''MPa"' nr1) (stress is in MPa) {A,,)
• PARCL(3,2,IMAT): exponential parameter

(J/mol) (G«)
• PARCL(4,2,IMAT): (nothing)
• PARCL(5,2,IMAT): (nothing)

The deformation mechanism fluid assisted
diffusinal transfer (FADT) has been applied to
develop an equation for creep of salt under wet
conditions (see Olivella et al, 1993).

The theoretical development shows that a linear
dependence on stresses is found, and for this reason a
linear viscoelasticity approach can be used. Strain
rate for a linear viscoelasticity is computed as:

where a' is the net stress tensor (defined as a ' = a -
Pjl, P/is fluid pressure, gas if unsaturated and liquid
if saturated), p' is the mean net stress, / is the identity
tensor.

J

where #;'(£) and #;'(e) are internal nonlinear functions
of void ratio (e) and:
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(see Remark I).

Parameters for non-linear viscous
deformation model:

• PARCL( 1,3,IMAT): pre-exponential parameter
(s'1 MPa'n) (stress is in MPa) (A*)

• PARCL(2,3,IMAT): exponential parameter
(J/mol) (&,)

• PARCL(3,3,IMAT): stress exponent (/;)
• PARCL(4,3,IMAT): (nothing)
• PARCL(5,3,IMAT): (nothing)

The deformation mechanism referred as dislocation
creep (DC) has been applied to develop an equation
for creep of porous salt aggregates (see Olivella et al,
1993). This mechanims leads to nonlinear depen-
dences on stresses.

Strain rate for a nonlinear viscoelasticity is
computed as:

where G is the flow rule, F is a stress function and
is a scalar function. Where:

^ - - 1 = 0

where n is the power that comes from the rock power
law. The volumetric and deviatoric viscous
parameters are computed as:

where gd,,(e) and gd,(e) are internal nonlinear func-
tions of void ratio (e) and n, and:

RT

(sec-Remark 1),

Other models:

• PARCL(1,4,IMAT): a\ (sec ITYCL below)
• PARCL(2,4,IMAT): a2 (")
• PARCL(3,4,IMAT): a3 (")
• PARCL(4,4,IMAT): «4 (")
• PARCL(5,4,IMAT): as (")
• ITYCL=1: "State surface" model. Volumetric

strain is:

Ae,, = fl,A[ln(/?')] + ci2M\x\l {Pg - P, + 0.1) / 0.1] +

where /?' is mean net stress (mean stress minus pore
pressure). Shear strain is linearly elastic with
modulus G=«4 (all units MPa). ci\ and ai are usually
negative.

Other mechanical parameters:

• ARCL( 1,5,IMAT): en, linear Pi swelling coeffi-
cient

• PARCL(2,5,IMAT): ax, linear Ps swelling
coefficient

• PARCL(3,5,IMAT): bs, linear thermal dilatan-
ce coefficient for the medium as a whole

• PARCL(4,5,IMAT): (nothing)
II PARCL(5,5,IMAT): (nothing)

Retention curve parameters (van Genuchten
model) (see ITYCL below):

PARCL(1,6,IMAT): Po (MPa)
PARCL(2,6,IMAT): do (N/m), surface tension
PARCL(3,6,IMAT): X
PARCL(4,6,IMAT): 5,/ (residual saturation)
PARCL(5,6,IMAT): Sh (maximum saturation)
ITYCL=1: Van Genuchten model:
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where Se = (5, -S r l)I (Su -Srl) and P = P0*a /a,,

B ITYCL=2; Linear law:

S,, = \tt-{!>„-

• ITYCL=3idcmITYCL=l
• ITYCL=4: Square law:

with capillary pressure defined as Pc = P^-Pi (Pa),
and a correction units f'netor /J(F Í.0 x 10-6 MPa (1.0
Pa) and 5',.= (Si-Sri)/(SL«-Sri)

Sri and ó'/.« arc lower and upper bounds of saturation,
Effective saturation S,, is defined in such a way that
ranges between 0 and 1, but 5/ ranges between Sr¡ and
Sh.

Intrinsic permeability:

• PARCL( 1,7,IMAT): k\ i(0) (m2), value for (t>»

• PARCL(2,7,IMAT): ku(Q) (m2), value for fa

• PARCL(3,7,IMAT); kjj(O) (m2), value for fa

• PARCL(4,7,1IV1AT): initial porosity fa, if <|>o=O,
permeability is not updated, then k\\, A'22 and
A\i,i arc kept constant.

• PARCL(5,7,IMAT): minimum porosity, poro-
sity will not be lower than this value.

Kozcny's relationship is expressed by:

Volumetric phase flux is computed through
Darcy's law written for phase a as:

kk

(parameters for km, | i a and p a are included in other
laws)

Dispersivities:

PARCL(1,8,IMAT): longitudinal dis
for vapour and salt (m) (df)

sivity

D PARCL(2,8,IMAT): transversal dispersivity
for vapour «nd salt (///) (di)

B PARCU3.8.IMAT): (void)
• PARCL(4,8,IMAT): longitudinal díspersivíty

for heat (m) (d|)

• PARCL(5,8,IMAT): longitudinal dispcrsivity
for heat (m) (d¡)

Mechanical dispersion mass flux is computed by
means Pick's law written as:

where the mechanical dispersion tensor is defined as:

where cot is the specific heat of the a phase, and the
mechanical dispersion tensor is defined in the same
way as D' but using the corresponding dispcrsivitics
for heat dispersion, (at present, only the contribution
due to liquid phase, i.e. oc=l, has been implemented),
(sec also PARCL(l,20,IMAT) and PARCL(1,9,IMAT)
for the contribution of conduction).

Thermal conductivity (see also PARCL(1,20,
IMAT)), dependence on porosity:

• PARCL(I,9,IMAT): dry thermal conductivity,

• PARCL(2,9,IMAT): saturated thermal conduc-
tivity, X,al (W/mK)

• PARCL(3,9,IMAT): solid thermal conductivity
(only used if \,/o = X«,, = 0,0)

• PARCL(4,9,IMAT): gas thermal conductivity
(only used if X,io = X.w/ = 0.0)

• PARCL(5,9,IMAT): liquid thermal conduc-
tivity (only used if ?i,/0 = XiU = 0.0)

If Xjry = A.,,,; = 0.0 they are computed according to a
geometrc mean:

solid

Solid specific heat:

PARCL(I,IO,IMAT): specific heat of solid
phase (J/kg). (default is a value for salt: 874)
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• PARCL(2,IO,IMAT): solid density (kg/m*)
(default is a value for salt: 2163)

• PARCL(3,IO,IMAT); linear Ihüffiial dilíilíince
coefficient for grains

• PARCL(4,10,IMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(5,IO,lMAT): (nothing)

Linear thermal dilatancc coefficient for grains
should be identical to the bulk value if thermal
expansion of the porous medium docs not produce
porosity variations.

Specific heat for water, air and salt (not solid) are
internal values,

However the specific heat for solid can be changed
if desired if another medium (not saline) is modelled.

Molecular diffusion of vapour parameters:

• PARCL(I,11,IMAT): pre-inultiplicr, D* (de-
fault: 5.9E-6)

• PARCL(2,11.IMAT): temperature exponent, //
(default: 2.3)

• PARCL(3,I1,IMAT): tortuosity, x, (default:
I.O)

• PARCL(4,11 ,ÍMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(5,11,IMAT): (nothing)

Fick's law for molecular diffussion is written as:

• PARCM4,12,IMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(5,12.IMAT): (nothing)

The nonadvective flux of a species in a phase is
composed by molecular diffusion and mechanical
dispersion (this latter defined above in another set of
parameters).

Molecular diffusion of halite parameters:

• PARCL(1,12,IMAT): pre-exponential parame-
ter, D¡¡ (default: 1.1 x lO4)

• PARCL(2,12,IMAT): exponential parameter,
Q (J/mol) (default= 24530.0)

• PARCL(3,I2,IMAT): tortuosity (default: 1.0)
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which is used in Fick's law with the same form as for
vapour in the gas phase.

Dlffusivity of inclusions:

• PAfcCL(l.l3.IMAT): Dws. effective diffusivi-
ty of brine inclusions (nr/s/T)

• PARCL(2,I3,IMAT): initial inclusions content
(kg/kg)

• PARCL(3,13,IMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(4,13,IMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(5,13,IMAT): (nothing)

Liquid relative permeability parameters: (default:
PARCL(i,6,IMAT))

• PARCL( 1, 14.IMAT); (nothing)

• PARCL(2,)4,1MATM

• PARCL(3,I4,IMAT): X (default: same value as
for retention curve, if van Genuchten model is
used)

• PARCL(4,I4,1MAT): S,i (residual saturation)
(default: same value as for retention curve)

• PARCL(5,14,IMAT): Sh (maximum satura-
tion) (default: same value as for retention
curve)

• ITYCL=l: Van genuchten model:

and Sc=(Si-Sri)/(Sh-Sri)

ITYCL=2: k,,=Se (linear)

ITYCL=3: kr^S* (Corey)

ITYCL=4: kri= 0.55' (cubic)

ITYCL=5: kr¡= i .0 (liquid perfectly mobile)

ITYCL=6: krl= AS* (power)
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Srt and Si* arc lower and upper bounds of saturation,
Effective saturation S,, Is defined In such ¡i way that
ranges between 0 and I, but Si ranges between Sri and
Sfa.

In principle, the same values o(Sri and 5/., should be
defined for liquid relative permeability and for
retention curve.

However, in some cases different values can be
used to define a residual saturation of liquid and/or
gas with possibility of flow.

Liquid density; (see Remark 2)

• PARCL(I,15,I): reference density (pi», kg/irr1)
(default: 1002.6)

• PARCL(2,I5,I): compressibility (p\ MPa'1)
(default: 4.5 x I O4)

• PARCL(3,15,I): thermal expansion (a, "C"1)
(default:-3.4 x I04)

• PARCL(4,I5,1): solute variation (y, (-))
(default: 0.6923)

• PARCL(5,15,1): reference pressure {Pi,,, MPa)

Liquid viscosity: (see Remark 2)

• PARCL( 1,16,1): prc-cxponential parameter (A)
(MPa s) (if A=0, default for A is: 2,lx I0'12,
and default for B is: 1808.5)

• PARCL(2,16,1): exponential parameter (fl)
(°K) (B can be 0.0 if A is not zero)

• PARCL(3,16,1): (nothing)

• PARCL(4,16,1): (nothing)

• PARCL(5,16,1): (nothing)

B

Air density: (see Remark 2 and 3)

• PARCL(1,17,1): reference density ( 8 " / nr1)
(default: 0.0)

• PARCL(2,17,I): compressibility ((}, MPa1)
(default: 0.0)

H PARCL(3,17,l)í thermal expansion (a, °C-I)
(default: 0.0)

• PARCL(4,l7,l):(nothing)

• PARCL(5,17,1): reference pressure (/>„«. MPa)
(default; 0.0)

• ITYCL=1: gases law, no external parameters
arc required

• ITYCL=2: B» =Q''t) =

Gas viscosity: (see Remark 2 and 3)

• PARCL( 1,18,1): prc-cxponcnlial parameter (A)
(MPa s) (if/lsO, default for A is: l.48x I0'12,
and default for B is: 119.4) (default values arc
lbrITYCL=l)

• PARCL(2,18,1): parameter B (B can be 0.0
even if A is not zero)

• PARCL(3,18,1): parameter C (default: 0.14)

• PARCL(4,I8,1): parameter D (default: l.2x
I015)

• PARCL(5,18,1): (nothing)

• ITYCL=1:

(273 +r)

with bk - C - D K> 0.0 (K is intrinsic permea-
bility)

• ITYCL=2:

u. = A exp
K {(213 + T))

Gas relative permeability parameters: (default:
PARCL(i,14,IMAT))

• PARCL( 1, 19,IMAT): (nothing)

• PARCL(2,l9,IMAT)M
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• PARCL(3,I9,IMAT): X (default: same value as
for liquid rclutivc permeability)

• PARCL(4,I9,IMAT): Sm (residual gas sutuni-
tion) (default: Sril=iA)-Si,,)

M PARCL(5,I4,IMAT): SH, (maximum gas satu-
ration) (default: SH>=\.6-Sri gas effective satu-
ration IS! St,t¡=(Sf¡-Srn)/(S\,-SrK)

• ITYCL= I:/.•,„=! -kri

M ITYCL=2:Av«=l -krt

M ITYCL=3:it/x.= I -kr,

• ITYCL=4: *,„= S j (cubic)

• ITYCL=5: krit= 1.0 (gas perfectly mobile)

• ITYCL=6: Av«= A5¿ (power)

SrK and SKi arc lower and upper bounds of gas
saturation. Consistently they must be defined as
Sr>l=/.0-Sis and Sf,,= LO-Sri, i.e. residual gas saturation
cones- ponding to maximum liquid saturation.

ITYCL=2: The dependence on liquid content
used is:

Thermal conductivity is used in Fourier's law
to compute conductive heat flux:

This a loop for IMAT=1,NUMMAT. For each
IMAT, the loop is over ICL, For each ICL,
IP=1,MNP. When ÍCL=' - i \ another IMAT is read.
When IMAT=' -I1, all materials and constitutive
parameters have been read.

Remark I: if the prc-exponcnlial parameters arc
zero the viscous counterpart of the model docs not
work, In this way the parameter acts as option
because the value of these prc-cxponcntial
parameters is checked to decide if the linear and the
non-linear creep model counterpart apply.

Effective gas saturation S,.,, is defined in such a way
that ranges between () aocl J,

If maximum and residual gas saturations are
consistent with maximum and residual saturation,
then Scg=l.0-Se, i.e. the sum effective saturations
equals one as the real ones do.

Thermal conductivity (see also PARCL(1,9,
IMAT)), dependence on other variables, for ins-
tance saturation:

The linear part (corresponds to FADT mechanism
of deformation, Olivella el ai. 1993) requires that the
liquid pressures are computed or a value of PLCONS
grcather that -1 .x 10 MPa. Otherwise brine is
considered incxistent and the mechanism FADT
remains inactive.

Remar 2: liquid and gas density and viscosity are
not material dependents. For this reason, only values
(if the default ones are not convenient) should be
read for first material.

PARCL(l,20,IMAT):void

PARCL(2,20,IMAT): void

PARCL(3,20,IMAT): void

PARCL(4,20,IMAT): void

PARCL(5,20,IMAT): void

ITYCL=1: The dependence on liquid content
used is:

If these are read for other materials they will be
ignored in the computations. Diffusivity of salt and
vapour could be considered also in this way, but
since tortuosity can change from one material to
another, they have been kept as materials
dependents.

Remark 3: "gas" phase can be considered another
fluid (liquid or gas) is density is computed with
another law instead of using gases law. In this case,
water vapour and air dissolved must not be
considered, hence, IOPTXWG and IOPTXAL should
be used to avoid the species to be mixed.
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Card 17. Type of Boundary Condition
Variables. IF
Format. (5I5)
(OmitiflOPTDISPL=0)

• IF: index of boundary condition (á NFDTYPE)
(if ' - I ' is read, no more boundary condition
types arc read)

Card 18. Force/displacement prescribed
Variables. TIT, FORDISP(I,IF)
Format. (A20.FI 0.0)
(Omit if IOPTDISPL=0)

• TIT: title for each value
• FORDISP(NPFD,NFDTYPE): array containing

prescribed forces or perscribed displacements,
for different times.
Example for NDIM=3:

• FORDISP(I, NFDTYPE): x direction force
applied (./;')

D FORDISP(2, NFDTYPE): y direction force
applied (./;")

• FORDISP(3, NFDTYPE): z direction force
applied (./:")

H FORDISP(NDIM+1,NFDTYPE): displacement
rate, first direction (»")

• FORDISP(NDIM+2,NFDTYPE): displacement
rate, second direction (//2)

• FORDISP(NDIM+3,NFDTYPE): displacement
rate, third direction (ú¡)

• FORDISP(2 NDIM+1,NFDTYPE): cos(cxi),
first direction

• FORDISP(2 NDIM+2,NFDTYPE): cos(P,),
first direction

• FORDISP(2 NDIM+3,NFDTYPE): cos(yi),
first direction

• FORDISP(3 NDIM+1,NFDTYPE): cos(a2),
second direction

• FORDISP(3 NDIM+2,NFDTYPE): cos(P2),
second direction

• FORDISP(3 NDIM+3,NFDTYPE): cos(y2),
second direction

• FORDISP(4 NDIM+1,NFDTYPE): cos(a3),
third direction

• FORDISP(4 NDIM+2,NFDTYPE): cos(p3),
third direction

• FORDISP(4 NDIM+3.NFDTYPE): cos(y»),
third direction

B FORDISP(5 NDIM+1,NFDTYPE): y, multiplier
For a one dimensional problem the general

boundary condition is applied by means a force
computed as:

where itx is the computed displacement along ,v
direction. Obviously, for a onc-dimcnsional problem
cos(ot|) can only be equal zero or one.

For a two dimensional problem the general
boundary condition is applied by means a force
computed as:

¡x = / ; + y cos(cc,)(«,"-«'/,) A/ +

+YCOS(<X2)(M2'-H2)A/

where

iit = tix cos(a,) + úy cos( (31)

ú2 = ux cos(a 2) + iiy cos( 3 2)

are displacement rates along 1,2 directions.
A very large value of y can be used to impose a

fixed displacement rate. If y is insufficiently large,
the prescription of the displacement will be
inaccurate. On the contrary, extremly large values
can cause matrix ill conditioning. Each specific
problem requires an adjusted value.

For three dimensional problems, for instance, it is
possible to prescribe displacement rate for three
different directions, without any other restriction. In
this way, any kind of displacement boundary
condition (ex: displacement zero along a direction 45
degrees with respect to the vertical, etc) can be
imposed. For a constant force applied on the
boundary, the three components along x,y,z axes
should be given.

The values of forces fx\fy\f" are directly incor-
porated at the nodal force balance. If they come from
a stress on a surface, the associated surface to each
node should be computed by the user and multiplied
by the stress in order to obtain the prescribed force.
For axisymmetric problems the associated surface
should be multiplied also by 2nr where r is the radius
of the circumference described by the node.
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This is a loop for IF=1, NFDTYPE. For each IF,
I=l, NPFD. NPFD=5 NDIM+I, number of parame-
ters for mech. boundary condition The last card of this
group must be always •-!' regardless of the number of
types read. This group of curds (17, 18) only exist if
the mechanical problem is solved, For each time
period only the types that change need to be read.

Card 19. Type of Boundary Condition
Variables. IF
Format. (515)

(Omit if IOPTPL + IOPTPG + IOPTTEMP = 0)

• IF: index of flux boundary condition (á
NFLUXTYPE) (if ' - I ' is read, no more
boundary condition types arc read)

Card 20. Flux problem boundary condition
Variables. TIT, FLUX(I.IF)
Format. (A20.F 10.0)
(Omit if IOPTPL + IOPTPG + IOPTTEMP =0)

• TIT: title for each value (ex: liq. pressure
value)

• FLUX(UFLUXTYPE): wi- prescribed humi-
dity (kg/kg)

• FLUX(2, "y.JK prescribed gas flow (kg/s)

• FLUX(3, "): PK prescribed gas pressure (Mpa)

• FLUX(4, "): Y« (kg/s/MPa)

• FLUX(5, "): ft, (kg/s/M Pa)

• FLUX(6, "): p« prescribed gas density (kg/nr1)
• FLUX(7, "): (oj1 prescribed salt concentration

(kg/kg)
• FLUX(8, "y.®" prescribed air concentration

(kg/kg)
• FLUX(9, "):j, prescribed liquid flow (kg/s)
• FLUX(10, "): Pi prescribed liquid pressure

(Mpa)

• FLUX(I1, "): y/ (see comments for negative
value) (kg/s/MPa)

• FLUX( 12,"): p, (kg/s/MPa)

• FLUX(I3, " ) : p/ prescribed liquid density
(kg/m3)

• FLUX(14, "):je prescribed heat flow (J/s)

• FLUX( 15,"): T prescribed temperature (C)

• FLUX(16,"):y,(J/s/C)

• FLUX(17, " ) : X, (decay of j t heat source or
sink) {\/s);je * exp(-ta * (0) is used.

• FLUX(18, "): qti= prescribed total volume flow
(nrVs), pA. and p/should be given to obtain mass
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flows, If PH and pi arc zero, the current values
in the node arc used (incoinprcssibility is
assumed for the two phases), Gas pressure
should be prescribed,

m FLUX(l9, "): 8 (parameter for smoothing
curve for seepage boundary condition), For a
positive value a parabolic curve is used; for a
negative value an exponentially decaying curve
is used, 8 is the distance from the reference
pressure to the point of change of curves,

• FLUX(20, "): auxiliary index: -l.O means that
Je>.//. Jn "re p c unit volumc(3-D), arca(2-D) or
lenght(l-D) of medium (internal source or
sink).

The boundary condition is incorporated by adding
a flux. The mass flux of species / as a component of
phase a is:

+Pu«pXr-p«««)
where the superscript ()° stands for the prescribed
values. Obviously mass fraction and density
prescribed are only required for inflow because for
outflow the values in the medium should be
considered. Positive values of mass flow rate indicate
injection to the medium. This general form of
boundary condition, includes three terms. First one is
the mass inflow or outflow that takes place when a
flow rate (j°) is prescribed at a node. Second term is
the mass inflow or outflow that takes place when a
phase pressure (/£') is prescribed at a node. Ya is a
leakage coefficient, that is, a constant that allows to
prescribe a pressure with more or less strength. If y a

is large pressure will tend to reach the prescribed
value. As for the mechanical problem, an extremely
large value can produce matrix ill conditioning and a
lower one can produce inaccuracy in prescribing the
pressure. However it is not difficult to guess
adequate values for a given problem simply by trial.
Third term is the mass inflow or outflow that takes
place when species mass fraction is prescribed at a
node.

A surface where seepage is possible has a
boundary condition of prescribed liquid pressure.
However, only liquid outflow is permitted. To
recognize this fact, y/ must be negative. This negative
sign only indicates that nodes with this kind of
boundary condition allow seepage. The total mass
(nodal flow) inwards is added element by element
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because Ihc properties of the medium are
clcmcnlwisc defined,

Another .situation occurs when an internal source
Of sink should he imposed.

In this second case ii Is preferable to use
FLUX(20,I) = -1.0 and the program considers that
the nodal flows are per unit volume and will be
multiplied by the volume associated to the cell
centered in the node,

If there is inflow of gas or liquid phase, it is very
important to give values of the following parameters:
ü)¡',O)JJ',a)",p/(p^ and T. Otherwise they are assu-
med zero which is not correct because they will be
far from the cqulibrium. If outflow takes place, this
is not relevant because (he values of the itiediuiii are
used.

For energy the boundary condition has the general
form:

I = f; +7,(7"' - T) + EZU»H) 4- E¡{j¡) + W ) +

This is a loop for IF=I, NFLUXTYPE. For each
IF, I=1,NPFLUX The last card of this group must be
always '-I1. This group of cards (19, 20) only exist if
any balance (water, air, energy How) problem is
solved. For each time period only the types that
change need to be read.

4.2 Geometrical description file
('RO0T_GRI.DAT')

Card 1. Grid writing index
Variables. IOWGRI
Format. (15)

• IOWGRI: =1, a 'KO07TvlSH.DAT file is
created on output

Card 2. Node coordinates and b.c. type
Variables. N,COORD(1,N) COORD(NDIM,N),
IFORDISP(N), IFLUXTYPE(N)
Format. (15, (NDIM)FIO.O, 215)

• N: node number
• CO0RD(NDIM,NUMNP): nodal coordinates
• IFORDISP(NUMNP): integer vector contai-

ning prescribed force/displacement code (0=no
boundary condition, IFORDISP(12)=I7, node

12 has the boundary condition type 17 stored
iuFORDISP('M7),

• IFLUXTYPE(NUMNP)! type of flux boundary
condition (0=no b . c )

Card 3. Node connectivities, material,
element type,...

Variables. L, KXX(I,L), .... KXX(MNNEL,L),
MTYPE, LTYPE, LNODES, ANISOTPER(I, L),... .
ANISOTPER(NISOT, L), THICKNESS (L)

Formal. ((MNNEL+4)I5,4FI ().())
• L: element number
• KXX(MNNEL.L): global collectivities (the

maximum number of connectivities in 2
(ndim=I), 4 (ndim=2), and 8 (ndim=3),

• MTYPE(L): material type
• LTYPE(L): clement type
• LNODES(L): element number of nodes
• ANISOTPER(I.L): angle of direction of

anisotropy

• ANISOTPER(NISOT.L): idem (NISOT is I
for NDIM=2 and 3 for NDIM=3)

• THICKNESS (L) (only for segment in 2-D or
triangle in 3-D)
LTYPE(NUMEL): element type

NDIM=I,LTYPE=I (segment),
NDIM=2, LTYPE=I (triangle) used in flow
problems, i.e. the mechanical problem is not
solved, but any other combination can use this
type of element.
LTYPE=2 (segment with fixed thickness) used
to simulate fractures for How, i.e. without me-
chanical properties.
LTYPE=3 (quadrilateral with I integ. point)
used in particular cases when the system is
confined and the grid very refined, 'liourglas-
sing' may appear.
LTYPE=4 (quadrilateral with 2 integ. point, 1-

2 to 3-4 sides) used in particular cases when
the system is confined and the grid very refi-
ned, 'hourglassing' and 'locking' may appear.
1 averaged stress/element value is written on
output.
LTYPE=6 (quadrilateral with 2 integ. points)
used in particular cases when the system is
confined and the grid very refined, 'hourglas-
sing' and 'locking' may appear. 1 averaged
stress/element value is written on output.
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LTYPE=5 (quadrilateral with 4 intcg. points)
used for general mechanical problems, selecti-
ve integration is used by means the modifica-
tion of the matrix B (Hughes, 1980) to avoid
the above mentioned problems in nearly in-
compressible situations, 4 stress/clement va-
lues arc written on output
NDIM=3, LTYPE=I (tetrahedron)
LTYPE=23 (orthogonal triangular prism z
axis),
LTYPE=2 (arbitrary triangular prism)
LTYPE=3 (eight node element with 8 integ.
points)

MNNEL is the maximum number of nodes that
may have a posible element in the finite clement grid
that is used in a problem. With the elements that are
implemented at present the following values arc
internally assigned to MNNEL: for NDIM=1 is
MNNEL=2, for NDIM=2 is MNNEL=4, and for
NDIM=3 is MNNEL=8.

Card 4. Initial values of unknowns

Variables. N, XOLD(I,N), ..., XOLD(NDF, N)
Format. (15, I OF 15.0)

• N: node number
• XOLD: array containing old values of un-

knowns

Card 5. Initial values of stresses

Variables. L, STRESSOLD(1, 1, L),..., STRESSOLD
(NSTREC, 1,L)
Format. (15, I0FI5.O)
(OmitifIOPTDlSPL = 0)

• L: element number
• STRESSOLD: array containing the stress

tensor at integration points (only 1 value per
element is read and assumed initially the same
in all integration points)

• NSTREC: number of stress tensor values
(NSTREC=6).

Card 6. Initial porosity

Variables. L, DEPVARE(IORDPOR, L)
Format. (15, 1 OF 15.0)

• L: element number
• DEPVARE: internal array to store element-

wise values

• IORDPOR: indicates where porosity is stored
in DEPVARE (IORDPOR is an internal
variable)

Card 7. Time evolution of state
or dependent variables at nodes
Variables. NOUTOT, IVOU(l) IVOU(IO)
Format. (1615)

• NOUTOT; number of nodes for which
temporal evolution is required.

• IVOU: Variable required at these nodes. IVOU
can range from I (first unknown) to NDF (last
unknown), and from NDF+I (first nodal
dependent variable (DEPVARN vector)) to
NDF+NDVN (last nodal dependent variable).

Card 8. Nodes for time evolution
Variables. NODOUT(l) NODOUT(NOUTOT)
Format. (1615)

• NODOUT(IO): node number of nodes for
which time evolution is required. Time
evolution is written at file 'FOR050.DAT' for
all time values, regardless of the value of
INTER.

Card 9. Piezometric head map
Variables. IWHEAD, NWHEAD
Format. (1615)

• IWHEAD: =1, Piezometric heads are written at
file 'FOR060.DAT' or 'FOR061.DAT', depen-
ding whether liquid and/or gas phase is
considered. Values for all nodes are written at
times according to INTER frequence.

• NWHEAD: number of head contours that will
be necessary in a plot. This value can be
changed when drawing them.

Obviously, the use of this option is restricted to
problems of constant density for liquid and/or gas
phase.

Card 10. Nodal flows
Variables. IWNFLOW
Format. (1615)

• IWNFLOW: =1, Different flow values at
boundary nodes are written at file 'FOR070.
DAT'.Values are written at times according to
INTER frequence. The nodal flows have units
of kg/s for mass and J/s for energy.

• =2, the same, but values for all time steps are
written
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Card 1 1 . Time evolution of dependent
variables a t elements
Variables. LOUT, IELVOUT(I), ..„ IELVOUT(IO)
Formal. (16I5)

• LOUT: number of elements for which time
evolution is required.

• IELVOUT: Variable required at these elements.
IELVOUT can range from I to 2 (DEPVARE
vector, i.e. degree of saturation and/or
porosity), or, from -I to -6 (stress vector)

Card 12. Element numbers for time
evolution of element-wise variables
Variables, NELOUTd), .„, NELOUT(LOUT)
Format. (1615)

• NELOUT( 10): element number of elements for
which temporal evolution is required. Time
evolution is written at file 'FOR080.DAT1 for
all time values, regardless of the value of
INTER.

5. Summary-List of cards
This section contains the list of cards with the

variables that are read in each one.

File ' / Í007LGEN.DAT'

1. HEAD
2. NUMNP, NUMEL, NDIM, IAXISYM,

NUMMAT, NHV

3. MXDIFN, MBANDT, MFRONTH, NDF,
MNVAL, ISOLVE

4. NFDTYPE, NFLUXTYPE

5. IOPTDISPL, IOPTPL, IOPTPG, IOPTTEMP,
IOPTXWS

6. IOPTXHL,IUPDP0R,I0PTXWG,IOPTXAL,
IOPTPC

7. IFLAGI,IFLAG2,IFLAG3,IFLAG4

8. EPSILON, THETA, PGCONS, TCONS,
PLCONS

9. TIME, DTIME, TIMEI, DTIMEC, TIME-
MAX, FACTTIME

10. IOWIT, INTER, ITERMAX, IOWDRAC

11.1 DELMXU, FACU, DELFMX, DUMX (Omit
if IOPTDISPL=0)

11.2 DELMXPL, FACPL, DELQWMX, DPLMX
(OmitifIOPTPL=0)

11.3 DELMXPG, FACPG, DELQAMX, DPGMX
(OmitifIOPTPG=0)

11.4 DELMXT, FACT, DELQMX, DTMX (Omit
i('IOPTTEMP=0)

11.5 DELMXI, FACÍ, DEL1MX, DIMX (Omit if
IOPTXWS=0). This group ends with -I

12. GRAVITY(I) GRAVITY(NDIM)

13. TIMEI, DTIME, TIMEI, DTIMEC, T1MEF
14. IMAT

15. ICL.TIT

16.1 TIT,PARCL(I,ICL,IMAT)

16.2 TIT, PARCL(2,ICL,IMAT)

16.3 TIT, PARCL(3,ICL,IMAT)
16.4 TIT, PARCL(4,ICL,IMAT)
16.5 TIT, PARCL(5,ICL,IMAT)

(group of cards from IMAT=I to NUMMAT
and for every IMAT value from ICL=1 to 19
(not all ICL are required))

This group ends with -I (ICL loop)
This group ends with -I (IMAT loop)

17. IF

18.1 TIT, FORDISP(UF)
18.2 TIT, FORDISP(2,IF)

18.... TIT, FORDISP( IF)
(group of cards from IF=1 to NFDTYPE )
(OmilifIOPTDISPL=0)
This group ends with -1

19. IF
20.1 TIT, FLUX(I.IF)
20.2 TIT, FLUX(2,IF)
20.. TIT, FLUX(...,IF)
20.20 TIT, FLUX(20,IF)

(group of cards from IF=I to NFLUXTYPE)
(Omit if IOPTPL + IOPTPG + IOPTTEMP = 0)

This group ends with -1
(the group of cards from 13 to 20 can be repea-
ted in order to make a simulation with several
time periods in which the boundary conditions
and material properties are not the same. If any
parameter is not read, the value in the previous
interval is used.)

(IF a *-!' is read with IMAT, ICL and IF, the
following set of cards is read.)

F i l e ' RO0T_GRI.DAT'

1. IOWGRI

2. N, CO0RD(l , N) C0ORD(NDIM, N),
IFORDISP(N), IFLUXTYPE(N)

(group of cards from N=l to NUMNP)
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3. L, KXX(1,L) KXX(MNNEL.L), MTYPE,
LTYPE, LNODES, ANISOTPER(1, L), ....
ANISOTPER(NISOT, L), THICKNESS (L)
(groupoícarús with L=l to NUMEL)

4. N, XOLD( I ,N),..., XOLD(NDF,N)
(group of cards with N= 1 to NUMNP)

5. L, STRESSOLDd, I, L) STRESSOLD
(NSTREC, I,L)
(group of cards with L=l to NUMEL) (Omit if
IOPTDISPL=0)

6. L, DEPVARE(I0RDPOR, L)
(group of cards with L=I (o NUMEL)

7. NOUTOT, IVOU(1),..., 1VOU( 10)
8. N0D0UT( I), .... NODOUT(NOUTOT)
9. IWHEAD, NWHEAD
10. IWNFLOW
11. LOUT, IELVOUT(l),..., IELVOUT(IO)
12. NELOUT(l), ...,NELOUT(LOUT)
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1. Properties of liquid phase

1.1 Salt solubility

The dependence of solubility on temperature is
well documented in the literature. The expression
that is used was obtained by Langcr(I982) by fitting
experimental data. The concentration (c) in gr of
NaCI per 100 gr of pure water can be obtained as:

35.335-0.229477
1-0.006905971 (A2.1)

where T is temperature (°C). Mass fraction of salt in
brine is obtained as (ú'¡ = c/()00+c). Figure A2.1

shows the variation of co{' with temperature from 25
to 75 °C which is an adequate range for the problems
for which the model is developed.

The variation of solubility with temperature does
not appear very large, however it is the cause of
several processes. For instance, movement of
inclusions is primarily caused by differences in salt
concentration inside the small bubbles.

1.2 Brine density

The density of the liquid phase, also called brine
through the text because it is a saturaded disolution
of salt, has been taken dependent on pressure (/>,),
temperature (T) and concentration of salt (CD*). The
type of relationship is exponential.

Hassanizadeh and Leijnse (1988) have used this
type of relationship on isothermal processes. The
liquid density is given by:

p, = p;'exp(YCo;' + P( fJ -P?) -a (T- r ) ) (A2.2)

where p (4.5 x 10'4 MPa"') is the compressibility, a
(3.4 x lO'^C1) is the coefficient of thermal
expansion and y (0.6923 * Iog2) is a coefficient for
the concentration dependence. The value of a has
been obtained fitting experimental results from Potter
II and Brown (1977).

Figure A2.2 shows the variation of density with
concentration for three fixed temperature values.
Figure A2.3 shows the variation with temperature
once the solubility of the salt is taken into account.

1.3 Brine viscosity

The viscosity of the liquid phase has been taken
dependent on temperature (7) and salt concentration

((ú'j). According to Massanizadeh and Lcijnsc (I988)
the viscosity of a high concentrated brine can be
obtained us:

(A2.3)

z(to)') = 1.85co{' - 4.10©; + 44.5co; (A2.4)

1808.5
273.15 + T

(A2.5)

where \i"¡{T) is the viscosity of pure water given in
MPa-s. This temperature dependence has been
obtained from Rossel (1974).

Figure A2.4 shows the variation of viscosity wilh
concentration for three different temperatures (25,
50, 75 °C). Figure A2.5 shows the variation of
viscosity with temperature for pure water and for
saturated brine, using the solubility dependence on
temperature.

1.4 Solubility of air in the liquid phase

The solubility of air in the liquid phase has been
considered only dependent on the air pressure (/>„).
Henry's law expreses this dependence as:

„ _ Pa Ma
' ~ H Mw

where H (1000 MPa) is the Henry's constant and Ma
(0.02895 Kg/mol) and Mw (0.018 Kg/mol) are
molecular mass for air and water, respectively.

1.5 Brine surface tension

The surface tension of brine has been considered a
function of temperature (7*) and salt concentration
(co{'). Experimental observations have shown that the
surface tension of a bynary disolution is additive, that
is:

a lli0(T) = 0.03059 exp
252 93

(A2.7)

(A2.8)

(A2.9)

where <^//2o(^) is the surface tension of pure water
given in Nm~ which has been obtained fitting values
of surface tension given in Custodio and Llamas
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(1983), and Aa(íof) is the increment of surface
tension clue to concentration and the linear dependen-
ce has been chosen to fit data given by Celeda and
Skramovsky (1924X Figure A2.6 shows the variation
of surface tension with temperature for pure water
and for saturated brine.

2. Properties of gas phase

2.1 Vapour density

The density of vapour in the gas phase 9 J is a
function of temperature (T), salt concentration (coj1)
and phase pressures (P/ and Ps) through the
psychrometric law (Edlefson and Anderson, 1943):

*>Wp'-p. = w°*i{(P'~^w) (A2-10)

The gases law for vapour relates vapour density
with vapour pressure:

( A 2 J I )

and the vapour pressure for vapour in contact with a
brine can be computed as:

Pv(T,(j¡'¡) = Pv(T,0) F(T,(o'¡) (A2.12)

where F is given by the empirical function (Horvath,
1985):

F(7,co¡') = [1.0 - ((m - 3.0)(1.9772 x 10"3 -

-1.193xl0-57] + 0.035)m] (A2.13)

and for pure water the vapour pressure has been
approximated as (data from Garrels, 1975):

= 136075 Xexpl
f -5239.7
1273.15 + T

(A2.14)

Mw:
R:

where:
QW(P — P = 0 ) is the vapour density under planar

* * surface,
is the molar mass of water,
(8.314 J/mol/K) is the gas constant,

' ) ; is the partial pressure of vapour for
brine,

Pv(T,0): is the partial pressure of vapour for pure
water (given in Mpa), and
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F(T,(o'l): ' s a function of concentration exprcsed
through molality (m).

Figure A2.7 shows the variation of relative vapour
pressure under planar surface,

2.2 Air density

In the same way that the vapour is assumed to
behave as a perfect gas, dry air also does. This means
that dry air density is obtained from the ideal gas
law:

(A2.15)

where Pa - Pg • P\> is the partial pressure of air as a
component of the gas phase.

(A2.10) 2.3 Gas phase density

The gas phase is assumed to be a bynary mixture of
dry air and water vapour. This means that the sum of
the partial pressures of components gives the
pressure of the gas:

Pg = Pa + Pw (A2.16)

and consequently the mass of gas permit volume is
easily obtained by adding the destities of the
components:

p. ^ (A2.I7)

Figure A2.8 shows the variation of gas density
with temperature (planar surface is assumed) when in
contact with saturated brine or with pure water. The
partial densities of components are also included.

2.4 Gas viscosity

The viscosity of the gas phase has been taken
dependent on temperature (7) with the following
relationship (Rossel, 1974) (MPa s):

= 1.48x10-12

1+ 119
(A2.18)

This dependence is shown in Figure A2.9.

3. References for Appendix 2
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Figure A2.1. Variation of salt solubility with temperature.
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